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ABSTRACT

Grimes, Thomas F. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2015. Nucleation and
Detection in Tensioned Metastable Fluids. Major Professor: Rusi P. Taleyarkhan.

Neutron detection and spectroscopic techniques using state-of-the-art
systems is covered. A novel approach using conventional (e.g., LiI, He-3, BF3)
detectors coupled with Monte-Carlo code simulations to develop spectroscopy
information was developed (in lieu of present-day tedious methods involving data
acquisition using a multi-sized set of Bonner spheres). Focus of this thesis work
was on developing neutron spectroscopy and multiplicity technology using the
underlying science of tensioned metastable fluid detectors (TMFDs) in which
neutron radiation interactions with atoms of TMFD fluids cause onset of
cavitation bubbles. There are many applications and areas of science that would
benefit from an increased knowledge about the relationship between the
conditions and states of a metastable liquid and the appearance of cavitation
bubbles due to ionizing radiation. One specific area that benefits significantly is
the application of such knowledge to TMFDs, which already boast demonstrated
and impressive advantages over traditional detection systems with sensitivity
over 8 orders of magnitude in neutron energy, 90% intrinsic neutron detection

xxxvi
efficiency (in optimal geometry), complete insensitivity to gamma radiation when
operating in a neutron detection mode, ~100% sensitivity to dissolved alpha
emitters and fission decays, directional information and potentially orders of
magnitude reduced cost.

Despite the significant advantages as a versatile particle detector, the
response matrix for TMFD detectors (pertaining to unfolding for deriving
spectroscopic information of external neutron sources) had remained unknown.
This is fundamentally because of the incomplete knowledge of nucleation theory
for fluids in states of tension metastability. In this thesis, various aspects of the
prevailing nucleation theory are evaluated and updated including aspects
pertaining to ion transport; the wall velocity assumptions; the density of the vapor;
the effect of motion on the critical radius; the effect of non-condensible gas; the
surface tension; the initial conditions; the Bjerknes force; and the dynamics of
cavity formation.

A number of empirical, and semi-mechanistic methods were attempted in
parallel with 3-D monte-carlo particle-by-particle interaction and theoretical
models of energy transfers with TMFD fluid atoms so that the two could support
each other. A versatile, relatively easy to use and accurate technique named
here as “Single Atom Spectroscopy” was developed to allow the response matrix
for any class of a TMFD fluid that included hydrogen and only one other higher Z
element (e.g., C). Response matrices developed using the spectrum of Cf-252

xxxvii
and Pu-Be isotope sources were then successfully tested for their predictive
capability for 2.5 MeV and 14 MeV monoenergetic neutron sources. This method
shows much promise in rapidly allowing the development of a fielded system with
sound theoretical underpinnings. Neural networking was also pursued as an
option for empirical modeling database based predictions, but the required
database used to train the network for deriving meaningful results was found to
be impractically large.

The photon detection characteristics of the system were analyzed in order
to show that the system is sufficiently gamma blind for field use (and to justify the
use of IR radiation for the sensing of cavitation in the bulb). Calculations
supported by experimental data show that any practical nuclear power reactor
fission generated gamma flux (even from freshly discharged spent nuclear fuel),
is orders of magnitude too small to cause cavitation.

Finally, the same tools that were developed to allow spectroscopy in the
CTMFD system were leveraged to allow multiplicity information to be discerned
as well. The technical specifications for a TMFD-based multiplicity determining
system using a range of different schemes are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

The primary goal of this project is to provide additional information toward
determining the relationship between the physical conditions experienced by a
tensioned metastable fluid and the likelihood for that fluid to undergo rapid phase
change following a triggering nucleation event from nuclear scale particles
(including photons). The application of such knowledge would be extremely wide
in seemingly unrelated fields such as informing design work to prevent cavitation
on the tips of propellers or in the inner-workings of jet engines [1.4][1.5],
perfecting lithotripsy-type techniques [1.6] as well as improving acoustic-based
material synthesis and transmutation [1.7][1.8].
Possibly the most impactful result of this knowledge is that it could allow the
addition of spectroscopic capabilities to a transformational class of radiation
detectors that use this phenomenon for detection (e.g. for interdicting Special
Nuclear Material (SNM)). This class of detectors referred to as Tension
Metastable Fluid Detectors (TMFDs) is currently being developed in the
Metastable Fluids and Advanced Research Laboratory (MFARL) of Purdue
University. Spectrometers offer significant advantages over detection systems
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without spectroscopic sensitivity. Because the source spectrum is known
by the spectrometer and the detector sensitivity to neutrons of different energies
is also known, the flux of neutrons can be determined accurately. By comparison,
non-spectroscopic detectors are unable to distinguish between a small flux of
neutrons they are highly sensitive to and a large flux of neutrons they are
relatively insensitive to. Neutron spectrometers are also able to use the
spectrum in order to “fingerprint” the emission source. This makes it possible to
distinguish between benign and pernicious sources of radiation.
These spectroscopic capabilities will be discussed in this thesis in the
context of combating nuclear terrorism as well as for general neutron
spectroscopy and fission induced multiplicity determination. The National
Academy of Engineering identified preventing nuclear terror as one of the14
Grand Challenges of the 21st century [1.1]. From the article: “Nuclear security
therefore represents one of the most urgent policy issues of the 21st century. In
addition to its political and institutional aspects, it poses acute technical issues as
well. In short, engineering shares the formidable challenges of finding all the
dangerous nuclear material in the world, keeping track of it, securing it, and
detecting its diversion or transport for terrorist use.” Two different scenarios will
be discussed in the context of preventing nuclear terror – port security and waste
reprocessing security
Approximately 90% of global trade is shipped using cargo containers [1.2].
This means that the threat from terrorists exploiting the system is twofold: an
attack on a port itself would have a devastating economic impact (a credible
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nuclear threat on US ports causing a nationwide shutdown of a few days has
generated estimates as large as $58 billion in economic impact [1.2]) and the
shipping system could be exploited to deliver a weapon to any location in the
country. Current efforts at ports scan only 5% of the cargo using X-Ray
backscatter technology. This scan rate is limited mostly by the cost of delaying
shipping containers on the way to the destination. This cost is highly non-linear
but is approximated by .5% of the cargo cost per day of delay [1.2]. Due to the
raw amount of shipping these costs can be astronomic with even a few minutes
delay on each container. In order to increase scanning percentages and thus
increase security it is highly desirable to have a cheap, highly sensitive detector
that can be deployed widely and do inspection during regular port activity.
Waste reprocessing is another area of nuclear security that is in need of
transformational technology. Current waste reprocessing safeguards attempt to
combat an enlightened adversary who is attempting to divert fissile material from
the waste reprocessing stream. This process is complicated because the input
at the front end is seldom known and is often too highly radioactive to be
measured properly [1.3]. From the front end, the material is then guided through
a series of vats and tubes where chemical processes are used to separate
isotopes. Detectors must be used to show that material is going only to places it
is supposed to go and that the right materials are going to the right places.
Because radioactivity will be expected in all streams, a spectrometer will be
advantaged over a non-spectroscopic detector in that it can determine which
isotopes are present rather than that the total amount of radioactivity is correct.
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1.2

State of the Art

Nuclear particle detectors and in particular neutron detectors developed
over the past 50 years are diverse. The common thread between them is that
they are often expensive and complicated.
1.2.1 Bonner Spheres
Bonner Spheres are perhaps the most traditional form of neutron
spectrometers. They consist of various layers of moderation surrounding a
thermal neutron detector. Generally the moderator consists of hydrogenous
material such as high density polyethylene or paraffin. Sometimes cadmium will
also be included as an optional moderator to provide increased resolution in the
thermal energy range, or lead to provide resolution in the fast energy range. The
thermal neutron detector will generally use an (n, alpha) reaction or an (n, fission)
reaction with a very high cross-section at thermal energies and a very low crosssection at high energies. Figure 1.1 shows a representative 10B cross-section
used in BF3 thermal neutron detectors. Equations 1.1 – 1.4 show typical
detection reactions and their energetics.
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Figure 1.1: 10B Cross-Section
10
5B

+ 10n → 73Li + 43α + 2.78 MeV

(1.1)

6
3Li

+ 10n → 31H + 43α + 4.78 MeV

(1.2)

3
2He

+ 10n → 11H + 43α + .765 MeV

(1.3)

235
92U

+ 10n → fission + ~200 MeV

(1.4)

Because of the shape of the cross-section curve, the system will be highly
sensitive to low energy neutrons when it is bare. Adding additional layers of
polyethylene will scatter away low energy neutrons that otherwise would have
interacted and lower the response. High energy neutrons on the other hand will
tend not to interact with the bare detector, but as layers of moderation are added
the neutrons downscatter in energy to a level where interaction with the detector
becomes highly likely and the response is increased.
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Figure 1.2: Response curve for Ludlum model 42-5, 4mm x 4mm 6LiI(Eu) crystal
in polyethylene spheres [1.10]

By finding the response of the detector in a large number of geometries
and incorporating data from the known response curves it is possible to recover
the incoming spectrum through a process known as unfolding. Unfolding will be
discussed in depth in section 2.3.
1.2.2 Gold Foils
Gold foils (named for Raymond Gold) are a series of metallic foils that can
be activated by neutron fluxes by going through one of a very large number of
different reactions. These foils are then removed from the neutron flux and taken
to a counter that measures their level of activity. The application needs to be
matched with the spectrum that the foil is sensitive to as well as the half-life of
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the foil and the counter being used. After the foils are counted, unfolding is again
needed to determine the spectrum of the incoming neutrons.
1.2.3 Organic Scintillators
Organic scintillators rely on chemicals known as ‘fluors’ to produce light in
response to radiation. When large amounts of energy are deposited, more light
is generated by the fluors. To some degree it is possible to perform
spectroscopy by examining the amount and timing of light in the pulses that
reach the PMT. Codes have been written such as SCINFUL [1.9] to examine the
shape of the accumulated light distribution and express it as the sum of the light
generated by known particle-light generation relationships. This process also
relies on unfolding; however, because the number of energy bins in the data
taken by the detector exceeds the number of energy bins in the output the
process is known as many channel unfolding as opposed to few channel
unfolding and uses a separate set of tools.
1.2.4 Time of Flight
Because neutron energy is directly proportional to the square of the
neutron’s velocity at non-relativistic speeds, it is possible to measure a neutron’s
energy directly by measuring its velocity. This can be done in a number of ways.
One method [1.11] performs spectrometry on neutron sources by “chopping” the
spectrum by very rapidly opening and closing gates that act as neutron shields.
Thus, the pulse of neutrons allowed through the starting gate represented the full
spectrum while only some portion of the spectrum was allowed through
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subsequent gates. In such a manner a small, known portion of the spectrum
reached the detector and was detected.

Time of flight methods can also be done by measuring multiple scatters of
the same neutron. By using very precise timing equipment it is possible to
determine the difference in time between scatters a neutron makes in two planes
of detectors. Using the time and the known distance the velocity and thus the
energy can be calculated. The efficiency for the system is very low because it
requires multiple scatters, but it is one of the few ways to get spectroscopy
information on a single neutron in a spectrum
1.2.5 Time Projection Chambers
Time Projection Chambers are also capable of producing spectroscopy
information on a single particle. In the system, 3He is used to undergo 3He(n,p)T
which results in two charged particles. The ionization tracks made by both of
these particles are gathered by a grid of wires allowing both their energy and
trajectory to be determined. From this data it is elementary to determine the
energy of the incoming neutrons. These tracks must be separated from 3He that
are simply elastically scattered. Other gases can be used in these systems such
as methane or propane, but these require aggregating data to characterize the
spectrum rather than getting individual particle data.
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1.2.6 Superheated Droplet Detectors
Superheated Droplet Detectors will be covered more thoroughly in section
3.5.6, but it is worth noting here that they are, in fact, used for spectroscopy as
well as their more common use in dosimetry.

1.3

Optimal Spectrometer Performance Criteria

A cooperative effort between the National Committee on Radiation
Instrumentation, the American National Standards Institute, and the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers produced ANSI N42.38 – 2006. This
document set the performance criteria for standards for American spectroscopybased portal monitors used for homeland security. Key contributors included:
Canberra, NIST, DHS, Entergy, HPS, IEEE, LBNL, LLNL, NASA, NRC, ORNL,
Ortec, PNNL, and the US Army. The requirements for the system are split into 5
parts: design requirements, radiation detection and indication, environmental
performance requirements, electromagnetic performance requirements, and
mechanical performance requirements.
Monitor types set out by the standard include: vehicle monitors, pedestrian
/package monitors, and rail monitors. Specifications are provided for both single
sided and dual sided monitors. The cargo speed (which determines occupancy
time) and the distance of the source from the assembly (or the distance between
assemblies for multiple sided detectors) are both prescribed for each monitor
type.
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Monitor Type

Table 1.1: ANSI Time-Distance Requirements
Evaluation Distance
Source Speed
Occupancy Time
(m)

(m/s)

(s)

Vehicle

5

2.2

5

Pedestrian

1

1.2

1

Package

1

1.2

1

Rail

5

2.2

5

The radionuclides that must be identified are divided into four categories.
Special Nuclear Materials (SNM) include those materials needed to create
nuclear weapons such as 233U, 235U, 237Np and any isotope of Pu. Medical
radionuclides include 18F, 67Ga, 51Cr, 75Se, 89Sr, 99Mo, 99mTc, 103Pd, 111In, 123I, 125I,
131

I, 153Sm, 201Tl, and 133Xe. Naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM)

include 40K, 226Ra, 232Th (and daughters) and 238U (and daughters). Industrial
radionuclides include 57Co, 60Co, 133Ba, 137Cs, 192Ir, 204Tl, 226Ra, and 241Am.
Spectral monitors are tested for their ability to detect and identify material from
each of these groups.
The monitors must also be able to identify materials simultaneously. Four
tests are designed to determine the efficacy of simultaneous detection. These
tests are designed specifically to make it difficult for gamma-detectors that rely
on response at specific energy levels for identification. These tests are:
40

K+226Ra+232Th+RGPu, 40K+226Ra+232Th+DU, 99mTc+DU, and 131I+RGPu.
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Beyond the requirements on the sensitivity and discrimination of the
system, there are additional requirements on its robustness. These requirements
include: includes a 3 hour battery backup, color coded warning indicators,
ambient temperature tolerance of -30C to +55C, tolerance of humidity to 93%,
tolerance of water and dust exposure, tolerance of electrostatic discharge up to 6
kV, tolerance of RF fields in the 20 to 250 MHz range up to 10 V/m, EM
emissions capped around 100 mV/m, and tolerance of vibrations in the 10 Hz to
150 MHz range up to .5g.
Current spectrometers under consideration for nuclear security applications
do not meet the offset and speed requirements imposed by the detection
specifications. Such systems would also fail any number of the robustness
considerations.
1.4

Spectra of Interest

The most important isotopes detailed by the RPM specifications to be
identified by neutron monitors fall into the SNM category including 233U, 235U,
237

Np and any isotope of Pu. Specific emphasis is placed on

235

U and 239Pu as

these are two of the easier materials to construct weapons from. Any isotope of
Pu is capable of being made into a nuclear weapon, but the even atomic mass
isotopes are undesirable because of the relatively high spontaneous fission rate
and relatively low fission cross sections.

233

U (due to accompanied 232U isotope)

emits intense gamma (MeV range) photons making it more difficult for weapons
manufacture, (and easier to detect with traditional gamma detectors) but it
remains capable of being made into a bomb. [1.12]. Both 235U and 239Pu are
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ideal for the weapons making process and must be monitored in both reactor
grade and weapons grade forms.
In diversion and port security scenarios, a “significant quantity” of radioactive
material has been defined as the amount that must be detectible by any security
system. This quantity (per ANSI N42.41) is defined as >2kg 239Pu, >5kg 235U (in
>20% enrichment), >10kg 235U (in >10% enrichment), >2kg 233U, or >5kg of the
following: (mass 235U) + 2* (mass 233U + 239Pu) by the NRC (10 CFR 70) [1.20].
The IAEA instead defines this quantity by the minimum quantity required to make
a nuclear weapon: 8kg 239Pu or 25kg 235U [1.21]. The neutron and photon output
of 1 SQ is presented in Table 1.2 in particles/kg/s. [1.13]

SNM

Table 1.2: Particles/kg/s emitted by 1 SQ of various compositions
Form
Gamma-rays
Neutrons

Uranium

Energy

Intensity

Energy

Intensity

(MeV)

gamma/kg/s

(MeV)

n/kg/s

1

≤104

~2

1

2.6

2.7 x 104

Mixed Oxide

0.769

105

~2

~5 x 105

Weapons

0.769

2.3 x 105

~2

~6 x 104

Highly
Enriched

Plutonium

Grade

In addition to having different output, the various SNM will have different
neutron spectra that will dictate the means that are used to detect them. The
mixed oxide plutonium neutron spectrum will be dominated by the spontaneous
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fission and the (n,alpha) spectrum created by interaction on the oxygen. The
spectrum for a typical MOX source appears in Figure 1.3. The passive neutron
spectrum from highly enriched Pu metal will be dominated by the spontaneous
fission spectrum of 240Pu impurity if any exists (Figure 1.4). The passive neutron
spectrum for most highly enriched HEU will be dominated by the 238U and 234U
impurity spontaneous fission (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.3: MOX Neutron Spectrum [1.22]
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Figure 1.4: 240Pu Spontaneous Fission Neutron Spectrum

Figure 1.5: 238U Spontaneous Fission Neutron Spectrum
In order to simulate these neutron spectra, Purdue’s MFARL lab offered
various resources. These include a 252Cf with a spontaneous fission source
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spectrum (Figure 1.6), a Pu-Be random (alpha, n) source spectrum (Figure 1.7),
a DD fusion accelerator, and a DT fusion accelerator. DD fusion provides
monoenergetic 2.45 MeV neutrons. DT fusion provides monoenergetic 14.1 MeV
neutrons. The spectrum for 252Cf very closely approximates the fission spectrum
from both Pu and U (mean energy ~2 MeV, mode ~0.7 MeV) while the Pu-Be
source (mean energy ~4.4 MeV) helps to simulate higher energy spectra that
results from (alpha,n) reactions.

Figure 1.6: 252Cf Spectrum[1.14]
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Figure 1.7: Initially Used Pu-Be Spectrum[1.14]

Figure 1.8:Sources 4c (alpha,n) after traversing a steel encased PuBe cylinder
the size and shape of the lab source[1.24]
In all meaningful detection and interdiction scenarios there will be a
neutron background spectrum that must be contended with. At sea level, the
background spectrum contains three peaks: a high energy peak centered at 100
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MeV and extending up to 10 GeV, a “nuclear evaporation” peak centered at 1 to
2 MeV, and a thermal peak around .025 eV. The total flux is approximately 134
ns-1m-2 [1.23]. The neutron flux distribution is depicted in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: Neutron spectrum measured on top of IBM T. J. Watson Research
Center [1.23]

Finally, in any experiment involving neutrons it is important to realize that
interacting with the environment will cause the neutrons to lose energy. Figure
1.10 shows the energy spectrum of an initially monoenergetic 14.1 MeV source
of neutrons that have traversed to the outside of a 1 m sphere of water. Note the
‘fast’ and ‘thermal’ peaks from the uninteracted spectrum and the portion that is
in equilibrium with the thermal motion of the atoms in the water respectively.
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Figure 1.10: 14.1 MeV neutrons after escaping 1m sphere of H2O
1.4.1 Strength of the Lab Sources
The 252Cf source was first calibrated on 6/1/2002 with an activity of .5 mCi.
It was again calibrated on 6/17/2011 with an activity of .046464 mCi. The
branching ratio for spontaneous fission is .0309 and the average neutrons per
fission for 252Cf is 3.735+/- .014 [1.24]. Thus, on the day of the first major
experiment campaign (2/28/12), the approximate source strength was 0.5 mCi *
3.7*107 (Bq/mCi)*.0309 branching ratio * 3.76 n/fission * .5(9.9375/2.64) =
1.58*105n/s
According to Purdue records, the MFARL’s Pu-Be source was initially
produced by Mound Laboratory on behalf of Monsanto Corp., on 10/21/1958.
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The source contained 7.81g of Be and 15.84g of Pu (isotopics are unknown) with
an initial emission rate of 1.72*106 n/s. According to work done by M.E.
Anderson on other sources in the same batch, the 241Pu content was
approximately .4%. In the same paper, it is indicated that similar sources with .7%
content of 241Pu can increase in neutron activity with an initial growth rate of 2%
per year [1.16]. Because the half-lives of the relevant isotopes are short enough
to be effected by the 55 years in the sealed source and because the change in
activity was significant for the techniques being used, confirmation needed to be
done experimentally.
Calibration was done by comparing the activity of the Pu-Be source to an
Am-Be source that was borrowed for this purpose. The Am-Be source was
calibrated with an activity of 3 Ci. Due to its 432.2 year half-life, the activity of the
Am-Be source should be very close to when it was calibrated. An adjustment
must be done to account for the fact that alphas from

241

Am are more effective at

undergoing (alpha, n) reactions. Well-known published values in the literature
suggest that 239Pu/Be reactions generate neutrons on the order of 65 in 106
whereas 241Am/Be reactions generate 82 in 106. Various assessments done with
the SnoopyTM (a moderated thermal neutron detector) and Liquid Scintillation
detectors placed the ratio of activity between the 3 Ci Am-Be and (initially) 1 Ci
Pu-Be sources to be between 2.59 and 2.85. Given fresh 1 Ci Pu-Be and 3 Ci
Am-Be sources, one would expect the activity ratio to be 3*82/65 = 3.78. Thus,
neglecting the change in both sources due to decay and contribution from
spontaneous fission of both sources, the increase in the Pu-Be intensity was
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between 33% and 46% since manufacture. Thus, the approximate intensity is
between 2.3*106 and 2.5*106. 2.3*106 n/s was used as the best-estimate Pu-Be
emission rate for results of assessments reported in this thesis.
1.4.2 Polimi Source Definitions
The well-established MCNP-PolimiX nuclear particle transport platform
was used extensively for this dissertation. The code system has a wide variety of
innately coded sources that can be implemented. These sources include 252Cf sf,
238

U sf, 240Pu sf, 242Pu sf, 242Cm sf, 244Cm sf, 238Pu sf, Am-Be (alpha,n), Am-Li

(alpha,n), D-T, DD, 238Pu-O2 (alpha,n), 240Pu-O2 (alpha,n), 241Am-O2 (alpha,n),
232

U-F6 (alpha,n), 234U-F6 (alpha,n), 235U-F6 (alpha,n), 236U-F6 (alpha,n), 238U-F6

(alpha,n),. These sources can be supplemented with user defined sources or
combined together to form real world conditions.
These sources have implemented multiplicity distributions as well as
energy distributions. In fact, also implemented is the multiplicity dependent
energy spectrum. The one for 252Cf is shown in Figure 1.11. The source is most
probable to release 4 neutrons and is rather unlikely to release 9 in a single
event. The energy of the neutrons is a function of how many are emitted, but
many of the curves are reasonably similar such that the traditional assumption
that energy is independent of multiplicity appears to have merit.
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Figure 1.11: MCNP-Polimi implemented energy spectrum for 252Cf for several
values of the multiplicity [13.3]

One important note is that the implemented

252

Cf spectrum differs from the

traditional Watt spectrum. The difference was developed experimentally by the
group at the University of Michigan that wrote MCNP-Polimi during their work on
LS spectroscopy.

Figure 1.12: Difference between Watt specturm and MCNP-Polimi spectrum

This difference in spectrum can be significant in modeling the carbon
recoil spectrum induced by neutron interaction. While the predicted prevalence
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of recoils is nearly identical at higher energies, for low energy neutrons there can
be as much as a 7% difference in the reaction rate experienced in the detection
volume of MFARL’s Large Centrifugally Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector (LCTMFD) as presented in Figure 1.12. The L-CTMFD apparatus and
corresponding experiments will be discussed in later chapters (7-10).

Figure 1.13: Carbon recoil distribution in Large CTMFD

1.5

Thesis Objectives

This section provides an overview of the various objectives of this thesis which
ranged from deriving neutron spectroscopy information using conventional
apparatus (but coupled with Monte-Carlo techniques), but mainly with TMFDs, as
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also for assessing TMFD architectures for determining neutron multiplicity. The
key objectives pertaining to TMFD based investigations were:
1.5.1 Discuss in general the utility of a TMFD architecture for application in real
world scenarios such as for active interrogation
Experimental data must be obtained showing the ability of TMFD systems
to detect nuclear particles of interest (generally neutrons/alphas, but also fission
events). If at all possible, such detection should minimize signals from
background radiation and particles of types and energies other than those
desired.
1.5.2 Develop techniques that allow TMFDs to be used like conventional
neutron spectrometers using spectrum unfolding
Users of conventional neutron detectors have developed a series of
techniques that allow for spectroscopy information to be gleaned from nonspectroscopic detectors. Although adapting these techniques for TMFD doesn’t
leverage some of the innate spectroscopy information provided by the detection
mechanism, it does provide baseline spectroscopic capability.

1.5.3 Discover underlying reasons and situations that show the shortcomings of
Thermal Spike Theory when applied to TMFD sensors
Thermal Spike Theory has significant shortcomings for predicting the
threshold sensitivity of tension metastable systems, but remains the most
prominent theory for that prediction. Analyzing possible reasons for the
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breakdown of the theory is an important step in putting forward a theory that
corrects the issues.

1.5.4 Put forward a solution that predicts nucleation thresholds and allows the
use of TMFDs for spectroscopy with acceptable accuracy

Once the shortcomings of Thermal Spike Theory when applied for
negative pressure fluid states, develop a theoretical, empirical, or semi-empirical
model to correct for shortcomings, and allow for the prediction of detection
thresholds with greater accuracy than that possible in the past.

1.5.5 Extend the range of abilities that TMFD detectors possess
In addition to providing spectroscopy to TMFD detectors, intimate
knowledge of radiation transport and detection physics opens the door to other
meaningful detector advancements, including for neutron multiplicity
determination. Multiplicity determination is one of few high value potential
capabilities of TMFDs that have not yet been developed. A part of the objectives
of this dissertation is to investigate and report on this aspect.

Chapter 2 discusses traditional neutron spectroscopy techniques, and a
novel approach is presented that utilizes Monte-Carlo code based simulations to
derive a response matrix for unfolding in complex geometries.
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Chapter 3 introduces the underlying science of nuclear particle detection
using TMFDs and the breadth of applications. Other metastable fluid based
approaches are discussed as well.
Chapter 4 introduces the general subject of nucleation in metastable fluids
as focused on the so-called Thermal Spike Theory.
Chapter 5 presents results of sensitivity studies pertaining to various key
terms in the Thermal Spike Theory.
Chapter 6 presents results of efforts to deploy Neural Networks to enable
efficient and reliable prediction of neutron induced cavitation thresholds.
Chapters 7 to 11 discuss various aspects of the novel “Single Atom
Spectroscopy” technology and approach developed for enabling TMFD based
neutron spectroscopy. Response matrices developed using isotope neutron
sources were then employed to predict against data taken with 2.5 MeV and 14
MeV monoenergetic neutron sources.
Chapter 12 discusses implications of findings from single atom
spectroscopy on nucleation theory.
Chapter 13 discusses use of the same tools used for spectroscopy in
TMFDs for deriving neutron multiplicity information.
Chapter 14 discusses use of the same tools used for spectroscopy to
present evidence of gamma blindness for TMFDs and motivate gamma active
interrogation techniques.
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Chapter 15 presents a cook-book recipe and summary for using the work
product of this thesis to utilize CTMFDs for deriving neutron spectroscopy
information.
Chapter 16 presents a summary and concluding remarks.
Chapter 17 presents thoughts and recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2. TRADITIONAL SPECTROSCOPY

The first logical step toward developing spectroscopy for Tension
Metastable Fluid Detectors is to adapt spectroscopic techniques that have been
developed for traditional neutron detectors without inherent spectroscopic
capability. The technique chosen for this purpose is spectroscopy via unfolding
data generated by so-called “Bonner Spheres” which constitute a set (~6-8) of
polyethelene spheres that are mounted around a thermal neutron detector.

The first significant hurdle in adapting this technique is that CTMFD
detectors are much more difficult to encase in polyethylene spheres. Thus, one
of the initial checks to determine the effectiveness of this technique for CTMFDs
is to ensure that there are other valid moderation geometries that yield
acceptable results to perform unfolding. The two initial geometries investigated
were the “Spherical” and “Rectangular” geometries. Afterward, the “Tent”
geometry would be added in order to correct issues that were present in using
the “Rectangular” geometry data.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of “spherical” geometry

Figure 2.2: Schematic of “rectangular” geometry

Figure 2.3: Schematic of “tent” geometry
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2.1

Development of the Response Matrix

Bonner spheres are a series of polyethylene spheres that cover a thermal
neutron detector [2.8][2.9]. The polyethylene in the spheres is designed to
scatter and moderate neutrons from the high-MeV to the sub-eV range. As the
radius of the sphere becomes larger, neutrons from high energies are more likely
to scatter down to lower energies where the detector has a higher efficiency for
detection. On the other hand, neutrons from very low energies will be more likely
to be absorbed or scattered away without reaching the detector. The chosen
thermal neutron detector for instance LiI or BF3 is exposed to the unknown
neutron source while inside a Bonner sphere of each radius (occasionally also
done using Cd (an epithermal neutron absorber) to get good resolution of the
thermal neutron region or Pb (fast multiplier) to get better resolution in the MeV
neutron energies). Using the information the detector records for each run, the
neutron count information is combined with the "Response Matrix" of the system
which contains information about the relationship between flux intensity and
detector response. Using a technique called unfolding by which overspecified or
underspecified inverse problems are solved, a variety of algorithms can be used
to determine the spectrum of the unknown neutron source. Put simply:

[DR]Nx1= [RM]NxM x [NS]Mx1
where,

(2.1)
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[DR] = Detector response (Nx1 vector of measured counts at each of N
different moderator thicknesses)

[RM] =

Response matrix (NxM)

[NS] =

Incoming neutron spectrum (Mx1 vector of counts in each of M

energy bins).

The response matrix of a Bonner sphere system can be determined
experimentally by subjecting the system to a series of monoenergetic neutron
sources. The well-established Monte-Carlo based nuclear particle transport code
MCNP [2.10] allows such an assessment to be done without the need for
expensive experimentation in order to find the response matrix.

In order to perform the MCNP-based assessment to represent the
assessment via actual experimentation, a MCNP model must be created for each
detector-moderation geometry with a series of (simulated) mono-energetic
neutron sources. Once completed, the detector response (for instance, a
multiplier tally that searches for and catalogs (n, alpha) reactions for a LiI
detector) is gathered from each model in order to construct the response matrix.
Response matrices were generated using MCNP for the “Spherical” and
“Rectangular” geometries as shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.4: MCNP5 generated response matrix for a LiI detector in “spherical”
geometry (Figure 2.1)

Figure 2.5: MCNP5 generated response matrix for a LiI detector in “rectangular”
geometry (Figure 2.2)
The response curves for “rectangular” geometry (Figure 2.5) are rather
similar to those of the “spherical” geometry (Figure 2.4) for small and moderate
amounts of shielding. However, for the higher amounts of shielding where many
more down-scattering events must take place before detection the “rectangular”
moderator configuration geometry is less efficient at scattering neutrons that go
past the detector back to where they can be detected. This is problematic if the
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unfolding algorithm is not able to distinguish between energies due to the
response curve being too flat. In order to ensure that a non-standard geometry
would be suitable regardless of the scale of this problem, the “Tent” geometry
was developed. This geometry consists of the same sized pieces of
polyethylene used to form the “rectangular” geometry shown in Figure 2.2, but
the pieces are arranged with four walls and a top enclosing the detector in order
to reflect neutrons towards the detector from multiple sides with the aim of
correcting the shortcomings of the rectangular geometry.

2.2

Experimental Validation

Validating the various MCNP-based models was conducted in step-wise
fashion. The first step was to validate MCNP-based calculation results for a LiI
detector surrounded with Bonner spheres of various thicknesses against the
published results of other groups [2.11]. Results of the comparison are shown in
Figure 2.6 which shows excellent agreement between the published and
simulated data except for small discrepancies in thermal energy bins which suffer
somewhat in accuracy due to issues related to the 3-D geometry effects. Any
inaccuracies in the MCNP model necessarily result in small discrepancies in the
thermal energy bins. In Figure 2.6, the dots represent published data and the
lines represent the results of the MCNP model created to model the same LiI
Bonner Sphere system.
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Figure 2.6: LogLog Response matrix of LiI detector in Bonner Spheres as
calculated with MCNP5 and compared to Vega-Carrillo H.R. et al. [2.11]
For the non-standard geometries, the validation process was much more
difficult since comparable data for non-spherical moderator geometries are
unavailable. The “tent” and “rectangular” configurations of Figure 2.2 and Figure
2.3 are unique and could not be validated against results of others. Thus, it was
necessary to conduct experiments with LiI and BF3 detectors in these
configurations to validate the models. For this experimentation, the laboratory’s
252

Cf spontaneous fission and Pu-Be (alpha, n) neutron sources were used.

Due to the significant gamma photon emission, part of neutron data
acquisition is associated with discriminating the counts attributed to gamma
photons. Gamma photon interactions result in lower amplitude pulses in thermal
neutron detectors compared with pulse heights due to neutron interactions in LiI
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or BF3 as seen from Figure 2.7. In Figure 2.7, the gamma-based and neutronbased counts collected in the multi-channel analyzer (MCA) are shown to occur
in channels 1-67, and 115-140, respectively. Counts were generally taken for
between 5 and 10 minutes and only the counts from the neutron section of the
plots were used to compare with the MCNP predictions. The energy released in
the (n, alpha) reaction of a LiI detector is large and such detectors are typically
quite good at separation of neutrons and gammas. Even with such a large gap in
deposited energy, some amount of large energy photon events will be confused
with low energy neutron events. Liquid Scintillation detectors provide much
smaller differences in pulse heights and therefore discriminate via the amount of
time that it takes the light pulse to dissipate. Analog discrimination is at best ~95%
effective and much less in a high gamma field. Digital discrimination using neural
networks can boast over 99% discrimination efficiencies, but the system remains
fallible. Note: TMFD detectors configured for neutron detection are 100%
gamma insensitive (discussed later). They do not need nor require electronics or
incur erroneous counts as a result of improper classification of gamma pulses.
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Figure 2.7: Representative output from LiI detector behind 2.5 inches of
polyethylene in “rectangular” geometry exposed to 252Cf source

Working with neutron sources requires biological shielding and this
shielding can have a significant impact on the count rate of the detector. During
the course of the work, it became apparent that there was a greater sensitivity to
the environment for “rectangular” than for the “spherical” geometry. In Figure 2.9,
the response of the “spherical”, “tent”, and “rectangular” geometries have been
calculated with MCNP5 for both an ideal geometry as well as a very high
moderation geometry made of a table with bricks of paraffin and concrete placed
on it (shown in Figure 2.8). This geometry models the lab table where early
experiments were performed before it was discovered that the biological
shielding had a significant impact on the results of the experiments. For all
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geometries there is a noticeable difference with and without the presence of the
shielding (Figure 2.9). The difference between curves is much smaller with the
“spherical” moderation geometry. Thus, while the “tent” geometry solves some of
the problems of low count rate at high energies that the “rectangular” geometry
had it does not have all of the same beneficial properties of environmental
insulation as the “spherical” moderation geometry. Likely the difference between
“spherical” and “tent” lies in the detection of thermalized neutrons that approach
from below.

Paraffin

Detector
Polyethylene

Source
Concrete

Wood

Figure 2.8: Schematic of the highly moderating environment.

Figures 2.9a and 2.9b were created to show that the environment effects matter
to a different extent depending on the neutron energy. Two of the energies used
as monoenergetic sources in the construction of the response matrix were
selected. In Figure 2.9a, there is a profound difference between the shielded and
unshielded curves especially in the tent and rectangular geometries. However,
as shown in Figure 2.9b, at much higher energies the differences were small
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regardless of moderation geometry. This is because the chances of a neutron
backscattering into the detector and being at the correct energy is much lower.

Figure 2.9: MCNP5 results for proposed geometries in ideal and high moderating
environments (Figure 2.8) with various thicknesses and various incident neutron
energies
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The first experimental test of the system was to make sure the spectra
obtained for different sources were distinguishable when moderated with the
rectangular moderation geometry. Using both a 252Cf source and a Pu-Be source,
tests were performed with a LiI detector. Results are shown in Figure 2.10. The
252

Cf source (as to be expected) results in higher percent of the total counts for

smaller moderator thicknesses because the neutrons that are emitted by this
source have a most probable energy of ~ 0.8 MeV versus ~4 MeV from the PuBe source and thus need to undergo fewer scatter events to thermalize.
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Figure 2.10: Experimental data for a LiI detector and 252Cf /Pu-Be source
moderated counts vs thickness in “rectangular” geometry (Figure 2.2).

The second experimental test was to check the validity of the MCNP
model for the geometry being used. Figure 2.11 shows results of comparison of
MCNP predictions versus actual data for the

252

Cf spontaneous fission neutron
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source. The experiment was performed with rectangular moderation in the
presence of the biological shielding of Figure 2.8. The results were normalized
such that the MCNP model predictions agreed with those from the experiment at
4” shield thickness. The overall profile of the data for counts collected versus
moderator thickness is in close agreement with predictions. Differences indicate
that the model does not (at ~ 0 thickness) accurately capture all of the 3-D
intricacies of the experiment geometrical configuration, (e.g., the stand, ceiling,
flooring, and intricacies of detector components) but the results were deemed
acceptable for use in the unfolding algorithm.
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Figure 2.11: MCNP and experimental data for a LiI detector and 252Cf source
moderated in “rectangular” geometry (Figure 2.2).
2.3

Unfolding

While the insights of the response curves from Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5,
Figure 2.6, and Figure 2.9 are valuable, the ultimate goal of a spectrometry
system is to give the neutron source energy spectrum. As mentioned earlier, an
unfolding algorithm embodied in a computer code is required for this function.
There are several codes that have been developed specifically for Bonner
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spheres and, in fact, contain common experimentally derived response matrices
for common systems as part of the package. The specific codes chosen for this
implementation are BON [2.9], MAXED [2.12], and GRAVEL [2.12].

BON is one of the simplest codes available, which uses an unfolding
algorithm based on an iterative procedure that converges on the least squares
solution [2.13]. This code was selected for the simplicity of the algorithm as well
as the ability to create unbiased if also high variance solutions. An example of a
BON unfolding appears in Figure 2.12.

The smooth curve in Figure 2.12

represents the well-known Watt fission spectrum for neutrons emitted from a
spontaneously fissioning 252Cf source. The other curve represents the BON
solution spectrum when given data created with MCNP for the response matrix
and detector response for a LiI detector in a “rectangular” configuration. The
results are rather accurate for the fast energy bins and much less accurate in the
thermal energy bins. Regardless, the algorithm clearly has identified a fission
spectrum even in the presence of the moderating environment that was
imperfectly modeled (Figure 2.8)
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Figure 2.12: Bon unfolding done on MCNP5 generated data and response matrix
for LiI detector in “rectangular” geometry

Two other unfolding codes assessed were the MAXED and GRAVEL
codes [2.12]. Both of these codes use a priori information about the spectrum in
addition to the response matrix and the response to the flux in question. The
MAXED code obtains its solution based on maximum entropy methods whereas
the GRAVEL code uses iterative methods. These codes were selected because
of their ability to deal with some of the spectra that the BON code struggled with
as well as the IQU package which came with them that propagates the error and
gives the certainty of the output spectrum. Unlike the BON code, the MAXED
and GRAVEL codes require a priori information or a “guess” spectrum. The
guess spectrum is important to the final answer that is eventually selected.
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Figure 2.13 was produced by using the GRAVEL code when given the input data
from the BF3 detector in the “rectangular” geometry. The poor a priori information
curve is the program output when the guess spectrum is input as a constant
value at all energies and the good a priori information curve is the program
output when the Watt Spectrum is put in as the guess spectrum. Nevertheless,
even with poor a priori information, the result is very close for the relatively more
important bins in the higher energy range (i.e., above 0.01 MeV).

Figure 2.13: GRAVEL unfolding for MCNP5 generated counts and response
matrix for BF3 detector in “rectangular” geometry with 252Cf source. Shown are
GRAVEL unfoldings with two different qualities of a priori information and the true
Watt fission spectrum.

Actual implementation for a TMFD based spectroscopy system was
deemed to require as much of the computation to be done ahead of time as is
possible. In principle, the transport model may be set up ahead of time for a
wide array of monoenergetic sources. This information along with a model for
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nucleation creates the response matrix for the system. With a known response
matrix, the unfolding can be performed using PCs within seconds. Thus, the
TMFD setup and operation for wait time vs tension will be the limiting factor in
determining the source spectrum. This process is outlined in Figure 2.14.
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Monoenergetic
Sources
Unknown
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Experiment

Physics-based
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Figure 2.14: Unfolding system implementation

2.4

Application to CTMFD

2.4.1 Moderation based spectroscopy

The major difficulty in applying such a technique to a TMFD system is that
the response function of the system is in general unknown and therefore
generating the response matrix directly is not possible. One possibility for
generating the response matrix is to use reactions of constant energy such as
(n,alpha) or (n,fission) in conjunction with operating pressures that cause these
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reactions to cause nucleations and prevents neutron strikes from causing
nucleations. Thus the response matrix could be created using a conventional
neutron transport code rather than also having to take into account nucleation
thresholds.

Figure 2.15 [2.14] shows several published curves for the waiting time
response of the CTMFD (with trimethyl-borate as the metastable detector liquid)
when it is exposed to different neutron fluxes from an isotope source. The first
curve is for the source 4"away, the second is for a source 20" away, the third is
for a source 20" away with 8" of paraffin shielding between the source and the
detector, and the fourth is for a source 100" away. For the curves without
paraffin shielding, increasing the negative pressure increases the percentage of
neutrons that produce effective collisions and lowers the wait time.

For the curve with the paraffin shield, it can be assumed that a significant
majority of the neutrons are down-scattered to the eV range after scattering
through 8" of paraffin. Thus, there is a distinct range of negative pressures
where the alpha particles from the

10

B (n, alpha) reactions become effective at

creating detection events and there is a very sharp decrease in waiting time as
all of these reactions start causing nucleations.
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Figure 2.15: Waiting time curves for Trimethyl -Borate filled detector [2.14]

Unfortunately for thicknesses of paraffin smaller than 8”, there will be a
significant contribution of nucleations from fast neutron strikes directly and thus a
trimethyl borate system would require modeling of the neutron contribution in the
response matrix.

(n, fission) based detectors, however, are able to operate at pressures low
enough such that the fast neutrons will not nucleate because the recoverable
energy released in fission is ~160MeV and thus makes this an possible avenue
toward moderation based spectroscopy.
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2.4.2 Tension based spectroscopy

A much more attractive alternative to the moderation-based spectroscopy
systems discussed in this chapter appears feasible; since, it is possible to alter
the sensitivity of the TMFD system to neutrons by changing the degree of tension
or negative pressure (Pneg) while using a static moderation geometry rather than
changing the moderation geometry with static tension profiles. Because bubble
nucleation requires a minimum amount of energy in order to proceed, only
neutron interactions above a threshold will be able to cause detection events and
those near/below the threshold will do so with very low probability.

Because of this effect, neutron fluences with different energy spectra
cause detection events at different rates when the detector is brought to different
negative pressures. Figure 2.16 shows the different responses of a R-113 filled
CTMFD to various neutron spectra (there is also an effect on the waiting time
from the massive disparity in intensity between sources).
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Figure 2.16: Waiting time curves for a CTMFD with R113 as the working fluid

Because a large-enough range of monoenergetic neutron sources was not
available, it was deemed desirable to be able to formulate the response matrix of
a TMFD using Monte Carlo methods as was done for the thermal neutron
detectors using Bonner Spheres. It is possible to characterize the geometry and
determine the distribution of energy deposited by neutron scatters. It is equally
possible to know the distribution of negative pressure (especially in the CTMFD).
Unfortunately, the physical mechanisms for detection via nucleation in sub-zero
pressure states within TMFD systems are vastly more complex than detection
mechanisms in thermal neutron detectors which are based solely on absorption
reactions with well-known cross-sections. Prevailing theory for bubble nucleation
criteria in tensioned metastable states misses the mark by orders of magnitude
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[2.15] making it unsuitable for modeling detector response. Attempts to rectify
this problem and make this type of spectroscopy viable are discussed in later
chapters.
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CHAPTER 3. TMFD TECHNOLOGY

3.1

Negative Pressure

One of the most vivid demonstrations of the existence of negative gauge
pressure was presented by P. F. Scholander in his 1965 Science article titled
“Sap Pressure in Vascular Plants.” In the article he goes on to explain that very
tall trees such as the California Redwoods drive water to their leaves by using a
pressure gradient. Because redwoods can grow to 100 meters in height, the
calculated pressure at the top reaches almost -20 atmospheres in order to
overcome the hydrostatic gradient and flow friction. In a very simple but elegant
experiment, one of the high branches was shot by a sharp-shooter. If the
branch’s natural state was in positive (gauge) pressure, it would be expected that
sap would flow from the exposed break. However, this was not the case. The
branch was then put into a pressure bomb with only the break exposed. The
pressure in the bomb was increased until sap ran from the exposed break. If the
amount of pressure required to get sap to flow had been between 0 and 1 bar
(gauge), it would suggest that the natural pressure inside the branch was small,
but greater than vacuum. However, this was also not the case. The amount of
(gauge) pressure required in order to get the sap to flow exceeded 1 bar. This
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would suggest that the pressure inside the branch was, in fact, less than absolute
vacuum [3.1].
The physical significance of pressure is the force per unit area that is
exerted on a container surface. If positive pressure indicates the contents of the
container are exerting outward force on the walls and perfect vacuum indicates
the contents of the container are exerting no force on the walls, then negative
pressure might best be thought of as indicating that the contents of the container
are exerting inward force on the walls. This process is accomplished by
tensioning intermolecular bonds between atoms. In general this is done through
London Dispersion and Dipole-Dipole interaction [3.2].
In pristine conditions without the presence of dust motes or imperfections
in the container interface, it is possible for these bonds to continue to hold in
conditions that would typically be expected to generate a phase change. This is
because there is an energy barrier that must be overcome to begin generating
the new phase even when the new phase is energetically favorable (Figure 3.1).
This situation is known as metastability.

Figure 3.1: Metastable transition [3.3]
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3.2

Metastability

Metastable is used to describe any physical system that is in a state that is
less stable than the most stable state of the system [3.4]. These states can be
very long-lived or very short-lived depending on the energy barriers separating
the states, the difference in the stability of the states, and the presence of
external stimuli. Often times the more energetically favorable state will be
brought about by a phase change (for example: liquid to gas), but metastability
can also refer to other instabilities (for example: improper stacking orders in
solids).
The type of metastability taken advantage of by TMFDs (as well as other
families of detectors (see Section 3.7)) is the metastability of superheated liquid.
Liquids are superheated anytime the pressure is lower than the pressure that
would cause the fluid to be saturated along the same isotherm. Thus, a fluid at
saturation can be brought into metastability either by increasing the temperature
which moves the fluid state to a new isotherm with a higher saturation pressure
(Figure 3.8b) or by decreasing the pressure to less than the saturation pressure
(Figure 3.8c).
Until the fluid nucleates it will follow the isotherm predicted by the Van der
Waals equation ( the solid line of Figure 3.8a). As the temperature increases, the
pressure drops, or both, the degree of superheat will increase and cause energy
to be stored.
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The maximum amount of tension that a liquid is capable of sustaining at a
given temperature is known as the spinodal limit. The spinoidal limit for
superheat is the lowest point shown on the Van der Waal curve in Figure 3.2.
These limits are generally discussed as theory because obtaining them can be
extraordinarily difficult but attainable [3.5] and also alluded to by others.[3.6][3.7].
For example: the spinodal limit for water at room temperature is estimated to be
approximately -20,000 psi [3.8]
There are nucleation theory based models that attempt to estimate the
limits of tension. One such equation can be found in ORNL/TM-2022/233 [3.8]:
1
16π 3
2
σ
3
NkTt
kT ln(
−∆f)
h

pneg = − [

]

(3.2)

For water, this predicts -1500 bar for a 1 second waiting time and -1740 bar
for a 10-15 second waiting time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2(a,b,c): Fluid Metastability PV diagram

Because the equation has a dependence on wait time, it is likely that the
results will be influenced by radiation levels. The experiments were not done in
an environment designed to remove background radiation. It should, however,
be possible to construct another curve with a much smaller radiation background
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where the detector is triggered only by the extremely small cavitation pockets
caused by thermal motion of the atoms in the liquid.

3.3

Nucleation

Any fluid system in the gray, metastable region of Figure 3.2 has the
ability to undergo phase transition with the addition of energy allowing the phase
change. The amount of energy required depends on how closely the system
state has approached the spinoidal. This energy can be added in a variety of
ways.
Once nucleation has started anywhere in the liquid, the system will run
toward the isobar in the steam dome rather than the isotherm. This is
accomplished in the case of metastable liquid by rapidly vaporizing fluid until the
vapor causes the pressure to increase to saturation.
The process of vaporization will begin at any weak point in the liquid. In
liquids that are improperly treated this can happen at the wall interface, dust
motes in the bulk fluid, or pockets of non-soluble gas. Researchers who attempt
to induce these weak points have traditionally divided strategies for doing so into
Acoustic, Laser, and Nuclear options [3.8]. The laser and nuclear options
nucleate by creating localized superheated states. The acoustic option instead
lowers the ambient pressure so that the fluid can sustain less superheat.
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3.4

Stored Energy

By comparing the bubble chamber data of El-Nagdy (1971) and Dietrich
(1974) with the negative pressure data of Finch (1964), Messino (1963) and
Greenspan (1967) it is possible to roughly estimate the amount of energy stored
in tension. Using 14 MeV neutrons, roughly equal wait times were found at a
superheat of 80oC and a tension of -40 bar. Thus, with a Cp of 4.3 kJ/kg-C the
stored energy approaches .0043 MJ/kg-bar. Fission product data, on the other
hand, obtained superheat of 10oC and tension between -5 and -10 bar. This
works out to between .003 and .009 MJ/kg-bar. Knowing that it is possible for
water to sustain -1400 bar in experiments, it is reasonable that energy density
could approach 15 to 20 MJ/kg (burning TNT yields 4.18 MJ/kg) [3.11]

Table 3.1: Estimated equivalent energy storage [3.8]
Test Liquid
Triggering
Energy stored via negative
pressure MJ/kg-bar
Acetone

Neutrons

.034

Ethanol

Neutrons

.06

Freon

Alpha Recoil

.04

Isopentane

Alpha Recoil

.06

Water

Fission

.01
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3.5

Critical Radius

Thermal fluctuations and interactions with very low LET particles like muons
and electrons cause an enormous number of extremely small nucleation centers
per second in fluids; however, the force of surface tension is sufficient to keep
them from continuing to grow. There is, however a critical radius after which
growth becomes energetically favorable despite opposition from surface tension
forces (Fischer 1948). Once this critical sized cavity has been obtained, it will
continue to grow until growth is no longer energetically favorable or until all of the
fluid in the detector volume has undergone phase change.
This critical radius can be described by the relationship between the
surface tension force acting to collapse the bubble and the pressure difference
between the inside and outside of the cavity acting to grow the bubble (see
Equation 3.3). For modest negative pressures, the critical radius is on the order
of tens of nanometers for most fluids.
rc = p

2σ

v −pext

3.6

(3.3)

Pretreatment

Because nucleation can occur at any weak point in the fluid, it is highly
important to remove all of the inherent weak spots that cause “autocavitation”.
These weak spots can be at the glass-liquid interface or within the liquid itself.
Many fluids will cavitate at pressures much closer to vacuum than the neutron
threshold without extensive pre-treatment.
Filtering is of vital importance in order to remove small pieces of dirt and
dust that cause imperfect wetting within the fluid. Removing the non-
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condensable gas is also of vital importance because microscopic gas pockets act
as nucleation sites. The glass of the TMFD may need to be periodically
annealed or treated with acoustics in order to insure a very clean, smooth
surface. Glass in particular is necessary as the first wall touching the fluid
because of its superior smoothness, inertness to fluids and impervious nature.

3.7

Metastable Fluid Detectors

3.7.1 Cloud Chamber (Vapor to Liquid Metastable System)
One of the earliest set of metastable fluid detectors are Cloud chambers,
or Wilson chambers, having been invented in 1911 by a Scottish physicist named
Charles Thomas Rees Wilson. He would later share the 1927 Nobel prize with
Arthur Compton. The chamber works by creating vapor (usually an alcohol but
sometimes water or noble gas) in a closed container. The vapor is cooled until it
becomes supersaturated. Charged particle interactions with the supercooled
vapor create condensation nuclei allowing the vapor to turn to liquid and create
visible trails. The length and shape of the trails distinguish between ions. Alpha
particles make very short thick trails whereas beta particles make thin long trails.
In this manner (and especially by observing tracks with applied magnetic fields)
the cloud chamber was used to discover the positron, the muon, and the kaon
among many other particles [3.9].
3.7.2 Bubble Chamber
In 1949 Donald Glaser graduated with a PhD from the California Institute
of Technology with a thesis on Cosmic Radiation. Two years earlier, scientists
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had discovered ‘strange’ particles created by cosmic ray interactions by placing
lead plates above cloud chambers. Because the decay length of the interesting
particles was very short it became desirable to construct detectors large and
dense enough that the interaction that generated the particles would take place
within the detector volume and thereby give details about the entire track. Upon
graduation, Glaser concentrated on finding new media and detection
mechanisms that would allow for particle tracks to originate and make trails in the
detector volume with greater frequency.
In the process of investigating the mechanism that triggered nucleation in
superheated vapors, Glaser stumbled upon earlier work that had used diethyl
ether and attempted to find the maximum attainable superheat. [3.10] The paper
claimed that the liquid was stable at 130oC for hours, but that at 140oC it would
erupt at erratic time intervals. Glaser analyzed the waiting time data provided
and not only found that it was Poissonian, and thus consistent with a radiation
process, but also that it had a mean equal to the background for cosmic rays.
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Figure 3.3: Development of the Bubble Chamber [3.44]

In the experiment, an enclosure contained diethyl ether in two bulbs. One
was heated to 160oC and the other was heated to 140oC to induce a high amount
of pressure. The 160oC side would develop some amount of vapor whereas the
140oC side would contain only liquid. The temperature was then removed from
the 160oC side was then removed from the heat and allowed to return to room
temperature causing the 140oC side to become superheated. That side would
rapidly vaporize in the presence of nuclear sources or background radiation.
A new apparatus was designed to allow more control and a faster
repetition rate. A hand crank was added to the bottom of a pyrex enclosure so
that the pressure of the system could be lowered and sensitivity could be induced
on demand. Lowering the pressure would trigger the camera to trip at a time just
long enough for bubble tracks to have developed but not long enough for the full
chamber to vaporize.
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Later versions would drastically increase the volume by using aluminum to
create most of the detector wall, but the walls would invariably cause nucleations.
These detectors were thus sensitive for only very brief periods, but nonetheless
the increased volume proved to be worth the tradeoff. These would become
known as “dirty” bubble chambers. [3.11][3.12] In 1960 Glaser was awarded the
Nobel Prize for his work.
3.7.3 Bertholet Tubes
Bertholet Tubes are very close cousins of bubble chambers. They were
invented as early as 1850. [3.13] Early Bertholet tubes were composed of a
cylinder filled with mostly liquid as well as a small quantity of gas and vapor. The
glass was fused shut and then the tube was heated until the liquid filled the entire
cavity. It was then allowed to cool back toward room temperature and thus attain
metastable states. Later versions were outfitted with a valve. The liquid would
be heated until it filled the entire volume up to the valve. Afterward, the valve
was closed and the tube was very carefully cooled down to room temperature.
The liquid would adhere to the walls and the pressure of the system would
rapidly decrease. Just before the temperature at which the spinoidal was
reached and the system self-nucleated, a piston was driven downward to further
decrease the pressure. These systems were capable of generating pressures as
low as -20 MPa. [3.14]
3.7.4 Rising Droplet Detector
Superheating droplets of one liquid in a bath of another liquid that is
immiscible has been known since the work of Dufour (1861) who heated water in
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a bath of oil. More famously, Robert Apfel (1971) designed an elegant
experiment where he injected very small droplets of water into the bottom of a
column of Benzyl benzoate and watched the behavior of the system as the lower
density water droplets rose through the column. A heat gradient was established
so that the top was near the boiling point of Benzyl benzoate at 324 oC and the
bottom was significantly less hot. As the tiny water droplets rose through the
fluid they were heated. Using very carefully pretreated liquids (deaerated,
distilled, pre-pressurized) and avoiding contact with the walls, Apfel was able to
heat water droplets to a maximum of 279.5oC at atmospheric pressure (179.5oC
above the known boiling point). Results were deemed to be independent of
droplet size for the various .2 to .5 mm droplets and instead depended only on
temperature. Of one hundred droplets, nine exploded between 277 and 279C,
twelve between 270 and 277oC, eleven between 260 and 270oC, and the rest
between 240 and 260oC.
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Figure 3.4: Rising Droplet Detector [3.15]

3.7.5 Superheated Droplet Detector
In 1979, Apfel would go on to invent the Superheated Droplet Detector.
[3.16] Again, the Superheated Droplet Detector uses two immiscible fluids. The
bulk of the volume is made up of a visco-elastic gel that acts to contain and
immobilize droplets of the active fluid. Because only the droplets of active fluid
are sensitive to radiation, the active volume may only be a few percent or less of
the detector volume. The spacing of the droplets is limited by the force of the
shockwaves that are emitted by the phase change of the drops. These
shockwaves are capable of triggering neighboring drops. Modern SDDs allow
the detectors to be reset by condensing the vapor that forms from exploded
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droplets by applying a force to the fluid in the container. Current uses emphasize
personal dosimetry as offered by Bubbletech [3.17].
Recently, Apfel’s group has extended the use of SDDs to spectrometry.
Much like TMFDs, SDDs have response functions that exhibit threshold behavior.
This limits the number of solutions that will be obtained by the unfolding code and
makes results more accurate. As the pressure is increased or the temperature is
lowered, the threshold of the fluid will increase. Response curves were
determined experimentally [3.18] using the instrumentation at PhysikalischTechnische Bundesanstalt (PTB), in Braunschweig (Germany) to produce
monoenergetic neutrons from 25keV to 19 MeV. A maximum entropy code
without a priori information, UNFANA, was used to perform the unfolding.
For Halocarbons operating in this system, it is possible to interpolate
between curves by using the reduced superheat s=(T-Tb)/(Tc-Tb) and plotting
against the ‘effective threshold’ where response is 70% of the plateau of the
temperature dependent flux response curve – curves for all temperature
conditions plot on top of each other in this space. [3.19]
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Figure 3.5: Experimental Response Matrix for Superheated Droplet Detector
[3.18]

3.7.6 Capillary Tube Detector
In 1949 Lyman Briggs introduced a method based on earlier work by
Reynolds for inducing negative pressure [3.20]. In his method, a capillary tube
was left open at both ends and attached to a high speed motor. The ends of the
apparatus were bent back at an angle of 140º. As the spinning begins, the
distance between the centerline and the meniscus on both sides is equalized by
the force of the spinning. The outward force on the fluid at the center is balanced
by the outward force on the fluid above the bend. Briggs noted that successful
operation required “scrupulous cleanliness”. His preliminary estimate for the
spinoidal limit of water was -223 bar. The formula he used in order to measure
this value is obtained by a simple re-arrangement of Bernoulli’s Equation [3.22]:
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For the centerline pressure:
pneg = 2 ∗ π2 ∗ ρ ∗ r 2 ∗ f 2 − Pamb

(3.4)

For a location away from the centerline:
Pneg(r) =

(Pneg(centerline)+Pamb )(R−r)2
R2

− Pamb

(3.5)

Because cleanliness and preparation procedures are so important to
getting consistent data with metastable fluids it is desirable to find large
databases done by the same group. One of the most extensive and important
database created using the capillary apparatus was done by Hahn [3.23]. In his
1961 paper, there is data for the sensitivity of the capillary system with a variety
of working fluids to 210Po alphas, Pu-Be neutrons, and Cs gammas.

3.7.7 CTMFD (Centrifugally Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector)
The CTMFD architecture as a field-relevant sensor saw its origins at
ORNL [3.24]. Studies on the spallation neutron source made it necessary to
determine the cavitation conditions of mercury because induced cavitations could
be highly damaging to the thin target enclosures. In the earliest iterations, the
shape was drilled into blocks of aluminum with mercury as the test fluid.
However, the aluminum generated nucleation sites that prevented proper fluid
tensioning. At that point the project focused on finding cavitation thresholds
using glass for the detector walls and a less hazardous fluid as the operating fluid
[3.25]. These glass devices used the characteristic diamond shape (also used
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by Hahn in some cases) that would be used by later iterations of the CTMFD
which allows for additional robustness, and utility. The most important
advancement of this system is the central bulb that was attached to the center of
the detector (also seen in some of Hahn’s work). The bulb offers orders of
magnitude increase in the sensitive volume of the detector compared with
capillary tubes and may even be segmented to form multiple CTMFDs operating
in parallel.
Early iterations of the ORNL-designed CTMFD system used at Purdue
used a Variac to control the voltage output to the motor driving the system and
an expensive high speed camera to build a crude calibration curve for the speed
the detector was spinning [3.25] coupled with a stopwatch based timer. Later,
sophisticated speed control and other sensors (e.g., for dynamic temperature
compensation) were automated by a LabVIEW virtual instrument that made data
taking uniform, precise, automatic and with remote data logging and transfer
together with means for avoidance of false-positives from spurious nucleation.
[3.26].
Because the primary interaction to cause nucleation in a CTMFD is by
elastic scattering reactions, the TMFD becomes sensitive to neutrons above a
certain threshold. It is important to note the work done to make the system
sensitive to thermal neutrons by various means. For epithermal neutrons this
could be as simple as changing to a fluid with a lower energy threshold such as
Isopentane. However, for sub-eV energy neutrons it is necessary to choose a
fluid that undergoes an exoergic nuclear interaction with thermal neutrons. Freon
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113 boasts a threshold nearly as low as that of isopentane to the elastic (n, n’)
reaction and simultaneously has a (n,p) reaction due to the presence of chlorine.
At thermal energies this reaction has a cross section of 489 mb and in resonance
the cross-section is as high as .965b [3.44]. The Sulphur generated in this
reaction will also release beta particles with an 88 day half-life.

35
17Cl

+ 10n →

35
16𝑆

+ 11𝑝 + .615 MeV

(1.1)

Similarly, trimethylborate has a neutron threshold similar to acetone for the
elastic (n,n) reaction but also has a generous boron content (1/16 of the atoms in
natural TMB will be boron; ~20% of those will be boron 10) which allows
sensitivity to the (n,alpha) reaction [3.27].

10
5B

+ 10n → 73Li + 43α + 2.78 MeV

(1.1)

These systems have been used for the detection of fast and thermal
neutrons [3.28], detection of lasers [3.29], as well as some amount of alpha
spectroscopy [3.30] (possible because alpha recoil energy deposition is less
variable than neutron energy deposition).
3.7.8 Resonance Chamber Detector
Resonance chambers have been used in various capacities for many,
many years for various purposes such as chemical reactors and cleaners.
Concerted effort towards nuclear detection using these systems didn’t happen
until the late 50’s and early ‘60s. However, there was one very interesting (if not
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totally germane to detection) experiment done by Frenzel and Schultes in 1934
[3.31]. In this experiment cavitation bubbles were formed over photographic
plates and light emissions were recorded. This process was dubbed
“sonoluminescence”. This process involves a tremendous energy focusing from
the diffuse energy of the sound waves to the high energy density of photons. To
explain this phenomenon, “hotspot theory” was put forward by Noltingk and
Neppiras [3.33] who explained that the observed light was incandescence of
cavity contents. These observations would motivate later work exploiting the
tremendous heat and pressures in these cavities such as material synthesis
[3.35] and bubble nuclear fusion [3.36]. Changes to fluid performance as a result
of these hotspots changing the chemical composition were of significant concern
to many scientists that employed these devices [3.35].
Just like capillary tubes, resonant chambers are very sensitive to dirt and
dissolved gas (although somewhat less so because the negative pressure at the
wall interface where impurities have the highest probability of inducing spurious
cavitations tends to be very near 0 as opposed to capillary systems where it can
be as high as the maximum negative pressure in the system. Fortunately, also
like capillary tubes, resonant chambers are able to remove gas content through
operation (other options include boiling the operating fluid). Another means for
healing weak spots in the fluid was introduced by Harvey et al [3.38]. By
applying 1000 atm of static pressure and then removing it, nucleation of boiling in
test tube water was inhibited through ~280C.
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Just as with the capillary tubes it is desirable to have a large data set from
a single group to ensure consistent cleanliness and standards for the definition of
the cavitation threshold. Greenspan and Tscheig used a resonant acoustic
system in order to determine the threshold for detection of Pu-Be neutrons with
various fluids. Their negative pressure thresholds were checked with a pressure
probe. The Greenspan and Tscheig data will later be used to benchmark
CTMFD threshold data and inform correlations based on fluid properties and
CTMFD data. [3.37]
3.7.9 ATMFD (Acoustically Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector)
The ATMFD as it is known today was an adaptation of the apparatus used
for sonofusion studies originating at ORNL and later being continued at Purdue
University [3.38]. This system has many optimizations that make it superior to
the resonance chambers used by various groups in the ‘50s and ‘60s.
The chamber itself offers a tremendous increase in energy focusing. With
only 4-10 watts of power the chamber is capable of generating tens of bars of
negative pressure in acetone [3.39]. This focusing is accomplished through the
various contributions of the reflectors and the container geometry. Despite the
tremendous energy focusing, the radial variation using the negative pressure
field near the center approximates a Bessel function with enough flatness allow a
very reasonable sensitive volume. Sensitive volume is defined as any portion of
the detector where the pressure oscillations are of sufficient magnitude to allow
detection events.
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The signal filtering is done first by hardware high pass filters that allow the
high frequency (~350 kHz) shock traces through but blocks most of the drive
frequency (~20 kHz). These signals are then fed through a data acquisition
system into a LabVIEW virtual instrument. The virtual instrument uses crosscorrelation in order to match signals between transducers. This process makes
counting via shock signals viable compared with previous efforts. There is
virtually no chance for drive signal or ambient noise to cause events that will be
detected by the virtual instrument. Once the shock traces are identified, their
timestamps are recorded. Using global positioning algorithms, the initial time of
the detection event and the location are determined [3.40]. This information is
currently used to determine source directionality, but it is also integral for
performing spectroscopy or multiplicity. Event time and location can be turned
into negative pressure with appropriate models that are currently under
development. [3.41]
Until the implementation of these systems, the vast majority of acoustic
resonant systems were monitored for cavitation rate visually. Also common were
use of the luminescence rate, chemical reaction rate, erosion rate, and in rare
cases the sound (although because the filtering was poor many groups used the
amplitude of an arbitrary frequency band as their figure of merit).
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3.8

Parameter

Comparison to State of the Art (Detectors in 1.2, He-3)
Table 3.2: TMFD Comparison to State of the Art
He-3 Detector
TMFD System

Shock, Vibration,

Sensitive to shock and

Meets ANSI standards for

Safe Handling

vibration; shipping issues if

portable detectors.

pressurized.

Currently has exposed glass
but later systems will be
more robust.

Intrinsic efficiency

~0% (MeV neutrons); ~90%

~90% + (MeV to eV

(0.02 eV neutrons -

neutrons) with 10cm x 10cm

pressurized 30cmx30cm tube) volume and n,alpha
operating fluid.
Pressurization?

Yes (3-5atm.)

No.

On-Off times

Large (minutes); saturation

Microseconds; Adaptable for

during pulsed photofission

pulsing systems.

Gamma blindness ? No. Saturates in high gamma Yes; No gamma saturation
fields

issue.

Neutron

Not with single system; Yes if Yes with single system.

Directionality?

arrays are used.

Cost

High (~$10K-1M+ for single

Low-to-modest

systems).
Complexity

Large. Requires complex

Low. Can actually see and

electronics.

hear radiation.
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Can system detect No. Neutrons and Photons

Yes. Neutrons, Collimated

neutrons, alphas,

Photons, Alphas, Fission

only

fission products?

Products all should be
possible and with
spectroscopy

Multiplicity with

No. Requires multiple He-

Appears to be possible but

single detector

detector arrays and complex

not yet implemented

system?

electronics.

Spectroscopy

Requires Bonner Spheres and Yes, Requires Unfolding,
Unfolding

Possible for one detector
operating condition in
ATMFD

Scalability

Exponential Cost Addition

Sublinear Cost Addition
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CHAPTER 4. NUCLEATION THEORY

There are two families of theories that explain how bubbles are nucleated by the
interaction of nuclear particles. The charge collection theories posit that the
charged ions themselves create an electric field that does work on the expanding
cavity. The thermal spike theories instead believe that the ions interact and
excite atoms in their path causing them to heat up. These localized patches of
excited atoms then cause nucleations if the amount of thermal energy deposited
is sufficient. [3.44]

4.1

Charge Collection Theory
4.1.1 Origin

The charge collection theory elegantly and accurately described nucleation in
Cloud Chambers. This explanation was put forward by JJ Thompson [3.44] who
is widely regarded as the discoverer of the electron. In the theory, the force of
surface tension must be overcome by the electrostatic repulsion of charge that
accumulates within the region undergoing nucleation. Initial studies into Bubble
Chambers and other fluid-based detectors began with the assumption that this
theory was also appropriate for those apparati.
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4.1.2 Terms
Charge on the surface = ne

(4.1)
n2 e2

Force = electrostatic pressure = 8πr4 ε

(4.2)

Dielectric Constant = ε

(4.3)
1

n2 e2

2σ

n2 e2 3

Max (( r ) − (8πr4 ε)) happens when r = (4πεσ)
3

Max Value = (

4π

1
3

(4.4)

4 1

) σ3 ε3
2

(4.5)

2 n2 e

If 𝑃∞ − 𝑃𝑒 > Max Value, all bubbles with charge ne expand indefinitely
For a given expansion the minimum charge to generate expansion is:
𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛 =

𝜎2
(𝑃∞ −𝑃𝑒

1

27𝜋𝜀 2 1
) (𝑒)
3(
2
)2

(4.6)

4.1.3 Shortcomings
The first batch of evidence discrediting the Charge Collection Theory for
bubble chambers came when experimenters used very high energy LET particles
in chambers that were at low temperature and near atmospheric pressure. The
calculated values for the charge that must be generated became astronomically
high whereas the heat predicted by Thermal Spike Theory was large but
reasonable.
The second batch of evidence was even more conclusive. In 1956,
Glaser and his collaborators created a bubble chamber based on liquid Xenon.
Xenon in its pure form is a scintillator and therefore radiates off much of the
energy given up as ions recombine. These pure Xenon chambers were unable
to nucleate even with relatively high LET particles and favorable conditions.
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However, when a small amount of ethylene was added as a quench gas the
system was capable of generating nucleations. To the Charge Collection Theory,
the pure Xenon chamber and the chamber with a small amount of Ethylene were
identical. However, to the thermal spike theory the quench gas helped to create
small pockets of heat spikes instead of radiating the energy away. This
experiment demonstrated rather conclusively that nucleations were being
generated by thermal spikes [4.1]. Later on, in the 1960’s Colin West conducted
an elegant pulsed neutron induced experiment that conclusively showed that the
sonoluminescence flash of light is emitted at/around the time of final stages of
bubble implosion.
4.2

Thermal Spike Theory
4.2.1 Origin

Various pieces of Thermal Spike Theory came together over a number of
years. Pless and Plano led early efforts to determine the various expenditures of
work to grow a static bubble generated in a reversible manner [4.3]. Final
formalization for the theory is probably best credited to Seitz [4.4]. For bubble
chambers this theory accurately predicts the nucleation thresholds of a wide
array of liquids.
4.2.2 Terms
The critical radius (rcrit) beyond which the force of surface tension is overcome
and the cavity will grow without bound appears again in this theory. rcrit can be
adjusted in order to include a presumed effect on vapor pressure due to the
curvature of the bubble surface. This change was argued for by Wilson [4.5] and
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Hahn [4.6] but not used by Peyrou [4.1] and even argued against by Glaser
himself [4.2]. Fortunately, for practically significant cases this adjustment is only
a few percent.
Pvap

M

2σ

ln ( P ) = RTρ ∗ r
vr

l

(4.7)

crit

The actual implementation of this correlation is done numerically due to the
mutual dependence of the parameters.
2σ

rcrit = (∆P−(1−α)P

(4.8)

vap )

Pvr = αPvap
α=e

−

(4.9)

2σ(∆P−(1−α)Pvap )

(4.10)

RTpl

After the proper rcrit is established it can be used to determine the amount of
energy that it takes to form a cavity to that necessary size. The thermal spike
model proposed by Seitz compared the end state energy expenditure to form the
cavity to the amount of energy deposited into the cavity by the particle. The end
state energy was composed of five work terms as discussed by Colin West in
ORNL/TM-13683 [4.16]:
2
W1 = Surface energy = 4πrcrit
σ
4

3
W2 = pdV work from expansion = 3 πrcrit
pext
4

(4.11)
(4.12)

3
W3 = enthalpy of evaporation = 3 πrcrit
ρv hv

(4.13)

W4 = kinetic energy given to liquid = 32πD2 ρl rcrit

(4.14)

W5 = viscous losses in liquid = 64πηDrcrit

(4.15)
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The W4 and W5 terms are dependent on the speed that the cavity forms.
In order to evaluate the terms, it is assumed that the nucleation cavity must be
formed before the heat energy is conducted away from the cavity. The
conduction time is measured by the relaxation time for conductive dissipation of
heat from a spherical thermal spike of radius rcrit deposited in the bulk liquid and
tends to be on the order of 10-8s:
τ=

r2crit
4D

=

r2crit cρl
4λ

(4.16)

Thus, the velocity of the bubble wall is taken to be:
vc =

rcrit
τ

4D

=r

crit

(4.17)

The effective amount of energy deposited by the ion is considered to be
greatest amount of energy along the track length that the ion deposits within the
diameter of a sphere containing the liquid that eventually fills the critical bubble.
A sixth work term was proposed by Bugg [4.9] to account for the bubble
surface forming adiabatically. There is some controversy about the inclusion of
this term. Peyrou [4.10] indicated that because the surface is very small it is not
totally clear that there is no heat diffusion during the expansion process. Added
to this assertion is the fact that the additional term has not improved the
predictions of the model. Through the rest of the discussion in this paper this
term will be excluded unless otherwise noted, but many of the analyses will be
done both with and without it.
∂σ

W6 = −4πr 2 T ∂T

(4.18)
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Data for surface tension is presented in the form of Equation 4.15 in the
Yaws Handbook [4.15].
σ(T) = (A + BT)n

(4.19)

Thus, W 6 can be described by:
W6 = −4πr 2 nBT(A + BT)n−1

(4.20)

4.2.3 Restatement found in more recent SDD Literature
In the more recent work of Apfel and F. d’Errico, [4.9] there has been a very
similar formulism with some terms calculated differently and some terms left out.
From Skripov metastable liquids 1974 [4.12] the critical radius and the major
energy barrier are obtained:
Rc = p

2σ

g −pl

W0 =

16πσ3

v
3(psat −pl )2 (1− l )2
vg

≈

2σ
v
(ps −pl )(1− l )

(4.21)

vg

2∆H

∗ (1 + (p

sat −pl )(vg −vl )

−

3T
σ

dσ

∗ dT)

(4.22)

From the work of Norman and Spiegler, an upper limit for the kinetic energy and
viscous loss, the speed of wall movement, and the thermal diffusivity are
obtained [4.13]:
Wirr = 2πρl R3c Ṙ

(4.23)

1

Ṙ =

ρ 3
4D( l )
ρg

Rc
k

D=ρc

l p

(4.24)
(4.25)
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Finally, the total energy barrier is given by the sum of these energy terms.
Wtot = Wirr + W0

(4.26)

This formulation is seen as largely equivalent to that presented in the work of
West [4.16] and will therefore only be presented here as additional information.

4.2.4 Implications
One very important result of applying Thermal Spike Theory is that only
energy that can be deposited into a short spatial dimension is effective in
creating nucleation. Thus, in situations such as alpha emission it will often be the
more massive recoil ion that carries the energy that will actually be used for
cavitation. The deposition of energy by an alpha particle will be over a much
larger spatial scale than is useful for nucleation in most fluids at applicable
pressures. This is true also of the recoil nucleus in (n,p) reactions.

4.2.5 Shortcomings
Just as Charge Collection Theory works very elegantly for Cloud
Chambers and is unable to accurately predict thresholds for Bubble Chambers,
Seitz’s Thermal Spike calculation works very elegantly for Bubble Chambers and
Superheated Droplet Detectors, but is unable to predict accurately thresholds for
Tension Metastable Fluid Detectors. For example, Table 4.5 [4.14] shows the
amount of energy deposited within a critical diameter by alphas and associated
recoil in four different fluids. Two of these fluids were used in Bubble Chambers
and the total of the work terms at the threshold is well within 5% of the amount of
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energy expected to be deposited in the critical radius at the threshold. However,
for the fluids operated in the CTMFD apparatus, there is nearly an order of
magnitude difference between the energy that is predicted by the work terms and
the energy that is predicted to be deposited by the ions.
Table 4.1: Energetics of alpha nucleations in positive and negative pressure
regimes
Parameter
Positive Pressures –
Negative Pressures –
Bubble Chamber
Test Liquid

CTMFD

Freon-12

Propane

Freon-113

Isopentane

Rcrit (Å)

860

829

635

900

W1

4.9

4.3

5.6

6.3

W2

8.7

8.9

3.5

3.4

W3

94.7

89

2.9

8.3

W4

.3

.4

0.2

0.2

W5

1.8

2.6

3.2

1.8

Total, W(keV)

110.4

105.2

15.4

20

Total Energy

112.6

103.8

166

101

~1

~1

~0.1

~0.19

Available,Ea(keV)
W/Ea
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CHAPTER 5. SEITZ THEORY MODIFICATIONS

5.1

Ion Transport

Some of the most important data about the range of ions in important
fluids such as CCl2F2 and C3H8 were gathered by Riepe and Hahn based on a
formula privately communicated to them by Lindhard and Scharf [5.3]. While the
formulas produced by this group form the basis for many modern ion transport
codes, those codes give significantly more information about the path of the ion
and where the energy is deposited along the track length.

5.1.1 Equations for Transport
As with any computational package it is important to understand the
underlying physics to ensure that the results are appropriate. To this end, I have
included a very brief summary of the relevant ion transport equations. [5.3]

5.1.1.1

210

Po recoil:
𝐸 = 105 𝑘𝑒𝑉

(5.1)

The energy of total ionization ET happens at:
1

∗

Z =

Z3 ℏ
e2

2E

√

M

(5.2)
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Set Z* = Z and E = ET
4

ET = 24.97 ∗ AZ 3 keV = 1.83 GeV

(5.3)

Therefore the recoil is less than fully ionized.
The energy at which electronic stopping and nuclear stopping are equal
for the recoil nucleus (with A=210-4 = 206) is EC:
EC = A keV = 206 keV

(5.4)

Because the recoil energy is below this value, the stopping is mostly
nuclear. The actual effective charge on the ion is:
1

∗

Z =

823 ∗1973.5eV∗Ang
14.4eV

2∗105 keV

√

938∗206∗1000 keV

= .0691

(5.5)

Therefore the recoil can be thought of as virtually uncharged.

5.1.1.2 Carbon-12 atom with a direct collision from a 2 MeV neutron
In the maximum energy the neutron (En=2 MeV) can give the Carbon atom via
elastic scattering, is calculated through the following:
4∗12∗1

E = ΛEn = (12+1)2 ∗ 2MeV = .568 MeV

(5.6)

where, Λ is one minus the collision parameter. Therefore the recoil carries about
¼ of the neutron’s energy. However, the energy for total ionization is,
4

ET = 24.97 ∗ AZ 3 keV = 3.266 MeV
Therefore the recoil carbon nucleus (A=12) is less than fully ionized. Also,

(5.7)
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EC = A keV = 12 keV

(5.8)

Therefore the stopping is dominated by electronic (soft-collision) stopping and,
1

63 ∗ 1973.5𝑒𝑉 ∗ 𝐴𝑛𝑔
2 ∗ 568 𝑘𝑒𝑉
√
𝑍∗ =
= 2.5
14.4𝑒𝑉
938 ∗ 12 ∗ 1000 𝑘𝑒𝑉

Therefore the effective charge state is between 2 and 3

5.1.1.3 Total Range
Range formulas are generally of the form:
0

dE

R = ∫E

(5.9)

dE
dE
i ( ) +( )
dx n
dx e

There are many ways to define the stopping powers depending on the degree of
sophistication deployed. Equations 5.10 and 5.11 give example definitions for
nuclear and electronic stopping:
dE

(dx ) = Nπ

Z21 Z22 e4 M1
Ei M2

n

ΛE

ln( E i )
a

(5.10)

1

dE

( dx ) = kE 2
e

(5.11)

5.1.1.4 Range Straggling
When the incident particle is large and the energy is below EC the standard
deviation of the depth penetrated as related to the mean depth penetrated is as
follows:
ΔRp
Rp

1.1

= 2.5 √Λ

(5.12)
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5.1.1.5 Projected Range
An approximate measure for the ratio of total distance traveled to total distance
traveled in the initial direction
R
Rp

M

= 1 + B M2
1

(5.13)

When the incident particle is large and the energy is below EC, B trends toward
1/3. [5.2]
5.1.2 SRIM Ion Transport Code and Assessments
5.1.2.1 SRIM Validation
SRIM has been extensively validated for heavy ion transport in the
relevant energy range of interest for this study including a large number of
experiments done with Uranium ion transport.
A selection of experiments published by B. Hahn [5.4] were selected for
validating SRIM results with Bubble Chamber data. Several cases with identical
temperature but slightly different negative pressure corresponding to the
detection threshold for the various dissolved ions were selected and appear in
Table 5.1. The alpha emitters used include 210Po, 212Po, and 212Bi.
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Table 5.1: Selected Bubble Chamber Cases
Temp

Particle

Alpha E

Recoil

Pneg

Liquid

(C)

Source

(MeV)

E (keV)

(bar)

Freon 12

29.4

212

8.784

172.2

1.70

Freon 12

29.4

212

Bi

6.090

119.4

1.95

Freon 12

29.4

210

Po

5.304

105.0

2.00

Propane

18.5

212

8.784

172.2

1.66

Propane

18.5

212

Bi

6.090

119.4

1.85

Propane

18.5

210

Po

5.304

105.0

1.97

Po

Po

For each of the cases in Table 5, the value of the critical bubble radius was
calculated. This process was accomplished by simultaneously solving for the
critical radius, the reduced vapor pressure in the bubble, and the ratio between
the vapor pressure predicted by the equations of state and the bubble vapor
pressure.

The data for the critical bubble radii appears in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Critical Bubble Radius Data
Particle
Liquid

Temp (C)

Source

Freon 12

29.4

212

Freon 12

29.4

Freon 12

Po

Pneg (bar)

rcrit (m)

1.70

9.94E-08

212

Bi

1.95

8.67E-08

29.4

210

Po

2.00

8.45E-08

Propane

18.5

212

1.66

9.65E-08

Propane

18.5

212

Bi

1.85

8.65E-08

Propane

18.5

210

Po

1.97

8.13E-08

Po

Using Equations 2a - 2e and the critical radius values computed in Table 5.2 it
becomes possible to calculate the work terms for the given fluid conditions.
These are listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Calculated Work Terms
Isotope
Po 212
Bi 212
Po 210
Po 212
Bi 212
Po 210

Fluid
Freon 12
Freon 12
Freon 12
Propane
Propane
Propane

rcrit (m)
Ws1 (J)
We (J)
Wv (J)
W4 (J)
W5 (J)
Total (J)
9.94E-08 1.02E-15 2.27E-15 2.29E-14 4.02E-17 2.84E-16
2.65E-14
8.67E-08 7.77E-16 1.44E-15 1.52E-14 3.50E-17 2.48E-16
1.77E-14
8.45E-08 7.39E-16 1.32E-15 1.41E-14 3.41E-17 2.42E-16
1.64E-14
9.65E-08 9.10E-16 2.41E-15 2.14E-14 7.45E-17 2.56E-16
2.50E-14
8.65E-08 7.32E-16 1.69E-15 1.55E-14 6.68E-17 2.30E-16
1.82E-14
8.13E-08 6.46E-16 1.37E-15 1.28E-14 6.27E-17 2.16E-16
1.51E-14

Adding in the controversial work term, W6 from Equation 4.16 [4.8] yields
results that are on the same order of magnitude, but substantially different.
These results are summarized in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Additional Surface Energy Term
Ws2
4.74798E-15
3.6085E-15
3.43032E-15
4.0429E-15
3.25505E-15
2.87054E-15

Total(J)
3.12524E-14
2.12687E-14
1.98182E-14
2.90921E-14
2.14328E-14
1.79697E-14

The W6 term ends up being larger than any of the other individual terms
other than W3, the enthalpy of evaporation which in all cases is approximately six
times greater than all of the other terms in the 5 term formula combined. For the
given cases, it accounts for approximately 20% of the formation energy for the
critical sized bubble.
Runs like those shown in Figure 5.2 were conducted for 105 particles for
each of the given alpha emitters in their corresponding chamber environments.
From these files, the average recoil range was gathered as well as the straggling.
These values appear in Table 5.5. The alpha energy deposition data was
obtained by running the SRIM code and extracting the Sum data from the
IONIZ.txt file. Because the binning of the energy transfer of the alpha particles
was very coarse compared to the length of interest, only the first entry for the
dE/dx of the particle was used. In order to find the total energy deposition, the
average particle range was subtracted from the calculated critical bubble
diameter. This value was multiplied by the dE/dx of the alpha particle to find the
energy contribution of the alpha and this value was then added to the recoil
energy. For the computation to comply precisely with the theory that the bubble
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nucleates on the section of track two critical radii long, it would have been
necessary to eliminate the section of track where the energy imparted by the
recoil was smaller than that imparted by the alpha. However, because of the
massive amount of particle straggling and the very minimal contribution of energy
by the alpha particle over the relatively long rage domain it is already calculated
for, this effect was neglected in the calculation.
Table 5.5: SRIM Ion Transport Result

Liquid

Recoil

Recoil

Critical

dE/dx

Alpha

Particle

E

Range

Straggling

Diameter

Alpha

Contribution

Total

Source

(keV)

(Å)

(Å)

(Å)

(eV/ Å)

(kev)

(keV)

172.2

1.25E+03

2.80E+02

5.58E+00

4.13E+00

1.76E+02

1.99E+03

Freon 12

212

Freon 12

212

Bi

119.4

9.71E+02

2.14E+02

1.73E+03

7.08E+00

5.40E+00

1.25E+02

Freon 12

210

Po

105.0

8.86E+02

1.97E+02

1.69E+03

7.78E+00

6.25E+00

1.11E+02

Propane

212

172.2

2.03E+03

2.39E+02

1.93E+03

3.54E+00

0.00E+00

1.72E+02

Propane

212

Bi

119.4

1.59E+03

1.88E+02

1.73E+03

4.61E+00

6.37E-01

1.20E+02

Propane

210

Po

105.0

1.47E+03

1.75E+02

1.63E+03

5.12E+00

7.79E-01

1.06E+02

Po

Po

The final column in Table 5.5 tabulates the total energy available for
bubble formation that is deposited within a critical bubble diameter by the recoil
ion and the emitted alpha particle (labeled the 'SRIM' calculation in Figure 5.1).
This number can then be compared to the work term summation from Table 5.3
which was the sum of work terms 1-5 (labeled the 'Seitz' calculation in Figure 5.1)
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as well as the sum of work terms 1-6 which appears in Table 5.4 (labeled the
'Bugg' calculation in Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Energy available v. energy terms in superheated states using SRIM
Figure 5.1 shows remarkable agreement between the available energy
calculated by SRIM and the energy required by the Seitz and Bugg work term
summations.

In conclusion, using the SRIM Ion transport code, the Lindhard and Schiff
estimations for recoil range provided to Hahn [5.3] have been shown to be
reasonably accurate. The calculated range of a

210

Po recoil in Freon 12 at

29.4°C may be closer to 890 Å than the previous value of 651 Å and that the
range of a 210Po recoil in Propane at 18.5°C is probably closer to 1470 Å than
1146 Å, but the previous values are within 2 standard deviations of the mean.
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Thus, by using shorter ranges the authors were accounting for the nucleating
potential of higher LET than average but still frequently occurring alpha
emissions. By using the SRIM calculation, it is possible to know the full
distribution of energy deposited by the alpha emissions within the critical bubble
radius. This could make it possible to find extremely accurate energy barriers by
using the frequency of nucleation to determine what fraction of the distribution
was effective in nucleating a cavity.

5.1.2.2 SRIM Visualizations
One of the advantages to leveraging a very powerful ion transport simulation
tool is that processes become much easier to visualize. Using SRIM results as a
guide, this section will attempt to draw meaningful conclusions about how and
where energy is deposited into the working fluid by various ions.
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Figure 5.2 shows the average deposition by 1000 alpha-recoil pairs. Note
the vast amount of energy deposited by the recoil (left) compared to the energy
deposited by the much more energetic alpha (right).

Figure 5.2: 1000 210Po alphas and recoils in R113
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Figure 5.3: Single 210Po recoil in R113 (deposition in log scale)

Figure 5.3 shows the deposition of a single recoil from Po210 in Freon 113.
However, over 95% of the energy is deposited onto recoils in the red cells of
Figure 5.4. Using a linear scale instead of the Log scale, Figure 5.3 becomes
Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Single 210Po recoil in R113 (deposition in linear scale)

Thus, the vast majority of the energy is deposited along the track length of
the recoil itself despite the fact that recoils created by the ion interaction will
continue the cascade effect.
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Figure 5.5: Single 210Po alpha in R113
The alpha particle itself deposits energy along a much longer spatial scale
(see Figure 5.5). Because of this, the contribution by the alpha to nucleation is
very small.
5.1.2.3 SRIM Straggling

Looking at the energy of the recoil itself, it becomes apparent that very
large amounts of energy can be given up over very short distances which can
have profound effects on the energy deposited inside a critical radius. Figure 5.6
shows the energy content of

210

Po recoils as they traverse Freon 12.
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Figure 5.6: Energy v. penetration depth for 210Po recoils in R113

Being able to analyze this behavior is important in being able to model a
real TMFD system. As shown by Lapinskas et al. [5.5], dissolved alpha emitting
nuclide detection using TMFDs can deviate significantly from idealized behavior
(see Figure 5.7). Instead, the actual behavior of the wait time curves is far
smoother (Figure 5.8). Because of the techniques employed by Lapinskas (Loess
Smoothing) [5.5] it is rather convincing that the curve smoothness is evidence of
smoothness in the actual detector response curve and not of a lack of resolution
in the negative pressures that data was taken at. This smoothness is largely
attributable to the deposition behavior of the ions. Ions that are transmitted
beyond a critical bubble diameter with remaining energy will be less likely to
nucleate than those that give that energy up more quickly causing the detection
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for each alpha emission to be less than certain when near the threshold. For
neutrons this effect is far more important because of the longer range of
energetic low Z atoms that may be generated. These particles have a much
higher chance to be transmitted with a significant fraction of energy remaining.

Figure 5.7: Idealized TMFD Wait (Detection) Time vs Pneg behavior for Actinide
Spectroscopy [5.5]
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Figure 5.8: Actual TMFD Wait (Detection) Time vs Pneg behavior for Actinide
Spectroscopy [5.5]

Looking at a 239Pu recoil in acetone, the ion’s initial energy is 88 keV.
Figure 5.9 shows the average slowing down behavior in blue and the vertical
lines represent the thicknesses corresponding to the graphs of Figure 5.10Figure 5.13 which depict the energy deposition characteristics over the given
spatial scale.
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Figure 5.9:dE/dx of 239Pu in acetone v depth and locations of
Figure 5.12-Figure 5.15

Figure 5.10:Energy deposited within critical diameter at Pneg = 1.5 bar
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All depositions were within the critical bubble diameter at Pneg = 1.5 bar.
At this negative pressure, all of the alpha-recoils behave identically in relation to
their bubble creating characteristics. The amount of energy deposited within the
critical diameter is always the same. Thus, if one alpha-recoil creates a bubble
at a given Pneg, they all should and if one does not, none of them should.
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Figure 5.11: Energy deposited within critical diameter at Pneg = 4.75 bar

The vast majority of particles are still giving up all of their energy inside the
critical bubble diameter. Some small percentage has managed to be transmitted
with a maximum of about 14keV in energy.
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Figure 5.12: Energy deposited within critical diameter at Pneg = 15.03 bar

At 15 bar, all the particles are transmitted outside of the critical bubble
diameter. They take a Gaussian shape for the energy they deposit before
leaving the region of interest.
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Figure 5.13: Energy deposited within critical diameter at Pneg = 47.5 bar

At 47 bar, the Gaussian shape begins to be truncated because the minimum
energy is deterministically defined by electronic stopping
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The true threshold is on the order of 8-9 bar. This is the same region where the
spread begins to become significant. Analyzing the spread given by SRIM could
eventually shape predictions about the steepness of the waiting time curve.

5.2

Enthalpy of Vaporization

Isolating the terms of the work equations one finds that all the terms are
dependent on rcrit. W 1 has additional dependence on σ. W 2 is dependent on Pext.
W3 is dependent on Hvap. W 4 and W 5 are dependent on D.
5.2.1 Functional Form of the Fit
Despite there being a slight curve, the relationship between rcrit and DeltaP is
highly linear

Figure 5.14:Rcrit v Delta P
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Thus, C*DeltaP-1 can be substituted for rcrit assuming all the terms other
than W2 and W3 are negligible and ∆𝑃 is large:
3
3
Work = C1 ∗ Hvap ∗ rcrit
+ C2 ∗ Pneg ∗ rcrit
= C3

(5.14)

C1 ∗ Hvap ∗ ∆P −3 + C2 ∗ ∆P −2 = C4

(5.15)

Hvap = (C4 − C2 ∗ ∆P −2 )/(C1 ∗ ∆P −3 )

(5.16)

Hvap = C5 ∗ ∆P 3 + C6 ∆P

(5.17)

If however, the available energy is being spread through an area that is
larger than the bubble and the dE/dx curve is well-approximated by a triangle:
3
3
Work = C1 ∗ Hvap ∗ rcrit
+ C2 ∗ Pneg ∗ rcrit
= rcrit ∗ (C3 + C3 ∗

rcrit
R

) = C3 ∗ rcrit + C4 ∗

2
rcrit

(5.18)
C5 ∗ Hvap ∗ ∆P −3 + C6 ∗ ∆P −2 = C7 ∆P −1 + C8 ∆P −2
Hvap =

C7 ∆P−1 +C9 ∆P−2
C5 ∗∆P−3

Hvap = C10 ∗ ∆P 2 + C11 ∆P

(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21)

This argues that Hvap should be a quadratic of DeltaP if no other terms
have significant influence.
5.2.2 Dependence on work term components
W1 is controlled by its dependence on σ. W2 is dependent on only DeltaP.
W3 is dependent on Hvap. W4 and W5 are primarily dependent on D because
the liquid density and viscosity are relatively fixed.

From Greenspan and Tscheigg [6.2], the negative pressure that
corresponded to the beginning of the onset of sensitivity of the fluid to PuBe
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neutrons, 𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑔 , was recorded for each experiment. Various properties of the
fluids used were then plotted against the negative pressure at the threshold for
the fluid. Plotting Hvap, σ, and D vs threshold Pneg should therefore reveal if
one of the terms is highly dominant by showing strong polynomial dependence.
𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
was defined slightly differently by various groups that have taken
𝑛𝑒𝑔
the threshold data. For Greenspand and Tschieg the experiments were
performed in a resonant acoustic chamber. The pressure in the detector was
measured by a pressure probe. The pressure at the threshold was found by
applying a static pressure and measuring the count rate for several static
pressures and extrapolating. For Riepe and Hahn and their capillary tube
apparatus, the threshold was instead found by taking the value at extremely long
wait times – often on the order of 8-10 minutes. For MFRL data, 100s was set as
the threshold value. This was chosen because of the limitations on the motor
spinning for long periods of time. However, because of the massive increase in
the detector sensitive volume, the results should be comparable. The apparatus
used and the data obtained appears in Appendix A.
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Figure 5.15: Uncorrected Hvap (kJ/mol) at the cavitation threshold v 𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑔

Figure 5.16: Sigma at the cavitation threshold v 𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑔
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Figure 5.17: D at the cavitation threshold v 𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑔
This is a very powerful result. There is no strong correlation with σ or D
(although the positive correlation with σ indicates that more surface tension
increases the critical radius and thus the barrier to nucleation if the ion deposition
remains similar) but a very strong response with Hvap. This would seem to
indicate that Hvap is a strong contributor to the energy barrier or is very strongly
related to something that is. This would seem to call question to the results of
Table 4.1 where there is a very strong contribution to the energy barriers by the
Hvap term in positive pressure states but very little contribution in negative
pressure states. One reason may be this correlation does not take into account
that Hvap is itself dependent on the negative pressure of the system.

It is equally important to note that the strong polynomial dependence does
not appear when the enthalpy of vaporization is observed on a per kilogram basis
rather than on a molar basis:
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Figure 5.18: Hvap (kJ/kg) at the cavitation threshold v Pneg

5.2.3 Predictions using the correlation
Because of the high degree of correlation between the Hvap and 𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑔 ,
it makes sense to attempt to predict the threshold of a liquid based on its
enthalpy of vaporization. Because the equation of the fit for the uncorrected data
is: = 0.1605x2 + 0.6305x + 26.036, the vertex occurs at –b/2a=-1.964. This is
safely in positive pressure territory. Obviously it is non-physical in positive
pressure territory, but this will be ignored for now. The first fluid to be predicted
is Acetone at 22C. The Hvap given by Yaws is plotted in Blue in Figure 2.25.
The correlation between Hvap and 𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
is plotted in red.
𝑛𝑒𝑔
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Uncorrected Threshold Prediction for
Acetone at 22C
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Figure 5.19: Yaws Hvap for acetone and correlation predicted Hvap

The intersection of Figure 5.19 predicts the threshold to be -4.64. This
value is quite close to the experimentally obtained true value of- 4.8 bar.
For Isopentane at -25C (Figure 5.20), the predicted threshold is -1.86 bar.
The measured threshold is between 2.0 and 2.5 bar.
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Figure 5.20: Yaws Hvap for chilled isopentane and correlation predicted Hvap

5.3

Velocity of Boundary During Formation

The velocity that is given in the thermal spike equations is simply the
velocity that is required to expand the cavity before the energy is able to conduct
out of the spatial region that the bubble is beginning to form in. However, it may
be reasonable to assume that bubble expansion could be faster than this speed.
In an environment where the negative pressure outside the cavity is working to
pull the cavity open, it might also make sense that the velocity under negative
pressure states could be significantly faster than the velocity in positive pressure
states (where the velocity contribution to the nucleation energy barrier is almost
negligible).
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Using only the thermal spike equations, the approximate velocity is
approximately 3 m/s. Applying the Raleigh Equation (which begins having
validity after the cavity has expanded beyond the critical radius; applied here only
as a check) approximates the velocity at 15 m/s. The speed of sound for the
system is approximately 134 m/s. Inserting the speed of sound yields an energy
barrier significantly greater than the physical energy barrier meaning that it is
possible that changes to the velocity term could correct 100% of the energy
disparity (although unlikely given the result of the Hvap section).
By changing the velocity directly in the W4 and W5 terms it becomes
possible to find the wall velocity that corrects the energy barrier predictions for
various scenarios.
5.3.1 Detector Response Simulation Program
In order to test the predictions a highly modular program was created to
simulate a CTMFD’s exposure to a neutron source and use the predicted energy
barriers to determine which collisions would be effective in creating cavitations.
The program was initially written to consider a single fluid condition at a time, but
given the length of the I/O operations necessary it was re-written to
simultaneously analyze the effects of many sources on many fluid conditions.
Versions were written for Freon 113 and Acetone, but with the properties
program used in Chapter 8 it could be rapidly adapted to use an arbitrary fluid
after completing the associated MCNP and SRIM calculations.
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CONTROLLER
The controller sets the number of curves being used and sets the fluid
condition for each. For the velocity analysis special codes were entered
so that the velocity given by thermal spike theory (-1), the velocity given by
the Raleigh equation (-2), and the sonic velocity (-3) could be easily
inserted. Any positive number would be input to the program directly. The
controller module also points to the top folder that contains the MCNP and
SRIM data.



PROPERTIES
This module simply contains the relevant fluid properties taken from the
Yaws database



WORK
For each negative pressure in the domain, all of the work terms are
calculated and summed to form the energy barrier. An if structure defines
the velocity that is to be used in these calculations.



SRIM
Using the energies in the range table, the SRIM module looks up saved
SRIM data taken from the range tables generated for each atom in the
fluid. At this point the program is simply using the initial dE/dx and
assuming it is constant over the critical diameter. For very light atoms with
high energy this assumption is reasonable, but for heavier particles this
should be seen as a possible cause for error.
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GRABBER
The Grabber function opens each MCNP-Polimi output deck. The
program goes through each line of the output and finds the amount of
energy that was deposited in each elastic collision on each atom. This
value is compared to the work terms at every negative pressure. If the
value of the deposition is above the value of the work terms at a given
negative pressure, the value of that element of the Bubbles array is
incremented. It is important to note that data presented here do not
include the (n,p) reaction on 35Cl for R113. Because the energy of the
recoil ion is so low there should be very minimal impact on wait times near
the threshold.



BUBBLES
The bubbles function goes through the bubbles array and finds all values
below a threshold. These values are all set to a very low, nonzero value
in order to prevent division by 0. Then, a new array, waitbubbles, is set
equal to some large number divided by the number of counts at each
negative pressure. Because of this process, the source strength being
modeled in each case is equal and arbitrary but correlates very roughly to
2*106 n/s.



PLOTTING
Plots are prepared to show the expected waiting time for each source
spectrum and each of the inputted velocity and temperature combinations.
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FILEPRINT
This function will output the negative pressures and the corresponding
wait times to a comma separated file.

5.3.1.1 MCNP Simulations for parameter optimization
The MFARL’s L-CTMFD work station was used for this thesis for deriving
experimental data related to neutron spectrometry. As detailed in later sections 7
to 12, this required very significant 3-D MCNP-POLIMI based neutron transport
modeling to aid in deriving the required response matrix. 3-D simulations can
become prohibitive in terms of demands on computational time. Hence scoping
tests were conducted in order to determine the effects of not modeling certain
aspects of the L-CTMFD system. The MCNP-POLIMI modeled geometry was
simplified sequentially. At each step the spectrum of neutron collisions
depositing energy into the sensitive volume of the CTMFD was obtained. At the
final simplification the geometry modeled was simply a borosilicate glass bulb
around the CTMFD liquid. Figure 5.21 displays the results of studies and informs
that a difference of only around 30% may be expected for the amount of
interaction and very little change to the shape of the flux by the geometry
simplification from what is herein referred to as CSM (Combined Spinner Model
includes the surrounding acrylic safety shielding), BSO (Bulb liquid/glass and
shielding only), to SO (Only the Bulb liquid and glass are modeled). The increase
in neutrons scattered in the bulb at moderate <1 MeV energies is large. However,
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at higher fast neutron energies above 1 MeV where the detector will be sensitive
at reasonable operating Pneg pressures, all three models converge in terms of
scattering. This was used as justification for modeling only the L-CTMFD bulb in
the MCNP model in order to greatly decrease computation time. Figure 5.21
results depict the outcomes for an L-CTMFD using acetone. A similar process of
modeling and voiding cells was done for the program MCNP geometry, but is not
shown here.

Differential Neutron Depositions

Counts (cutoffs start at 1e-5 and go by multiples of 10^(6/100)
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Figure 5.21: MCNP results for various modeling scenarios

Figure 5.22: MCNP model of large CTMFD
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Figure 5.22 shows the geometry used in Figure 5.21. The geometry used by the
program and the corresponding experiments is shown in Figure 5.23.

Figure 5.23: MCNP model for front table geometry
5.3.1.2 Results
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Table 5.6: Velocity Perturbed Energy Balance
Seitz

Raleigh

Speed of Sound

Name

R113

R113

R113

Temperature, C

20

20

20

Delta P (bar)

5.2

5.207

5.2

D (m/s)

5.45E-08

5.45E-08

5.45E-08

W1 (keV)

6.5

6.5

6.5

W2 (keV)

4.3

4.3

4.3

W3 (keV)

3.5

3.5

3.56

W4 (keV)

0.2

4.6

356.7

W5 (keV)

3.4

16.4

144.4

W6 (keV)

12.1

12.1

12.1

Work Terms
Total (1-5) (keV)

17.9

35.3

515.5

Total (1-6) (keV)

30.0

47.4

527.6

Velocities
Velocity Equation

4*D/rcrit

v = (2/(3*rol))*(Pv-Pext)

sqrt(gamma*R*T/M)

Velocity (m/s)

3.2

15.3

134.9

For R113, the velocity predicted by thermal spike theory was a very
modest 3.2 m/s at a reference Pneg of 5.2 bar. As a result the thresholds and
wait time curves under-predict the amount of energy that is required to nucleate
and the curves of Figure 5.24 are shifted much too far to the low negative
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pressures. The Raleigh velocity that will control the motion of the cavity after
reaching critical size predicts 15.3 m/s for the expansion velocity at the reference
Pneg of 5.2 bar and is shown in Figure 5.25. In this case, the gap between the
threshold predicted for high energy neutrons and low energy neutrons became
very high and indeed was much higher than what was physically true. This is
because the speed predicted by the equation increased with the negative
pressure and caused the work terms to increase faster than the physical increase
in the barrier. Applying the sonic velocity to the wall expansion in all cases
provided predictions of huge negative pressures (Figure 5.26). Because the wall
expansion is necessarily limited by this velocity it is encouraging that the
predicted negative pressures for this case are larger than those encountered
experimentally because it leaves the enticing possibility that an increased wall
velocity is the only change that must be made to the model.

Figure 5.24: Thermal Spike predicted waiting time curves
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Figure 5.25: Raleigh equation velocity predicted waiting time curves

Figure 5.26: Sonic velocity predicted waiting time curves
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Figure 5.27 was constructed using the DD and DT experimental data. By
iterating on the velocity, a reasonable fit was found with v = 40m/s. This number
might fluctuate somewhat as more accurate source intensities and ion
depositions are introduced. Additionally, the n,p reaction was not modeled.
There is some debate as to whether the fluid actually becomes sensitive to the
proton recoils at a negative pressure that is relevant to neutron detection. The
source intensities were also wildly different and unstable; the curves should not
be used except as rough estimates.
Figure 5.28 shows the same data with only the curves from the most
optimal condition of 40 m/s.

Figure 5.27: Experimental and various predicted waiting time curves
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Freon 113, Accelerator sources, V = 40m/s
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Figure 5.28: Experimental and v=40 predicted waiting time curves

The Raleigh equation for bubble expansion is:
2
̇
R2 = 3 ρl (Pv − Pext )

(5.22)

Interestingly for Freon 113, by plugging into the Raleigh equation with Pv = Pcrit
the calculated velocity is very close to 40 m/s. However, this pressure would
have to be accomplished by non-condensable gases because evaporating that
much liquid would greatly change the enthalpy of vaporization term.

5.4

Density of Vapor

Because vapor pressure is included in the W3 term that was shown to
have such a profound impact on positive pressure nucleation barriers and likely
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has a profound impact on negative pressure nucleation barriers as well, it was
important to check this term also. In the model of Seitz, the density of the vapor
is given by the vapor pressure the fluid at the ambient temperature and the
density is calculated from a modified ideal gas law.
Initial asessments were carried out using a pure ideal gas law, but the
results were non-physical for meaningful experiments. In order to correct this
issue, the Peng-Robinson equation of state was introduced.
RT

a(T)

P = v−b − v2 −2bv+b2
b=

(5.23)

0.0778RTc

(5.24)

Pc
2
T

a(T) = a0 (1 + n (1 − √T ))
c

a0 =

.45724R2 T2c
Pc

(5.25)

(5.26)

n = 0.37464 + 1.54226ω − 0.26993ω2
As seen in Figure 5.29 - Figure 5.33, without the Peng-Robinson
correction the density of the system calculated by the ideal gas law becomes
much higher than the actual density. The large calculated density causes some
temperatures far from the spinoidal to have lower thresholds than temperatures
that are closer. Such a situation is obviously non-physical.
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Figure 5.30: Vapor Density
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Figure 5.31: Enthalpy of Vaporization
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Figure 5.32: Vaporization energy
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Figure 5.33: Total work
It is also worth considering that the density of the vapor created could be
increased by the dynamics of particle interaction or by the heating of the cavity.
By inserting a constant for the vapor density the complications of dealing with
whichever mechanism is creating an additional energy sink was alleviated. The
result shown in Figure 5.34 was obtained using 300 mol/m3 as the constant value.
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Figure 5.34:Simulated and experimental data obtained with Rov = 300mol/m3
In Figure 5.34, the vapor density was replaced directly with 300 mol/m3.
This value was chosen because it caused the program to model the experimental
data most accurately.

5.5

Effect of Motion on Critical Radius
5.5.1 Derivation

The starting point for this derivation was taken from “Forced Oscillations of
a Gas Bubble in a Spherical Volume of Compressible Liquid” Nigmatulin et al
Journal of applied Mechanics and Technical Physics, Vol. 40 No. 2, 1999
The conditions assumed are: pressure variations are small enough that
liquid-pressure variations can be ignored, wavelength of the liquid ultimate is
much greater than the size of the bubble, and the fluid is incompressible. From
these assumptions, the paper applied the Raleigh-Plesset equation.
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3
p −p
RR̈ + R2̇ = a inf

(5.27)

dR
Ṙ = dt

(5.28)

2

ρ

pa = pg (R) −

2σ
R

−

4μṘ
R

(5.29)

While the conventional model specifies that the speed of the wall is equal
to zero at the critical radius, instead assume that the acceleration is equal to zero
at this point; 𝑅̈ = 0 at = 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 . Substituting into the first equation yields:
1

2 ∆P 2
Ṙ = [3 ρ ]

(5.30)

L

Substituting into the third equation with R = rcrit it can be obtained from the
third piece of the equation that:
2σ

PL = PG (rcrit ) − r

crit

−

4 μ Ṙ
rcrit

(5.31)

Solving this equation for rcrit:

rcrit =

2σ−4μ[

1
2∆P 2
]
3 ρL

∆P

(5.32)

5.5.2 Explanation
In addition to changing the work terms of W4 and W5, there could be other
effects of increased velocity that would need to be modeled. The Seitz model
assumes that the wall expansion decelerates as the cavity expands until it
reaches zero velocity at the critical radius and subsequent expansion is caused
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by a perturbance that causes the cavity to grow to a size larger than the critical
radius and then continue to expand without bound.
However, it is possible that due to the nature of the negative pressure
state that this condition is fundamentally unobtainable. First off, the available
energy needs to overcome the barrier at all phases of growth up to and including
the end stage. It may be that there is a stage prior to reaching the critical radius
that serves as a more stringent barrier and passing that stage requires that there
be excess energy for expansion when the cavity has expanded to the critical
radius. Second, even without an earlier barrier it may be possible that the
pressure conditions drive the cavity walls so that there is some nonzero velocity
when the cavity reaches the critical radius. The major consequence, then, is that
the critical radius itself is changed by the dynamics of the expansion. The
additional viscosity term becomes non-negligible.
Because this velocity may not perfectly model the true velocity, a constant
‘c’ can be inserted to modify the velocity effect on the viscosity term yielding:
rcrit =

2ΔP
3ρL

2σ+4cμ√
ΔP

(5.33)

5.5.3 Results
The effects of adding the viscosity correction to the critical radius on the
work terms are profound. Figure 5.35 shows the predicted deposition in various
fluids for the recoil from a 10 MeV neutron on carbon as well as the deposition
from a 210Po alpha particle. The green triangles represent the energy barriers
predicted by the Seitz equations. Cases where the blue diamonds are above the
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green triangles indicate that the 10 MeV neutrons should cause nucleation.
Cases where the red square is above the green triangle indicate that

210

Po

recoils should cause nucleation. In Figure 5.35 all the cases are predicted to
cause nucleation with all particles because the work term barriers are
significantly lower than physical data suggest. (See Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 for
actual thresholds)

Figure 5.35: 6 Bar, 20C nucleation energy parameters using Thermal Spike
Theory

Figure 5.36 shows the same conditions and same fluids, but the
implementation of the changed rcrit equation with c=1/2 (this caused the
threshold for tetradecane to be correctly estimated at 13 bar). Again, compare
these to Table 5.8 and Table 5.9.
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Figure 5.36: 6 Bar, 20C nucleation energy parameters using the Raleigh rcrit
Table 5.7: Experimental Pneg Threshold for Pu-Be source at room temperature
with various fluids (as defined by criteria described in A.1)
Freon 113
2.3
Methanol

4.7

Ethanol

5.9

Acetone

4

Isopentane

0.9

Dodecane

11

Tetradecane

13.1

3-Pentanol

10.8

Table 5.8: Riepe and Hahn Published Po210 recoil Pneg thresholds
R113
5.21
n-hexane
6.89
Acetone
8.31
Isopentane
3.34
Trichloroethylene 8.31
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Despite having a significant improvement with this model for most fluids,
very low vapor pressure fluids tend to continue to exhibit significant errors. One
candidate for explanation of this issue is dissolved gas in the system; however,
many of these liquids were pretreated with pre-compression that would have
alleviated some of this effect.

5.6

Effect of Non-Condensable Gas

Unlike many of the properties that needed to be analyzed for the energy
terms, the solubility of gas is not nearly as well tabulated in the well-known Yaws
database which provides for the solubility of each gas only in water. This
omission likely has to do with the large number of gasses and liquids for which
solubility must be calculated. The NIST database recommended “The solubility
of Nitrogen and Air in Liquids” and this was used to recover the air/nitrogen
solubility for a few of the fluids of interest that were available. The equation for
solubility is Equation 5.25 where x is in mol fraction. Despite the equation being
highly complex the paper provided the needed coefficients and thus it was usable:

ln(x) = A0 +

A1
τ

P

P

P

2

+ A2 ln(τ) + A3 τ + B0 ln (MPa) + B1 ∗ (MPa) + B2 ∗ (MPa) + C0 ∗ C (5.34)

For Dodecane, the concentration of nitrogen in the liquid is 6.34*10-6 mol
N2/cc. When it goes into gaseous phase in the critical cavity, the concentration
of dodecane molecules is 4*10-9 mol Dodecane/cc. Thus it is possible that for
very low vapor pressure liquids that the contribution to the cavity gas could be
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extremely underestimated by assuming that the fluid is completely degassed.
The degassing process would have to be successful in removing several orders
of magnitude of the gas in order to make it negligible. (This may be possible,
investigations on the efficacy of degassing have not yet been performed on
CTMFD systems in terms of gas solubility despite a reasonably large database
detailing effects of degassing on threshold. For other fluids, the dissolved gas
contribution will be dwarfed by the amount of evaporated liquid in the cavity.
Interestingly the fluids most effected by dissolved gas are the ones that were
least effected by the correction of section 5.5.
5.7

Surface Tension

One paper by R. Massoudi [5.8] detailing the surface tension of water as a
function of pressure was found; however, the changes in tension found in the
paper were primarily due to the adsorption of non-condensable gases into the
liquid rather than an actual change in physical properties [5.8]. There does not
seem to be a compelling case that surface tension should change in a negative
pressure regime.
5.8

Initial Conditions

Nigmatulin et al discussed several shock physics states of an acetone
bubble system in the 2005 paper “Theory of supercompression of vapor bubbles
and nanoscale nuclear fusion” [5.9]. In the paper, equations of state were
presented for low pressure states, saturation and thermodynamic critical states,
high pressure states, and dissociated and ionized states. These data have not
yet been added to the analysis
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Given that the ions will be moving at very rapid speeds, there should be
no immediate change in the density of the thermal spike, there should be an
immediate increase in energy (temperature) and thus, there should be an
immediate increase in pressure (P=ro*R*T).
Assuming 105 keV is deposited into Freon 12 within a critical bubble of
dimension r=8.81*10^-8 m with density = 8411 mol/m^3, gaseous heat capacity =
165 J/mol*K (assumed to be constant), then the temperature will rise by:
mol∗K

T = (1.68 ∗ 10−14 J) ∗ (

165J

m3

1

) ∗ (1.32∗10−21 m3)(8411 mol) = 9K

(5.35)

However, the energy is actually concentrated over a much smaller region.
If the deposition is instead modeled as a cylinder with length equal to the
average recoil range and with radius equal to one or two intermolecular distances,
the following is obtained:

m3

mol

2
3

V = 150nm ∗ π ∗ ((8411mol) (6.02∗1023 ) = 5.087 ∗ 10−26

T = (1.68 ∗ 10−14 J) ∗ (

mol∗K
165J

1

m3

)(5.087∗10−26 m3)(8411 mol) = 238290 K

(5.36)

(5.37)

This is well into the ionization and dissociation regimes. Calculating the
actual temperature and pressure will require using those equations of state and a
modified cp term. The actual scenario will likely be between these two extremes.
For crystalline solids impinged upon by Pb ions, track widths were on the
order of 7 to 15 nm [5.6]
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mol∗K

(1.68 ∗ 10−14 J) ∗ (

165J

1

m3

) ∗ (8.8∗10−24 m^3)(8411 mol) = 1375K

(5.38)

This appears to at least be on a reasonable order of magnitude.

5.9

Bjerknes forces

Cavities that develop in either the CTMFD or ATMFD are often developed
in locations that have a very high gradient of negative pressure in addition to high
negative pressure. Cavities in an acoustic field experience force bringing them
toward antinodes if they are below resonance size and toward nodes if they are
larger than resonance size. This effect will act on any cavity in a pressure field
including the cavities created in a CTMFD. The magnitude of these Bjerknes
forces could be assessed using pressure gradient models from COMSOL
simulations as well as the insights of Leighton et al. [5.9] but this work has yet to
be accomplished.
However, because the time of expansion is extremely small, on the order of
10-8s, there is not enough time for Bjerknes force to deposit enough energy to
matter. Therefore they it is not included in the model.

5.10 Dynamic Modeling
It is very possible that static modeling will be unable to account for all of
the various terms and forces that develop as the cavity moves from nucleation to
growth. Expansion requires energetic favorability at every step and not simply
the end state. Even the evolution of the cavity from the pencil-shaped energy
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deposition to the ideal spherical cavity would benefit from modeling.
Investigations have not yet been made, but will likely require FLUENT/ANSYS,
COMSOL, and custom written code in order to attempt to address the issue via
finite element analysis.
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CHAPTER 6. NEURAL NETWORKS AS A PREDICTIVE TEST FOR
NUCLEATION THRESHOLDS

So-called “Neural nets” (see Fig. 6.1) given enough training data and
trained properly are expected to model and predict for an arbitrary unknown
function arbitrarily well [6.1]. Therefore, given “all” or much of the relevant fluid
properties and a relevant data set sufficiently large it should be possible to
accurately predict the Pneg nucleation threshold e.g., for a Pu-Be source,
𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑔 , for all particles in all fluids and thereby construct the response matrix
despite having no real knowledge of the underlying physics (despite that the
predictions made may also facilitate the development of a physical model).
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of a Neural Network
The implementation of an artificial neural network for TMFD based
spectroscopy was created using the MATLAB Neural Networking Toolbox. As
input to the program the fluid name, temperature, and 𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
from 42
𝑛𝑒𝑔
experiments performed by Greenspan and Tschiegg [6.2] and with D-T neutron
sources were provided. For some networks, this data was supplemented with
thresholds obtained at MFARL. Using the fluid name, the program obtained data
from the Yaws database for the molar weight, critical temperature, critical
pressure, cp of the liquid, enthalpy of vaporization, vapor pressure, density of the
liquid, surface tension, derivative of the surface tension, viscosity of the liquid,
thermal diffusivity of the liquid. Using these values the program also calculates
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the critical radius and inputs it to the network (this step while technically
unnecessary may help the network become effective with less data to learn on).

The program used 70% of the data to train, 15% to verify, and 15% to
validate the neural net. The shape and size of the network was varied in order to
provide an optimal fit. All the networks had the same input and output layers, but
the hidden layers were given various sizes and types of neurons. While initial
networks were assessed on the ability to predict the 30% of the data that the
program didn’t train on, subsequent networks with the percentages tweaked were
assessed on the ability to predict the threshold for a fluid that had not been
included in the training (so that more points could be used to train). 3-Pentanol
was determined to have a threshold slightly less than 10.8 bar and was excluded
from the training set. Networks were assessed based on their prediction of 3pentanol using the data provided.

With 20 neurons in the hidden layer a sampling of 200 neural nets trained
on (70/15/15) guessed the 3-pentanol threshold to be 9.45±3.98. With 20
neurons in the hidden layer a sampling of 200 neural nets trained on (90/10/0)
guessed the 3-pentanol threshold to be 8.86±3.54. The optimal network size
appeared to be around 16 neurons (Figure 6.3); however, the advantage over
similar sized neuron networks was not significant.
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Figure 6.2: Trained vs True Data for 3 Neural Nets with 16 Neurons in the Hidden
Layer

Figure 6.3: Error vs Number of Neurons in the Hidden Layer for Two Rounds of
Training
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of Guesses for 3-Pentanol with 20 Neurons in the Hidden
Layer and (70/15/15) split
These data can be compared to the estimate of 10.2 bar generated by the
Hvap model.

Neither of these methods were found to enable the required accuracy for
performing TMFD based spectroscopy, but both appear useful for estimating
Pneg thresholds of unknown liquids. This is helpful because not all testing
apparatus is able to produce the very high negative pressure required by very
high enthalpy of vaporization/low density fluids.
Because the method was insufficient for finding 𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑔 , there was no
attempt made to have the program predict separate nucleation thresholds for
different energies of neutrons. We do not at present have anything like enough
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data points to expect reasonable accuracy through a neural networking approach.
However, if such a body of data were to exist, this might become a viable method
for future studies.
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CHAPTER 7. SINGLE ATOM SPECTROSCOPY USING CTMFDS – STARTING
WITH VOLUME AVERAGED TENSION PRESSURE ASSUMPTION

7.1

Single Atom Spectroscopy Executive Summary

Chapters 7-12 will focus on what is herein, referred to as ‘Single Atom
Spectroscopy’ using CTMFD sensor systems. This technique has been
developed to reduce the complexity inherent in multi-ion mode of nucleation in
tensioned fluids where the Pneg states may also vary within a given sensitized
volume. Chapters 7-10 systematically present a series of techniques that were
assessed, each successive technique building on the previous approach. In
each chapter, the outcome of unfolding with the chosen technique is presented
along with a discussion of relative merits and shortcomings of that technique.
Chapter 7 begins with the assumption that neutron strike induced ion recoils will
cause detection tied to the Pneg at the centerline of the bulb. Chapter 8 will
introduce some of the radially varying Pneg information by treating the central
volume as a set of concentric cylindrical shells and solving for the threshold in
each shell simultaneously via Newton’s Method. Chapter 9 will continue with the
cylindrical shell treatment of radial information and solve the thresholds via a
more sophisticated linear programming algorith with the ability to add additional
constraints. Chapter 10 will carry on the method from Chapter 9, but apply it to
many experiments with various sources, distances, and detector shapes
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synthesized into a single data set. The curves generated in Chapter 10 will
represent the highest fidelity response curves generated by the Single Atom
Spectroscopy technique.
Chapter 11 displays results of studies to validate the response curves
(developed in combined fashion using Pu-Be neutrons and MCNP-POLIMI
simulations) from Chapter 10 versus experimental results obtained with
monoenergetic DD and DT accelerator neutron sources. Finally, Chapter 12 will
compare the Pneg threshold results to the predictions of thermal spike theory
and attempt to draw wider conclusions about nucleation in tensioned fluids.

7.2

Motivation

Performing neutron spectroscopy successfully in a tensioned metastable
fluid environment is non-trivial. A large variety of processes must be modeled
including: neutron transport and down-scattering, neutron energy deposition onto
the nuclei of target atoms in the fluid, transport of those recoil nuclei, effective
energy contributions to bubble formation from the transport path, negative
pressure variations within the tensioned fluid, and finally knowledge for a range
of related fluid properties controlling the nucleation and growth to
visible/detectable bubble signatures.
In an effort to reduce the complexity of the scenario, it was decided to use a
hydrocarbon as the active fluid (heptane would later be identified specifically) and
the large Centrifugally Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector (L-CTMFD)
apparatus as the detection equipment. A hydrocarbon was chosen because the
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relatively insignificant Linear Energy Transfer (LET) of proton recoils relative to
carbon recoils allows them to be ignored in detection at or near the threshold in
liquids that also contain other atoms such as Carbon. Therefore, in
hydrocarbons carbon becomes the only atom of interest for spectroscopic
detection. The L- CTMFD apparatus was chosen because the outer radius is
~20x longer than the bulb radius. This was the maximum ratio for CTMFDs
across a multitude of MFARL CTMFD designs, and works to cause the radial
variation of the negative pressure profile to be minimized. Thus, to a first
approximation, neutron strikes at all locations in the sensitive volume experience
the same energy barriers and thus allows the radial information to be discarded.
Because Carbon is now the only atom being considered and the spatial
tension pressure dependence within the central bulb is being ignored, most of the
typical interactive and complex complications of fluid properties, negative
pressure, ion transport, and heat dissipation can be ignored. These factors are,
however, important when calculations are being done for fluids that have multiple
atoms that deposit energy differently. However, the assumptions made cause all
recoil nuclei to be treated identically except for their initial energy. Higher energy
recoils will commensurately nucleate bubbles at negative pressures of smaller
magnitude. Using this fact alone the threshold for nucleation at various negative
pressures may be determined. Finally, it is hypothesized that by knowing the
threshold and the spectrum of recoils that result from an interrogating source
neutron spectrum that the response function for a source should then be possible
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to derive; hence spectroscopy can be performed to identify specific neutron
source types from their response functions.
7.2.1 Justification for Neglecting Pressure Variations in the Central Bulb
As mentioned in 3.7.7, the apparatus to be used in the single atom
spectroscopy experiments is known as a CTMFD (shown schematically in Figure
7.1). A variable speed motor powers the rotation of the diamond-shaped glass
piece from above (as shown) or from below. As the apparatus rotates, the fluid is
pulled into the arms of the device. The force of the fluid above the bend
balances the force of the fluid below the bend causing the liquid to remain
stationary; however, as the rotational speed increases the force drawing liquid
into the arms also increases. As fluid molecules are pulled from the centerline
towards the arms of the device, a pressure gradient is established. The pressure
gradient follows Equation 7.1. Terms follow conventional notation in that 𝑃𝑛 (𝑟) is
the negative pressure at a given radius, 𝜌𝑙 is the density of the liquid, 𝑓 is the
rotational frequency, R is the outer radius, r is the radius at the location being
investigated, 𝑃𝑎𝑚𝑏 is the ambient pressure.

Pn (r) = 2π2 ρl f 2 (R − r)2 − Pamb

(7.1)
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of CTMFD system

The maximum achievable meniscus separation diameter for the Large
CTMFD (d=2*r) used for these studies is approximately 29 cm. The central bulb
glass diameter is approximately 1.5 cm, with wall thickness varying from 1 to 2
mm. Using these values, the induced negative pressure at the inside wall of the
sensitive bulb can be calculated. The results for various negative pressures
appear in Table 7.1. For example, with a centerline pressure of-4.4 bar, the
negative pressure at the outside edge was approximately -4 bars. It was
postulated that because of the reasonably small variation of Pneg (<10%) that
this difference would not significantly impact spectroscopy.
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Table 7.1: Pneg difference over the bulb
Pressure at the Pneg at the
%
difference
centerline (bar) wall (bar)
difference
-1
0.85
0.15
14.9
-2
1.78
0.22
11.2
-3
2.70
0.30
9.9
-4
3.63
0.37
9.3
-5
4.55
0.45
8.9
-6
5.48
0.52
8.75
-7
6.40
0.60
8.5
-8
7.33
0.67
8.4
-9
8.26
0.74
8.3
-10
9.18
0.82
8.2

6.1

Pneg across the Bulb

6

Pneg (bar)

5.9
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.5
5.4
0
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Distance from Centerline (cm)

0.8

Figure 7.2 Pneg vs Radius inside the bulb with -6 bar centerline pressure
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Figure 7.3 Pneg vs radius for the whole apparatus with 6 bar negative
pressure at the centerline

7.2.2 Justification for Neglecting Proton Recoils
As part of the Seitz [7.1] nucleation theory that has been extremely
successful in predicting the nucleation thresholds in the positive pressure regime,
there is a predicted critical bubble radius, rcrit . This radius is the size a cavity
must grow to in order to avoid being collapsed back into the fluid. The surface
tension, σ, acts to try to collapse the cavity and the difference in pressure
between the outside and inside of the cavity Pvap − Pext acts to pull it open.
rcrit = P

2σ

vap −Pext

(7.2)

A program was set up to extract the required properties from the Yaws
database [7.2] and make the required calculation to give rcrit (as well as energy
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barrier terms used for conventional Seitz theory calculation). Specifically, this
entails extracting the surface tension, vapor pressure, liquid density, and
temperature then doing an iterative calculation to correct for the vapor pressure
of a rounded surface.
When run on n-heptane with, Pneg = 4.4 bar the program yields an rcrit of
9.1258*10-8 m and 6 bar yields rcrit = 6.7112*10-8 m. It is then possible to conduct
an ion transport assessment using the SRIM [7.3] computer simulation for carbon
and hydrogen recoil nuclei of various energies to assess for the irrelevance of
proton recoils on bubble nucleation. Results for Pneg = 4.4 bar are shown in
Figure 7.4

Figure 7.4: Relative deposition by Carbon and Hydrogen in 1825 Angstrom
critical bubble diameter (corresponding to 4.4 bar Pneg)
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At all energies from 10 keV to 100 MeV Carbon recoils provide for a
significantly higher energy deposition within the range of the calculated critical
bubble diameter. In practical situations, Carbon and Hydrogen recoils will be
created in a spectrum. With a monoenergetic10 MeV neutron source, Carbon
recoils from elastic scattering will be created up to 2.8 MeV and Hydrogen recoils
will be created up to 10 MeV. With a 14 MeV neutron source, Carbon recoils will
be created up to 4 MeV in energy and Hydrogen recoils will be created up to
about 14 MeV in energy. With a 2.5 MeV neutron source, Carbon recoils will be
created up to 0.7 MeV in energy and Hydrogen recoils will be created up to about
2.5 MeV in energy. Within a critical bubble diameter of ~700A, a recoiling 3 MeV
Carbon deposits more than 5 times energy as a proton recoil at any energy (see
Figure 7.4). Fundamentally, despite the ability for more total energy to be
deposited onto Hydrogen via elastic scattering with neutrons, the more energetic
Hydrogen (proton) ions cannot nucleate as readily as the lower energy carbon
ions due to their much lower LET.

Therefore, the onset of sensitivity to the

Carbon recoils will occur at negative pressures much closer to vacuum than the
onset of sensitivity to Hydrogen. Hydrogen recoils begin to become important
when the threshold includes counts from ~15 keV carbons, but this is significantly
smaller than the thresholds used during typical TMFD operating conditions.
The reason behind this phenomenon is the difference in LET (Linear
Energy Transfer) by the atoms. Carbon has 6 protons which all interact
electronically with the fluid. The energy dissipated as charged ion engages in
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soft collision with the electronic shells of the atoms that it passes is deposited
into the fluid as thermal energy. As suggested by the Bethe-Bloch formula,:
dE
dx

∝ Zi2

(7.3)

The dissipation is proportional to the square of the effective charge on the
nucleus. This is roughly equal to the number of protons for high energy ions.
Therefore, Hydrogen with only a single proton experiences much less electronic
stopping and thus deposits less energy in the same distance.
7.2.3 Other Assumptions
The calculation of threshold assumes that there is only a single particle
interaction within the critical bubble diameter that is depositing energy. In
extremely high radiation environments, there may occur coincident interactions
that can overcome the energy barriers even when individual particles would not.
The practical likelihood of this aspect was assessed in a scoping manner. The
total number of interactions even with each deposition of only 10 eV is readily
calculated to be = (2*104 (interactions predicted by MCNP)/ 109 (Particles thrown
in MCNP))*2*106 (Source Intensity) = 40/s within the L-CTMFD sensitive volume
(= pi*.72*1.5 = 2.3 cm3 ) cavity. The size of the critical radius is on the order of 107

m at most. Thermal spike theory places a lower bound for the bubble wall

velocity at around 3m/s and thus the time of expansion or heat dissipation over
~100nm is 10-7/3 = 3.3*10-8s. The volume of the critical cavity is 4/3*pi*(10-7m)3
= 4.2*10-15cm3. Thus, the frequency of two recoil ions depositing energy in the
same space at the same time can readily shown to be negligible (on the order of
10-23/s) even with a relatively strong neutron source emitting ~ 2x106 n/s.
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Carbon and Hydrogen atoms will be bound to each other chemically in
heptane. However, the strength of these chemical bonds are on the order of tens
of eV. Technically there are tiny measurable changes to nuclear qualities of
chemically bonded atoms, but this effect is insignificant. SRIM uses a rough
approximation of the bond energies in order to calculate the cascade of ions
created by the initial neutron strike. These assumptions modify where the energy
is assumed to be deposited spatially. However, the kinematics of elastic collision
are much more relevant at the initial energy and thus inaccuracies in the
assumed bond energies are largely irrelevant.
Despite gamma photons being emitted by both the 252Cf and the Pu-Be
source, gammas are not included in considerations for nucleation. The
mechanism for gamma particles causing nucleation is the creation of energetic
electrons via Compton Scattering or Photoelectric Effect. These energetic
electrons will have the same charge as hydrogen atoms and only 1/1800 times
the mass. Thus, they will be even less effective at causing nucleation due to
their LET being lower than even that of proton recoils by factors of 10 3.

7.3

Method Implementation

7.3.1 Selection of the fluid
The genesis for the ideas that would later become Single Atom
Spectroscopy arose from prior research work with Benzene (C6H6). Some of the
very early simulation work was done with this fluid. However, this path was set
aside because of the impractically high tension thresholds of below -12 bar
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(using Pu-Be neutrons). Benzene also required significant pre-treatment
(including precompression to avoid spurious events). Combined with high vapor
pressure, and health implications (EPA now classifies it as a carcinogen) made it
impractical for extensive studies, and consequently new candidates were sought.
After determining that a hydrocarbon was highly desirable as a detection
fluid for Single Atom Spectroscopy, the properties of several of them were
gathered so that they could be compared. Pu-Be neutron threshold data had
previously been obtained for Isopentane and Dodecane and those data points
were used. This Hvap correlation from section 5.2 was used to create the
following three equations that estimate the threshold negative pressure that the
untested liquids would cavitate in the presence of a Pu-Be source, 𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑔 .
Equation 7.4 was formed from the quadratic fit for the data in Figure 5.15
representing published Pu-Be thresholds plotted against the Hvap values in
kJ/mol. This equation is the trendline that approximates the red squares in the
figure and is the one generally used for estimation of new fluids. Equation 7.5
was formed using the same data using a linear fit instead of a quadratic one
because the trend is approximately linear at low negative pressures. Equation
7.6 was created in case there was behavior specific to alcanes and was formed
by linearly interpolating between the thresholds for Isopentane and Dodecane
using the known Hvap values in kJ/mol. All three equations express Hvap =
f(Pneg threshold)
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0.1605x2 + 0.6305x + 26.036
2.0747x + 23.516

From all Pu-Be Data (Quadratic)

(7.4)

From all Pu-Be Data (Linear)

(7.5)

(x-1.1)/(11-1.1)*(43.6-24.45)+24.45 Interpolation of Isopentane and Dodecane

(7.6)

Table 7.2: Predicted Thresholds for Hydrocarbons
Predicted Predicted Predicted Actual
Molar
Pvap
Fluid

Hvap

Mass

Hvap

[mmHg] [kJ/kg] [g/mol] [kJ/mol]

𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑔
𝑛𝑒𝑔
𝑛𝑒𝑔
𝑛𝑒𝑔
(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

Isopentane
(C5H12)

595

339

72.15

24.46

0

-0.7

1.1

1.1

129.75

365

86.18

31.46

4.15

3.4

4.7

2.4*

39.75

318

100.2

31.86

4.4

2.8

4.95

4.4

11

298

114.23

34.04

5.4

3.8

6.1

3.2

295

128.26

37.84

6.8

5.7

7.98

1.5

256

170.33

43.60

8.7

8.9

11

11

.007

348

198.39

69.02

14.5

20.7

24.1

13.1

Hexane
(C6H14)
Heptane
(C7H16)
Octane
(C8H18)
Nonane
(C9H20)
Dodecane
(C12H26)
Tetradecane
(C14H30)

*From Greenspan and Tscheig not MFARL data
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Also important were the fluid density (more dense fluids require less
speed demands from the drive motor for attaining the same Pneg) and the
number density of carbon atoms (higher number density leads to more elastic
scatters and higher intrinsic efficiency. These parameters are listed in Table 7.3

Table 7.3: Additional Detection Relevant Hydrocarbon Properties
Carbon Number Density
Fluid

Density [g/cc]

[atoms/cc]

Isopentane (C5H12)

0.616

2.57E+22

Hexane (C6H14)

0.655

2.75E+22

Heptane (C7H16)

0.684

2.88E+22

Octane (C8H18)

0.703

2.96E+22

Nonane (C9H20)

0.718

3.03E+22

Dodecane (C12H26)

0.750

3.18E+22

Tetradecane (C14H30)

0.756

3.21E+22

The Pvap, Hvap, and molar mass values from Table 7.2 were taken from
the Yaws Database. The Actual Pneg values were taken from data generated by
an undergraduate student as part of her efforts at Purdue MFARL. The wait time
criteria was set to approximately 100s of wait time with the same Pu-Be source
used for the Single Atom Spectroscopy data at a distance of approximately 8”
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(see Figure 7.5). The Predicted Pneg Threshold were projected using the
equations 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6.

Figure 7.5: Threshold Data Experimental Setup

The two major constraints on fluid choice were vapor pressure and
negative pressure nucleation threshold. Fluids with extremely high vapor
pressure have a history of causing problems in CTMFD systems during
prolonged measurements due to changes in meniscus due to leakage and attack
of seals. As the apparatus heats due to internal motor friction and vapor pockets
are produced from cavitation, high vapor pressure liquids tend to produce more
vapor than is recondensed into the fluid. The resulting change in the fluid volume
changes the outer radius of the system and leads to a change in the induced
negative pressure in the bulb when the speed is held constant. Therefore it is
preferable to work with moderate to low vapor pressure liquids. The second
constraint is on the negative pressure nucleation threshold. High thresholds
create problems in the apparatus because the motor becomes unstable at very
high RPM. Fluids with very low thresholds tend to move very rapidly from total
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insensitivity to instantaneous detection. Therefore it was desirable to have a fluid
with a moderate threshold and minimal vapor pressure. Heptane was estimated
by the equations above to have a Pneg threshold approximately in the range (3.8 bar -4.95 bar) satisfying the requirements on threshold and the vapor
pressure of 39.75 kPa is about six times smaller than that of acetone, a common
TMFD fluid. Thus, heptane became the fluid of choice.

7.3.2 MCNP-Polimi Neutron Source Transport & Interaction Modeling
An MCNO-Polimi code based model was set up. The neutron “source” is
modeled as being located in the near corner inside the enclosure. The wall of
paraffin for biological shielding was also modeled. Possible important omissions
include the table that the large CTMFD rests on as well as the floor underneath
the apparatus and ceiling above it. To derive adequate statistics, 109 source
particles were simulated in the MCNP-Polimi 3D transport model using spectral
energies from both a 252Cf and a Pu-Be isotope source. A simulation was also
done with 1010 and 1011 particles with little difference in the end results.
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Figure 7.6: Detector MCNP rendering

Figure 7.7: Full MCNP system

7.3.2.1 Gathering Program
MCNP Polimi output contains histories from a billion particles and logs
each interaction within the designated cell(s). Interactions occurring in the
detector volume were tallied. Results are shown in Table 7.3. The Gathering
program was used to extract the energy of each interaction of the correct type (-
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99 = elastic scatter) on the correct atom (6000 = Carbon) within the correct cell
(17 = the sensitive volume). For each of these interactions the amount of energy
deposited as well as the time of flight to that point in shakes (1 shake = 10 ns)
and the XYZ location of the interaction (the detector bulb is at 0,0,0 oriented in
the Z direction). Currently the XYZ location and time information is unused as
well as the unlabeled columns. If it is shown that the assumption that the
negative pressure profile can be assumed to be flat leads to significant error, the
XYZ data may then be utilized to provide deposited energy information based on
the radius from the centerline and therefore the adjusted negative pressure in the
area of the event.

Table 7.4: Sample Raw MCNP data
Time
Energy
Particle

Reaction

#

Type

Atom

Deposited

(shakes)
(1 shake =

Struck Cell

(MeV)

10ns)

Y

Z

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

9590

1

1

-99

6000

17

0.1286

2.791 -0.43 0.06 -1.38 1 0 1 0

9590

1

1

-99

6000

17 0.21453

2.818 -0.21 0.28 -1.47 1 0 2 0

16811

1

1

-99

6000

17 0.28828

3.564 -0.35 0.08

89967

1

1

-99

6000

17 0.01492

3.02

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

X

…

…………

-0.3 1 0 3 0

-0.18 -0.07 1.46 1 0 3 10
…

…

…

…………

Note: “-99” = Elastic Scatter; “6000” = Carbon; “17” = CTMFD Detector Volume
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As mentioned earlier, this simulation was run for 109 source particles for
both 252Cf and Pu-Be spectrum neutrons and the results for the induced carbon
recoil spectrum for both source types are plotted in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9. In
these plots, values in the ordinate axis indicate the number of recoils at or above
the recoil energy on the abscissa. The general shape of these curves is as one
would expect from the respective spectra.

252

Cf is a spontaneous fission source.

Most of its neutrons will be in the 1-2 MeV range, but noticeable portions will be
generated all the way up to 10 MeV and down to the hundreds of keV (Figure
1.6). Pu-Be on the other hand produces a harder spectrum with an average
energy around 4 MeV. Thus, high energy neutrons are much more likely and low
energy neutrons virtually non-existent (Figure 1.7). Therefore, 252Cf neutrons
deliver more interactions in total, but Pu-Be neutrons deliver more interactions at
higher (> 0.5 MeV) recoil energies.
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Figure 7.8: Carbon Recoil Spectrum in heptane for fixed number of neutrons
emitted from 252Cf and Pu-Be

Figure 7.9: Figure 7.8 zoomed on higher energies
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7.3.3 Experimental Data
For the Pu-Be source(~2.4*106n/s) with heptane as the operating fluid, control
experiments were performed to establish that the impurity induced autocavitation
Pneg threshold remained above 8 bar. The source was then inserted in the
corner of the chamber at a distance of approximately 35cm from the detector
bulb. After some preliminary runs with the source to establish an approximate
Pneg threshold, data were taken for pressures Pneg between -4.4 bar and -6.0
bar in .2 bar increments. 30 runs were performed for all data points except -6.0
bar which only had 10 runs and -5.8 bar which had 28. Results are presented in
Table 7.5. Error in the ‘Wait Time Error’ bin expresses the Poisson error inherent
in radiation processes. Additional error was added for the approximate 0.3s
timing error inherent in the system as designed at the time.
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Table 7.5: February 2012 Pu-Be data with Heptane
Cavitation
Detection
Average Wait Events

Wait Time

Negative Pressure

(s)

(CDEs)

Error

Adjusted Error

4.4

97.24

14/30

25.99

25.99

4.6

42.71

21/30

9.32

9.33

4.8

17.42

29/30

3.23

3.25

5

5.00

30/30

0.91

0.96

5.2

3.35

30/30

0.61

0.68

5.4

2.42

30/30

0.44

0.53

5.6

1.52

30/30

0.28

0.41

5.8

1.21

28/28

0.23

0.38

6

1.04

10/10

0.33

0.44

Following the results with the Pu-Be source, the 252Cf source (~1.67*105
n/s) was introduced. Because of the massive differences in activity, results
below 6 bar were impractically long (and even at 6 bar the error was difficult to
reduce because the wait time was as long as ~80s). Fifty runs were done with
252

Cf and the results appear as shown in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.6: 252Cf data with Heptane
Negative
Average Wait
Wait Time
Pressure

(s)

(CDEs)

Error

6

79.37

27/50

15.27

Figure 7.10: Operation Side View of Detector Apparatus

Figure 7.11: Detector Side View of Detector Apparatus
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Because later calculations revealed that there may be significant
advantages to having data that were acquired at finer increments of negative
pressure, an additional data set was taken by Pneg increments of 0.1 bar. The
CTMFD used to take the data for the February data set was impaired due to
breakage and a new hand crafted CTMFD of similar (but not identical) shape and
size was used to take the June data set. This explains the ~2-3% offset
differences in effects relating to detection. Both curves are plotted in Figure 7.12
for comparison. Recall, even for the narrow central bulb of the L-CTMFD, there
occurs an ~8% variation of Pneg from the centerline to the glass wall.

Pressure
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
6

Table 7.7: June Pu-Be CTMFD data
Average Wait
cavs
INF
0/30
885
2/30
161
9/30
87.1
15/30
77.6
16/30
41.5
23/30
28.6
27/30
17.1
30/30
12.5
29/30
6.2
30/30
4.0
30/30
3.5
30/30
2.5
30/30
1.5
30/30
2.1
30/30
1.4
30/30
1.4
30/30
1.4
30/30

error
626
53.6
22.5
19.4
8.7
5.5
3.1
2.3
1.1
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
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Figure 7.12: Comparison between February and June 2012 Data Sets

7.4

Results

7.4.1 Response Curve
Using the experimental data for the wait time in Table 7.5 and the source
intensity, it is possible to predict the number of interactions that would be found
experimentally in the duration it takes for the source to emit 109 neutrons. The
MCNP data (calculated using 109 particles) can be ordered by the amount of
energy deposited to the recoil. The data can then be arranged into bins that
contain the number of interactions that deposit more energy than the energy
corresponding to the bin. The number of interactions predicted by the
experiment is then compared to the numbers in these bins. The bin that matches
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the predicted number of interactions corresponds to the energy threshold for
nucleation.
In Figure 7.13 horizontal lines are drawn at a height corresponding to the
number of interactions (per 109 neutrons) found in experimentation
(((s/event*n/s)-1 * 109n = events/109n). For example the purple line for Pu-Be at 6
bar is drawn at 481 = 109/(2*106n/s*1.04s). The curve represents the number of
recoils that were generated by the MCNP simulation above the energy on the xaxis for109 simulated neutron emissions. At the intersection between the line
and the curve, the number of interactions found experimentally matches then
number of depositions above the energy on the x-axis. Thus, the corresponding
x-coordinate energy is the threshold for nucleation.
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Figure 7.13: Predicted Thresholds with Pu-Be Activity 2*106

The process of finding the threshold that corresponds to the experimental
wait time can be repeated for all of the experiments performed for data in Table
7.5. The carbon recoil thresholds obtained by doing so along with error bars
corresponding to a 1 sigma increase or decrease in wait time are plotted in
Figure 7.14.
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Figure 7.14: Volume averaged single atom spectroscopy using February 2012
data

As expected with the wait times being well behaved also, the calculated
thresholds are monotonically decreasing (as we would expect from nucleation
theory).
The results for the thresholds predicted for the June data, Figure 7.15,
were very similar as would be expected with similar wait times and an identical
source location. However, due to the uncertainties associated with very short
wait times the thresholds past Pneg = -5.8 bar were not monotonically
decreasing.
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Figure 7.15: Volume averaged single atom spectroscopy using June 2012 data

7.4.2 Response Matrix
Once the response curve has been constructed, it is possible to construct
the response matrix. For each of 24 arithmetically distributed energies
between .4 and 10.4 MeV an MCNP model was constructed with a source
centered at the given energy but distributed over +/- 0.2 MeV to either side of the
center point to minimize the effect of resonances on neutron cross-section. The
simulated source placed in the same location as the PuBe source was in the
experiment.
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7.4.2.1 Volume Averaged Method
In the non-positioning method, the CTMFD’s centerline pressure of each
experiment was alone used in calculating the barrier for all strikes in all the
simulations just like what was done in creating the threshold curves. The
resulting response matrices are plotted for the February 2012 data in Figure 7.16
and the June 2012 data in Figure 7.17.

Figure 7.16: Response Matrix using February 2012 data and Non
Positioning Method
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Figure 7.17: Response Matrix using June 2012 data and Non Positioning
Method

7.4.2.2 Local Threshold Method
In the local threshold method, for every strike (in MCNP-POLIMI) on a
carbon atom in the simulation, first the local negative pressure was found using
the radial position of the strike in relation to the centerline negative pressure.
Then, the energy imparted was compared to the volume averaged threshold
curves given in Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15. By repeating this process for each
monoenergetic source energy and each of the centerline negative pressure state
of the system, the full response matrix for the detector was determined. This is
plotted for the February 2012 data Figure 7.18 and the June 2012 data in Figure
7.19.
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Figure 7.18: Response Matrix using February 2012 data and Local
Threshold Method

Figure 7.19: Response Matrix using June 2012 data Local Threshold
Method
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7.4.3 Unfolded Result
In order to perform the unfolding, the BON program accepted as inputs 1)
the response matrix corresponding to the data set and the threshold function 2)
the energies used to create the response matrix from the mono-energetic particle
simulations and 3) the experimental data to be unfolded back into a spectrum.
Using these inputs, the algorithm created estimates of the unknown source using
the February data and both methods of querying the response threshold curve.
The results are plotted in Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.21. It is clear that using the
volume averaged (Pneg at r=0) method provides visuallygood means for deriving
spectroscopy over the entire 4-10 MeV energy range On the contrary, the more
tedious localized Pneg based method fails below 5 MeV – yet providing superior
results from 5-10 MeV. The reasoning behind this finding and potential causes
are now presented.
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Figure 7.20: Unfolded Spectrum using February 2012 data and Non-Positioning
Method

Figure 7.21: Unfolded Spectrum using February 2012 data and Local Threshold
Method
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The experimental data could also be simulated by creating a source in
MCNP and using the same threshold function that was used to create the
response matrix. Figure 7.22 shows this process applied to the February 2012
data with the Local Threshold Method being applied.

Figure 7.22: Unfolded Spectrum using February 2012 data and Local Threshold
Method with MCNP simulated CTMFD response

7.5

Merits and Shortcomings

7.5.1 Effects of geometry and spectrum on response curve
For performing rough spectroscopy it appears that applying the volume
averaged single atom spectroscopy algorithm might be sufficient. However, it is
important to recognize that the thresholds calculated are dependent on the
detector, the source, and the moderating geometry. Also, as the size of the
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sensitive volume increases radially or the meniscus becomes smaller, the error
incurred by treating the central volume as if it were all at the same pressure
increases. The effects of building the response matrix without regard to the
radial position of the strike are readily apparent already from the increased
accuracy of the Non-Positioning Method in comparison to the Local Threshold
Method (Fig 7.19 vs Fig 7.20)
Figure 7.23 vividly illustrates the effect of neutron spectrum on the
calculated threshold. In Figure 7.23a and Figure 7.23b, the threshold is set at
the location where the number of dots over the green line representing the actual
events that would cause cavitations is equal to the number of dots over the red
line representing the number of events that would cause the program to count an
event. Because of the smaller average neutron energy in

252

Cf, there are a

larger number of low energy depositing events. This effect acts to bring down
the threshold calculated by comparing experiment to simulation even when the
actual threshold does not change.
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Figure 7.23: Recoil Spectrum Influence on Calculated Threshold

Having response curves that are geometrically dependent and tied to the
device that creates them is extremely problematic for extrapolating the data to
other devices and other applications. Attempting to make statements using the
response curve about very different scenarios such as in jet fuel lines or
submarine type applications is virtually impossible.
Because the theory supports the idea that the response curve calculated
threshold monotonically decreases with increasing Pneg, it stands to reason that
there is a pressure somewhere between the centerline pressure and the wall
pressure such that the number of counts obtained by the true negative pressure
distribution would be equal to the number of counts that would be obtained if the
whole volume were at that pressure.
Thus, the response curve as presented in Figure 7.13 is shifted to the right
of the actual curve. Any attempt to apply this curve to a single event will likely
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underrepresent the number of cavitations that would be encountered
experimentally.

7.6

Potential Sources of Error and Sensitivity Analysis

Both the data and the numerical solution incorporated both systematic and
random error. These errors were also borne by the various solving algorithms
that follow in subsequent chapters.
7.6.1 Meniscus Separation Related Error
The equation for calculating the negative pressure in the CTMFD is the
following:
pneg = 2 ∗ π2 ∗ ρ ∗ r 2 ∗ f 2 − Pamb

(7.7)

The meniscus for both the 2012 252Cf and the Pu-Be data sets was
approximately 29 cm. The magnitude of the error necessary to mischaracterize
5.8 bar as 6.0 bar or vice versa is on the order of a 6.3% error in the
measurement (.4173 cm). Measurements for the data were checked before and
after and known to remain within ~.1 cm bounds for experiments recorded.

7.6.2 MCNP Calculation Related Error
Obtaining a wait time long enough to be measurable requires that the
efficiency for detecting particles from a source emitting millions of particles per
second needs to be reasonably small. As a result, even with 109 particles
simulated by MCNP the number of effective strikes will be on the order of 102.
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Thus, the error from an 8 hour run on a Intel Core i7-3770 CPU @ 3.5 GHz may
be on the order of 100/sqrt(100) = 10%. Obtaining a 1% error in such a scenario
takes 100x longer which is on the order of 1 month.
Sensitivity of the results to changes in geometry is another aspect that
could be relatively important. Significant efforts were made to remove any
objects from the experimental area that significantly affected the scattering
behavior of the neutrons in the simulation. However, effects like floorshine
proved impossible to remove and difficult to model and validate.

7.6.3 Neutron Source Activity Related Uncertainty
As was presented in Chapter 1, the activity of the Pu-Be source is not
precisely known because the original percentage of 241Pu when the source was
fabricated over 50 years ago is unknown.

241

Pu decays to 241Am, a strong alpha

emitter which can increase neutron output. Several efforts have been made to
quantify the activity of the PuBe, but because of spectral dependence of the
counting efficiency of the detectors being used and the counting statistics, the
results are deemed accurate to +/- 20%
7.6.3.1 Simulated 252Cf Spectrum Related Uncertainty
Traditionally, the Watt formula has been used to model the energy
spectrum of neutrons being emitted by spontaneous fission of

252

Cf. However,

the MCNPX-Polimi code offers an updated spectrum with additional accuracy.
The watt spectrum has been used for all the simulations shown in this document,
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but going forward the Polimi spectrum will likely be used for increased accuracy.
Switching between the spectra caused a ~7% change in the lowest energy
collisions for a source introduced into a test simulation.

7.6.4 Experimental Issues
Like all random radiation processes, the number of nucleation events in a
given time period will follow a Poisson distribution. This error can be mitigated
or eliminated by performing additional tests. However, for tests that were on the
order of minutes, reducing the error to a percentage equal to lower wait time
experiments could mean more than a week of detector operation. As a result,
this error sometimes remained meaningful in the data sets being used.

7.6.5 Energy Granularity
Because of finite energy binning, additional error is introduced by forcing
values into bins with discrete values. This was a larger problem with earlier
versions of the program, but became much less significant after increasing the
number of bins by several orders of magnitude. The bin spacing is in geometric
proportion with 104 bins distributed between 10 keV and 100 MeV. Around 1
MeV, the bin spacing is .0016 MeV. As a tradeoff, an average run gathering
MCNP data and predicting a set of thresholds can take upwards of an hour.
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7.6.6 Minimum Timing
Several different control system architectures were used to operate the
various CTMFDs and to record the detection data. The program used until early
2015 employed a cycling monitoring scheme that required a full ~0.3 to 0.8s to
recognize a cavitation detection event. It also often recorded cavitations on
rampup as being in this time range and these points required manual separation
from actual events during sensitivity to get proper wait times.
This minimum wait time became extremely important to the experimental
design especially for low detection times in the 1s range. Despite being quick to
run and thus easy to obtain excellent Poisson error, experiments with short wait
time introduce unacceptably large percentage errors due to the errors introduced
by the data acquisition program. Thus, it was important to pick experiments with
wait times that were short enough to avoid a substantial contribution from
background, but also to remain long enough such that the error introduced by the
apparatus was a very small component of the total error.
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CHAPTER 8. RADIAL SINGLE ATOM SPECTROSCOPY VIA NEWTON’S
METHOD

8.1

Motivation

The assumption that the radial profile within the bulb is negligible may be
deemed acceptable in order to get reasonable results predicting the energy at
which recoils are able to nucleate, but higher degrees of accuracy may require
removing this assumption. At a centerline pressure of -6 bar, even in the largest
meniscus and smallest bulb apparatus used for testing, the outside fluid in the
bulb is less than 5.4 bar in negative pressure. Simulations not accounting for the
spatial position of the strike thus, tend to estimate the threshold at the centerline
pressure to be higher than it actually is due to over-counting of points closer to
the walls. If these thresholds were extended to use outside of the CTMFD they
were created in, this overestimation of the threshold could prove problematic.
Thus, it is desirable to reduce the error incurred by sectioning the bulb into
concentric cylinders of roughly equal sensitivity and greatly reduce the spread of
negative pressures in zones assumed to be of equal negative pressure.

With the current experimental setup, it was not feasible to actually monitor
for the location where the cavitation detection event took place. An alternate
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method had to be developed using MCNP-Polimi assessments. In order to
account for the radial position of the strike, the information from MCNP-Polimi
can be extracted such that the X and Y position of the strike is kept and turned
into a radial distance from the centerline. The radial zones are then discretized
into .1 bar increments (which occur at different radii for each centerline Pneg).
Figure 8.1 illustrates a cross-section of the bulb. The centerline negative
pressure is -6 bar. Using the radius that exists in the 3cc large CTMFD, the
colored wedges were drawn (to scale) to show 0.1 bar increments in negative
pressure (i.e. the centermost green region is between -6 and -5.9 bar).

Figure 8.1: Concentric Zones of Negative Pressure

Because there was zero sensitivity to PuBe neutrons at -4.3 bar in all
experiments, all wedges closer to vacuum than -4.3 bar are considered not to
have any counts. Thus, at -4.4 bar only the centermost region is considered
sensitive. All the counts within this volume are organized by energy and the
threshold is calculated by matching the wait time to the energy at which there are
the correct number of counts at or above that energy to produce the given wait
time. To calculate the threshold at -4.5 bar, first the number of strikes in the -
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4.4 bar ring are computed and using the threshold turned into the number of
effective collisions. The remainder of the collisions are made up by collisions
within the center ring. Thus, the threshold for -4.5 bar is calculated by finding the
energy threshold at which the data matches the sum of the collisions calculated
in the -4.4 bar ring plus the number of counts in the energy bins at or above the
threshold. This process can be repeated to yield all the thresholds up to -6 bar.
Unfortunately error and randomness make the process of sequentially solving for
the center ring unworkable. Instead all the thresholds are solved simultaneously
by using the well-known Newton’s Method [8.1]. Figure 8.2 shows the areas of
equal sensitivity for experiments with .1 bar discretized increasing centerline
pressure where color was used to denote regions with equal thresholds.

Figure 8.2: Illustration of zones of equal threshold
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8.2

Methodology

Unlike the Volume Averaged Single Atom Spectroscopy methods outlined
in Chapter 7 which solve for the value of the threshold at each centerline
pressure independently, applying the Radial Spectroscopy method requires
simultaneous solving for all of the thresholds. Implementing this solution method
is accomplished by minimizing the difference between the experimentally
encountered wait times and the wait times predicted by the response curve being
solved for. Such minimization was done using Multivariate Newton’s Method
[8.1].
8.2.1 Multivariate Newton’s Method
8.2.1.1 Background
Newton’s Method is an iterative algorithm for finding the zeros of a function.
In each iteration, a step direction and size is calculated and then the parameters
are updated to reflect the conditions of the function at the position that has been
moved to. For single parameter systems, Newton’s method can be implemented
simply as:
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 − 𝑓(𝑥𝑛 )/𝑓′(𝑥𝑛 )
This method is readily extensible to vector valued non-linear functions. If
we allow the function F to be a vector-valued function attempting to approximate
F(x) = 0, then the method for update takes the form:
𝑥 (𝑛+1) = 𝑥 (𝑛) − 𝐹(𝑥 (𝑛) )/ 𝐹′(𝑥 (𝑛) )
Noticing that is the same as the Jacobian Matrix, we can write:
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𝐽∗𝑣 = −𝐹
Where v is the update parameter between x_old and x_new. This is
solved by computing the inverse of the Jacobean
𝑣 = −[𝐽(𝑥 (𝑛) ]−1 𝐹(𝑥 (𝑛) )
Finally
𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑥 + 𝑣

8.2.1.2 Implementation
For the specific implementation of the application of Newton’s method, the
forms of the equations can be made more explicit and intuitive. The function F
represents the difference in the amount of counts that are encountered
experimentally and the number of counts for each experiment implied by the
current thresholds being applied to the MCNP simulations of the experiment.
∑ 𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 1, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑)
𝐹(𝑥) =

𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑠

⋮

∑ 𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 17, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑)
[𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑠
]
−[

Experimental Cutoff 1
⋮
]
Experimental Cutoff 17

The Jacobean stores the change in the expected counts for each
experiment per unit change of threshold at the current threshold values.
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𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑1
𝐽(𝑥) =
⋮
𝜕𝑓17
[𝜕𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑1

…
…
…

𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑17
⋮
𝜕𝑓17
𝜕𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑17 ]

The initial starting value that had the most success in converging towards
solutions that were good candidates for global minima was to set all the
thresholds to 1 MeV and allow the thresholds to evolve from there as iterations
proceeded.
1
𝑥0 = ⋮
1
8.2.1.3 Modifications
Because of the shape of the vector-valued function, the step conditions
had to be constrained. This was done through two different mechanisms. In the
first mechanism, the total size of the step was scaled such that the total step was
only of magnitude equal to some constant c (commonly .001 MeV):
𝑐=

𝑣
|𝑣|

Second, the magnitudes of the individual terms were scaled to be equal to
some constant k (also commonly .001 MeV):
𝑘=

𝑣𝑖
|𝑣𝑖 |

These methods were used individually or in tandem. Finally, during each
iteration cycle the thresholds were checked and a condition was enforced such
that thresholds at negative pressures further from vacuum were less than
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thresholds at states closer to vacuum. At times this condition prevented proper
convergence, but it worked to reduce oscillation significantly and produce
feasible solutions in other cases.

8.3

Response Curve

Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4 show the result of the modified Newton’s
Method process as applied to the June 2012 data summarized in Table 7.6. The
curve displayed in green shows the thresholds as predicted from the data
assuming that the negative pressure profile is flat across the bulb. These values
should bound the true values because of the known overestimation. The red
curve shows the starting point for the Newton’s method solver. In each iteration
step the difference between the predicted number of counts based on that step’s
threshold and the experimental number of counts is calculated as well as the
derivative of the number of counts with respect to each of the thresholds. From
there on the magnitude and direction of the step for each of the thresholds is
calculated and the process is iterated. Figure 8.3 was calculated over all of the
data taken whereas Figure 8.4 was truncated to remove the data above 5.5 bar.
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Figure 8.3: Threshold determination - clipped data

Figure 8.4: Threshold Determination – all data
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8.4

Response Matrix

Just as in the volume averaged method, using the threshold curves from
the all data scenario in Figure 8.4 it was possible to model a series of monoenergetic sources and determine the rate at which the interactions created
recoils that exceeded the threshold curve at the local pressure. Aggregating
these data for all combinations of energy and centerline pressure produces the
response matrix seen in Figure 8.5.

Figure 8.5: Response Matrix using Newton’s Method and all of the June 2012
Data

8.5

Unfolded Result

Using the Response Matrix shown in Figure 8.5 and the BON unfolding
algorithm, it was again possible to create an unfolded spectrum to attempt to
retrieve the PuBe source that was used to create the data. It turned out that the
results (Figure 8.6) were less accurate than some of the results obtained using
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the volume averaged method (Although they were obtained by using local
pressures rather than device averaged pressure and thus a strong result would
be much more widely applicable). Section 8.6 will attempt to explain some of
reasons that the method was unsuccessful in re-creating the PuBe source
spectrum.

Figure 8.6: Unfolded Spectrum using June 2012 data and Newton’s Method
8.6

Merits and Shortcomings

8.6.1 Inaccurate Calculations for Response with Short Wait Times
Using the response curves of Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4, the values were
entered into an Excel worksheet for getting curve fits. The curve fits are shown
in Figure 8.7. For simplicity an exponential function was used (quadratic and
linear fits have troubling non-physical behavior if used for extrapolation). There
isn’t any strong reasoning that suggests the trend should necessarily be
exponential, but it will be used as an early approximation.
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Figure 8.7: Curve Fit for Pneg vs Threshold

Finally, a program was written to take MCNP data and at each point
evaluate the collision against the threshold for nucleation as predicted by the
curves in Figure 8.7. This was done for the negative pressure at the location
where the strike occurred in the bulb for each of the centerline pressure that the
experiment was conducted at. These data were collected and compared to the
number of nucleations that would be expected from the wait time data. Figure
8.8 and Figure 8.9 show the comparison for the experimental data and the data
obtained from applying the curve fits to the MCNP.
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Figure 8.8: Count Comparison - all data
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Figure 8.9: Count comparison - clipped data
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Over the range of data where wait times are long, (for Pneg states closer to
vacuum) the results of applying the recoil thresholds appear to be valid.
However, there is a rapid departure between experimentally obtained wait times
and predicted wait times by using MCNP and the calculated recoil thresholds
beyond 5.5 bar as seen in the ‘all data’ figure. This is strong evidence that the
recoil threshold curves were trained on unreliable data and are likely to
incorporate large amounts of error.
8.6.2 Difficulty applying the response curves to other experiments
8.6.2.1 Motivation
One proposed way for validating the recoil thresholds obtained from
Newton’s method was to obtain and compare the experimental and predicted
response for another source. For this purpose, the lab’s

252

Cf source was

chosen. The severe difference in source strength (~10x) made it impossible to
use the LABVIEW system to gather valid data for the response of both sources in
a single location for comparison (in order to test the thresholds obtained using
multiple sources). At 6 bar with the sources in the corner of the container
(~35cm), the wait time for 252Cf of 79.37s was longer than the length of time that
the detector’s safety measures allowed the system to stay sensitive (60s). Thus,
on average, detection events were only encountered every other run adding
unnecessary time for the motor to spin up, spin down, and idle in order to
maintain a safe and consistent temperature. At the same negative pressure and
location, the Pu-Be source nucleated in 1.04s due both to the higher intensity
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and the harder spectrum. At this short a time increment, the inaccuracies in
determining the timing of an event become relevant. Labview software
monitoring the infrared signal needs enough points in order to determine that a
full peak signature has been attenuated differently by the bubble in the central
volume. A cycle of the software takes around .3s. When the software is working
optimally this is an approximate estimate of the error on a data point (points may
take slightly longer if the cavitation comes at the wrong point of the cycle). If,
however, the lighting, geometry, or computing conditions are not perfectly optimal
it can take as long as two or three cycles with an approximate error of .8s. Thus,
it is very desirable to increase the wait time when possible in order to decrease
inaccuracy in the measurement.
The 252Cf source was therefore relocated from the corner of the safety
enclosure to the center ring of the enclosure in order to decrease the source
detector distance (~17.5cm). In addition, the Pu-Be source was hung outside the
enclosure in order to increase the source detector distance (~102 cm).
With 100 runs the wait time was established to be 17.84s +/- 1.76s for the
252

Cf source in the center ring and 8.72s +/- .87s for the Pu-Be source hung from

the ceiling at the calculated distance with the Heptane CTMFD at 6 bar of
negative pressure.
8.6.2.2 Applying the thresholds
Several different energy barriers were tried including: Exponential curve
fit of the Radial threshold data, exponential curve fit of the Radial Clipped
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threshold data, an average of those two, and a power law fit of the Radial
Clipped data. These curves can be analyzed both in threshold vs radius space
as well as threshold vs pneg space
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Figure 8.10 Barrier Energy vs Radius
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Figure 8.11 Barrier Energy vs Pneg
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The results of applying these energy barriers to the MCNP data are listed below:
Table 8.1: Comparison of Count Rates at 6 bar

Regardless of the threshold applied, the 252Cf counts are significantly
greater than the experiment would indicate for any of the energy barriers that
were tested.
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8.6.2.3 Test 252Cf in the center and Pu-Be hanging from the ceiling at -5.5 bar
With the appearance that the correlations were no longer valid at -6 bar,
another data set was taken at -5.5 bar. This pressure is still on the edge of the
data’s validity, but the wait times began to approach the upper limit of what the
detector system can comfortably measure. Wait times were 19.42+/- 4.45 for PuBe and 39.47 +/- 13.15 for 252Cf
Table 8.2: Comparison of Count Rates at 5.5 bar
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With the Radial Clipped data that had previously worked very well for
describing Pu-Be data in this range (Figure 8.9), there appears to be a
reasonable agreement between the experiment and the model (22% error in
experimental data, 16% disagreement). However, even applying r^2 correction
to the re-measured dimensions on the 252Cf data there appears to be a significant
overestimate of the counts. Likely this stems from the higher Pnegs towards the
center where it has been shown by several experiments that the threshold is
likely underestimated. One would expect 252Cf to be over-counted if the
threshold is set too low.
Overall, none of the curves fit using this method appear to be sufficiently
optimal for arbitrary unfolding. Additional methods were researched in order to
increase accuracy.
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CHAPTER 9. RADIAL SINGLE ATOM SPECTROSCOPY VIA LINEAR
PROGRAMMING

9.1

Motivation

For some cases of input variables, the Modified Newton’s Method (Section
8.2.1) proved unworkable. The mechanism(s) that were used to constrain the
function to be monotonic caused the update algorithm to inject more error than
was being removed with each iteration. Even in cases where the solution
converged, there was evidence that the solution may not have been optimal.
Thus, it became necessary to find a new way to solve for the thresholds.

9.2

Methodology

The actual implementation was done through the OpenSolver Excel
extension [9.1]. OpenSolver is built on the COIN-OR optimization engine .
Unlike many LP solver codes, OpenSolver has no constraints on the number of
variables considered. For some non-linear statements of the objective, the
Frontline Solver System [9.2] using the Gurobi Engine was employed instead
[9.3].
Linear programming offers significant advantages over Newton’s method
for problems amenable to being cast as such. The solution found by a Linear
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Program solver is guaranteed to be the global solution. Newton’s method on the
other hand is able to get caught in locally optimal zones that are distinct from the
globally optimal solution. Finding the true solution requires testing the algorithm
solution under a wide variety of starting conditions and is still not guaranteed to
produce the global optimum.
In order to cast the threshold determination problem as a Linear Program,
first all of the curves indicating the response of rings corresponding to an
experiment with a given centerline pressure and local pressure were identified in
MCNP. These curves are shown in Figure 9.1and Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.1: Recoil curve and spline interpolation for example radial shell in
rectilinear space
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Figure 9.2: Recoil curve and spline interpolation for example radial shell in loglog space
9.2.1 Indices
Terms in the following sections will be referred to using the following indices.
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 1 … 𝑖
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 1 … 𝑗
𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 1 … 𝑘
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9.2.2 Variables
Binaryj,k
Binary variables were generated for each spline of each local pressure to
indicate if the point on the spline curve being used was within the current spline k
(and used for all experiments that contain that local pressure).
Because the use of the spline is binary, the whole problem is technically
an integer program rather than a linear program. This necessitates more
complex solving algorithms but is allowed by OpenSolver.

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑗,𝑘
For each zone a threshold variable indicated which point on the Xaxis was being used within the spline if the binary variable was 1 for that spline
and the endpoint of the spline otherwise
𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖
The sum of the counts corresponding to the spline value at the
threshold was added across each experiment and compared to the number of
counts expected experimentally. The difference between these numbers for
each experiment was stored in a difference variable
9.2.3 Data
𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑋𝑘+1
The spline points were chosen and used for all of the spline curves. This
process was performed by a minimization algorithm performed on the residuals
for one of the recoil curves in both rectilinear and logarithmic space
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simultaneously. Because all the recoil curves take very similar shapes, these
spline points were deemed appropriate for all curves
𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑌𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1
The response at each of the spline points was gathered from the MCNP
simulation and input into the program.

𝑊𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖
The wait time from each experiment with each centerline pressure was
gathered and input into the program
9.2.4 Equations
Zone counts stored the Y result of the linear interpolation of the threshold
X between the two endpoints of the active spline signified by the binary variable
𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
= (𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑌𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 − 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑌𝑖,𝑗𝑘 ) ∗ (𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑗,𝑘
− 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑋𝑘+1 )/(𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑋𝑘 − 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑋𝑘+1 )
The threshold, X, was computed for the region by summing the threshold
variables (the one corresponding to the active zone would be between the spline
limits and all the rest would be at the left endpoint), subtracting out the left spline
endpoint of each region, and adding back the left spline of the active region

𝑋𝑗 = ∑ 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑗,𝑘 − ∑ 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑋𝑗,𝑘 + ∑ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦𝑗,𝑘 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑋𝑘
𝑘

𝑘

𝑘
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The counts for the experiment in the region being considered were equal
to the counts at the right end of the spline plus the additional counts
corresponding to the x-position along the spline
𝑌𝑖,𝑗 = ∑ 𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + ∑ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦𝑗,𝑘 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑌𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1
𝑘

𝑘

The total counts for the experiment was the sum of all the counts in the
active regions of the experiment.
𝑌𝑖 = ∑ 𝑌𝑖,𝑗
𝑗

9.2.5 Constraints
There was only allowed to be one active region along the spline curve for
each local pressure because there was only one threshold
∑ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦𝑗,𝑘 = 1 ∀𝑗
𝑘

The number of counts along the spline in addition to the number
encountered at the right endpoint could not be less than 0 and could not be more
than the difference in counts between the endpoints

(𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑌𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 − 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑌𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ) ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦𝑗,𝑘 ≥ 𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
≥ 0 ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
The thresholds can only be the same or increase as the system
experiences less negative pressure
Xj ≤ X j+1
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The difference variables needs to be equal to the absolute value of the
difference between the number of counts encountered experimentally and the
number of counts in each experiment implied by the thresholds being chosen by
the program
𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 ≥ 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖
𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 ≥ −𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑖 + 𝑌𝑖
9.2.6 Objective
The objective of the program is to minimize the difference between the
sum of the differences between experimental number of counts and number of
counts implied by the program. In some cases it would also be advisable to set
the objective equal to the square of the difference in order to further discourage
making large mismatches in some cases to optimize others. However, due to the
shape of the space created by this modification, the non-linear solver was unable
to solve it.
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖
𝑖

Figure 9.3 shows one of the 289 blocks used in creating the Linear
Program that solved for the thresholds. A block was created for each possible
combination of local pressure and experimental centerline pressure. Within the
block are the X and Y coordinates of the spline curves that approximate the recoil
curves, the zone counts that determine the number of additional counts from the
position on the spline, the X Variable that stores the threshold variables, the
binary that denotes which spline is being used, and the X and Y variables that
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show the threshold and implied number of counts for that sensitivity ring. The
single binary variable that is a 1 rather than a 0 indicates that the calculated
threshold is in that regime and the value in Zone Counts indicates that in this
case the value chosen is at an endpoint.

Figure 9.3: Screenshot from OpenSolver LP implementation
9.3

Response Curve

Figure 9.4 shows the result of the modified Newton’s Method process as
applied to the June 2012 data in Table 7.6. Figure 9.5 includes this solution, but
also includes LP solutions where some of the conditions have been relaxed. In
the ‘LP’ curve, the constraint that the solution be bounded by the volume
averaged solution was removed
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Figure 9.4: Threshold curve using linear program solver, radial method, and June
2012 data

Figure 9.5: Threshold comparison between Naïve, Newton, LP, and LP
Constrained solutions
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9.4

Response Matrix

Just as was done with the other response models, the threshold curve from
the LP solution was used to create a response matrix using simulated
monoenergetic sources. This result appears in Figure 9.6.

Figure 9.6: Response Matrix using LP threshold solver and June 2012 Data
9.5

Unfolded Result

Using the Response Matrix shown in Figure 9.6 and the BON unfolding
algorithm, it was again possible to create an unfolded spectrum to attempt to
retrieve the spectrum of the PuBe source that was used to create the data. That
unfolding appears in Figure 9.7
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Figure 9.7: Unfolded Spectrum using June 2012 data and LP Method

However, as was demonstrated in chapter 7, the experimental data at low
wait times is extremely unreliable due to high systematic error. Instead, the
experimental data can be simulated using MCNP and the thereshold curve from
Figure 9.4. The comparison between the response rates in the experiment and
in the MCNP is shown in Figure 9.8.
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Figure 9.8: Comparison between Experimental and Simulated Data

Using the simulated data instead to perform the unfolding yields the result in
Figure 9.9.
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Figure 9.9: Unfolded Spectrum using simulated data and LP Method
9.5.1 Spectral Convergence
After obtaining a spectrum that very closely resembles the true spectrum,
it is an interesting question to determine how the spectrum converges on that
shape as experiments are added or subtracted. A large number of
experiments were required to train the response curve, but in practice a
smaller number of experiments may be able to be used in the field to
determine the spectrum of the unknown source.
Figure 9.10- Figure 9.13 show the effect of adding additional information
to the spectrum beginning with 3 experiments and working up to the full 16
(one was omitted for having 0 predicted response). Beginning with the 3
experiment solution, the general shape is reasonable, but the spectrum
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obtained is rather featureless. As experiments are added the features of the
unfolded result increase and more closely approximate the shape of the
PuBe spectrum.

Figure 9.10 Unfolded Spectrum using 3 simulated experiments and LP Method

Figure 9.11 Unfolded Spectrum using 5 simulated experiments and LP Method
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Figure 9.12 Unfolded Spectrum using 9 simulated experiments and LP Method

Figure 9.13 Unfolded Spectrum using 16 simulated experiments and LP Method
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CHAPTER 10.
RADIAL SINGLE ATOM SPECTROSCOPY WITH
MULTIPLE SOURCES AND MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

10.1 Motivation
Because the systematic error was so large in experiments with short wait
times, using the methods already outlined would find it impossible to create
threshold curves valid over very wide stretches of negative pressures. Using a
single source in a single location to train the response curve for all pressures
while simultaneously avoiding short wait times and the associated systematic
errors would mean choosing a location with extremely long wait times at
meaningful negative pressures. Long wait times are difficult to obtain
experimentally; extremely difficult to obtain sufficient statistics on the MCNP
simulations; and suffer from substantial background effects. It is thus readily
apparent that it may be necessary to combine data from multiple experiments in
order to make such an endeavor feasible and to minimize error.
10.2 Data
Data was taken in 10 unique combinations of detector volume, source,
and source location.

The 3cc CTMFD was used for both of the 2012 data sets. This 3cc
CTMFD design was identified as the apparatus able to generate the flattest
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negative pressure profile across the bulb and thereby limit the interdependence
of the solutions at different negative pressure. A picture of the 3cc design
appears in Figure 10.1. The source and location combinations selected for the
3cc CTMFD for the 2015 data set appear in Table 10.1.

Figure 10.1: Depiction of 3cc CTMFD

Table 10.1:Experiments performed with 3cc CTMFD
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The 40cc CTMFD was designed for long standoff distances for portal
monitoring. Adding data from this CTMFD to the data set helped to reduce error
by increasing the amount of data that was obtained at each pressure.
Additionally, because of the large spread of energies across the central bulb,
obtaining valid spectra using the 40cc CTMFD is a stronger statement of the
broader applicability of the method than obtaining the spectra with a 3cc CTMFD.
A picture of the CTMFD appears in Figure 10.2 and the source and location
combinations performed with the 40cc CTMFD are listed in Table 10.2.

Figure 10.2: Depiction of 40cc CTMFD
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Table 10.2: Experiments performed with 40cc CTMFD

Table 10.3: Wait Times (s) for January 2015 Data
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Table 10.4: 1 Sigma Error (s) for January 2015 Data

The data from Table 10.12 and Table 10.13 displayed graphically forms Figure
10.3.
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Figure 10.3: Wait Time curves for January 2015 data set

10.3 Methodology
10.3.1 Source Re- Modeling
The model for the detector geometry had to be significantly expanded in
order to model the effects of sources that were placed outside of the detector
enclosure. Figure 10.4 shows the various additions the experimental geometry.
Because of the additional complications added by a longer source-detector
distance and the increased importance of neutrons scattered back into the
experiment from the room, the biological shielding wall was removed from the
experimental setup (see Figure 10.5) and left in the simulation but filled with air.
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Extensive dose monitoring and ALARA principles were required in order to
ensure safety with the new experimental design.

Figure 10.4: Expanded Model of Detector Environment

Figure 10.5: Picture of Detector Environment
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10.3.2 Weighting
If experiments are added simply by number of counts in MCNP or by
equivalent counts implied by the wait time, the experiments with the shortest wait
time will dominate. In Figure 10.6, both the small response curve (large wait
time) and the large response curve (short wait time) have the same zero. Thus
their combination also has that same zero.
However, as in Figure 10.7, if the zero of the small curve is changed to 1.5
and the zero of the large curve is changed to .5, the combination has a zero
around .8. Because both very long wait times and very short wait times are
expected to result in large relative error in the experiment it is necessary to
choose appropriate weights so that the combination curve most approximates the
data that are expected to be the most valid. If the ‘short’ data were expected to
be more valid, there needs to be a way to indicate that in order to help the
program arrive at the correct solution.
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Figure 10.6: Example curve combination – equal implied threshold
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Figure 10.7: Example curve combination – different implied threshold
The program chooses the threshold at each negative pressure such that
the number of counts predicted by MCNP is equal to the number of counts found
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in the experiment for the given active region being considered. With weighting,
this equation can be described as:

𝑊1 ∗ 𝑀𝐶𝑁𝑃1 + 𝑊2 ∗ 𝑀𝐶𝑁𝑃2 = 𝑊1 ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡1 + 𝑊2 ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡2

The weights were arrived at by first dividing by the experimentally derived
counts so that 𝑊𝑛 ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛 = 1 and then divided by the percent error of the
experimental measurement such that the experiments with the least error made
the greatest contribution to the equation.

10.4 Response Curve
The first attempt at constructing the response curve was done by combining
data from each of the other 8 experiments in order to construct the curve that
would be used to predict the response of the 40cc detector to the PuBe at
1.5m. As described earlier and illustrated in Figure 9, MCNP decks were
composed for each of the 8 other experiments and the results were weighted
and combined via the volume averaged method to form one description of the
response curve. This response curve appears in Figure 10.8.
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Figure 10.8: Volume Averaged and LP response curves using PuBe at 1.5m with
40cc bulb as the ‘unknown’

The next step was to use the response curve to find the number of effective
collisions for experiment conditions with negative pressures equal to the
negative pressures used in the experiments for the PuBe source placed at
1.5m with the 40cc bulb. With 109 particles emitted in the MCNP simulation
there were only 12 recorded effective collisions at the most sensitive state,
5.8 bar. Many of the less sensitive experimental states had 1 or 0 recorded
collisions. Upon inspection, the paucity of MNCP effective collisions
appeared to be commensurate with the experimental wait times. This meant
that reasonable statistics reducing Poisson error in the wait times to below 1%
would take weeks or months on the Intel Core i7-3770 CPU @ 3.5 GHz that
was being employed.
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In order to rectify this issue, the PuBe 1.5 data set was added to the ‘known’
data sets that were used to create the response curve and the Cf ctr data set
with the 3cc bulb was selected as the ‘unknown’ that was to be solved for.
The significant reduction in source-detector distance (on the order of 10x)
along with the reduction of source activity (another order of 10x) resulted in a
far higher number of counts encountered per unit of computer time. A new
response curve was creating using the 8 experiments now classified as
‘known’. This curve appears in Figure 10.9
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Figure 10.9: Volume Averaged Response Curve Using All Data

Another response curve was created by omitting the PuBe CNR 3cc bulb
experiments because the implied wait time from those expeiments was
significantly different than that encountered with the other experiments. This
curve appears in Figure 10.10.
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Figure 10.10: Volume Averaged Response Curve After Omitting PuBe 3cc Cnr
Data Set

Ultimately there did not prove to be sufficient justification to be able to
remove the PuBe CNR experiments from the data set and it was left in. Next,
a linear program was constructed following the methods of Chapter 9 in order
to generate the radial response curve. The result appears in Figure 10.11
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Figure 10.11: LP Response Curve for All Data

Ideally, it would be possible to directly use the results of the Linear Program
as the thresholds to be considered for use in spectroscopy rather than curve
fitting. Additionally, it would ideally be possible to recover the functional form of
the LP results from the results of the Linear Program. However, it appears that
the data sets did not have enough data points in order to reduce the Poisson
error enough to make this possible. Figure 10.12 shows the results for the Linear
Program threshold curve for the PuBe at 1.5m with and without the constraints
for monotonicity and boundedness by the volume averaged curve. With highly
accurate and precise data, both LP curves would be expected to be similar.
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Figure 10.12: LP results with and without volume averaged bounds and
monotonicity bounds

Solutions using the Linear Program solution directly suffered from being
closer to the monotonic solution than an optimal solution would be. As a
result, various curve fits were prepared on the data from the Linear Program
solution for the response curve.
Curve fits do have advantages over even ideal discrete LP solutions in that
they increase smoothness, enforce monotonicity, greatly reduce computation
times, reduce over-fitting, and make the solutions more intuitively
understandable. Linear curve fits were performed on both the Volume
Averaged and LP solutions. The solutions appear in Figure 10.13.
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Figure 10.13: Curve Fits on LP and Volume Averaged Response Curves

Using approximately 1000 core hours each, monoenergetic sources were
run at the Cf 3cc source location in order to create the response matrix. As in
previous chapters, there were 24 energy bins arithmetically spaced between
0 and 12 MeV with +/-0.2bar blurring in order to decrease the effect of
resonance.
Rather than extrapolating the response curve, the two experiments with Cf
CTR and the 3cc bulb at pressures not dealt with in any other experiment
were removed from the inputs into the unfolding code.
Using the response curves and the truncated experimental data it was
possible to use the BON unfolding code [10.1] to attempt to recapture the
source spectrum of the ‘unknown’ experiment.
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In order to attempt to eliminate over-fitting due to the LP imposed constraint
to be bounded by the Volume Averaged response curve, a linear combination
of the two solutions was formed.
The Volume Averaged linear solution was:
Threshold=-0.83099*Pneg+6.42686
The Linear Program linear solution was:
Threshold= = -0.72917*Pneg + 5.48352
These two solutions were combined according to:
Threshold = 𝛼*Volume Averaged + (1- 𝛼)* Linear Program
The optimal 𝛼 was determined by performing unfoldings with alpha values
ranging from -3 to +2 by increments of 0.1. The optimal value of -1.9 was
determined by examining the magnitude and pattern of residuals. However, the
solution of alpha = -1.9 cannot be physical. It predicts a negative neutron
threshold at -7 bar in Heptane. This appears to be rather strong evidence that
the functional form of the solution is not linear (as might be expected) and is not
sufficiently close to being linear that a linear model is appropriate even over small
segments of the response curve. The alpha = -1.9 solution is plotted in Figure
10.14.
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Figure 10.14: Linear Optimized Response Curve

Following the linear fits, many different functional forms were applied to the
data including exponential, quadratic, linear, and linear combinations thereof.
Eventually a series of power law fits were performed by choosing values of the
exponent varying between -2 and -2.4 and constraining the curve to match the
LP solution for -6.7 bar. Of this family of curves, the optimal solution was
38*Pneg^(-2.1) This solution appears in Figure 10.15. The value at 6.7 was
used as an anchor point because it was the last point before the over-fitting done
by the Linear Program. The exponent range was chosen because it surrounded
the result when a power law fit is applied to the line segment connecting the LP
predicted thresholds at 4.4 and 6.7.
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Figure 10.15: Power Law Optimized Response Curve

With the threshold given by the power law function, the MCNP predicted
number of counts by applying the threshold to a simulation of the Cf source in the
center ring with the 3cc heptane CTMFD closely matched the experimentally
determined number of counts. Figure 10.16 shows the experimental counts, the
experimental counts after a smoothing algorithm was applied to the interior points,
and the number of counts predicted by MCNP (scaled such that the MCNP
counts = the experiment counts for the -6.8 bar experiment).
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Figure 10.16: Relative counts for experiment and simulation with optimized
power law response curve for a Heptane filled 3cc CTMFD with a Cf source
placed in the ‘center ring’ location (~13cm distance)

10.5 Response Matrix
Using the monoenergetic sources that were generated earlier for the Cf 3cc
source location response matrix could be created for the power law response
curve. As in previous chapters, there were 24 energy bins arithmetically
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spaced between 0 and 12 MeV with +/-0.2bar blurring in order to decrease
the effect of resonance. The results are plotted in Figure 10.17.

Figure 10.17: Response curve for a source placed in the ‘center ring’ location
using the optimized power law response curve

10.6 Unfolded Result
Using the Response Matrix shown in Figure 10.17 and the BON unfolding
algorithm, it was again possible to create an unfolded spectrum to attempt to
retrieve the Cf source that was used to create the experimental data (Note that
this is a different spectrum from the PuBe source being solved for in previous
sections). This unfolding appears in Figure 10.18. The data was then smoothed
as in Figure 10.16 and fed into the unfolding algorithm. The result is Figure
10.19. Finally, the Optimized Power Response Curve was used to predict the
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response rate to a simulated Cf source in the ‘center ring’ location and the results
were fed into the unfolding algorithm. The results are plotted in Figure 10.20.

Figure 10.18: Unfolded Result for Experimental Data and Optimized Power Law
Response Matrix for Cf in the ‘center ring’ location with a 3cc Heptane filled
CTMFD
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Figure 10.19: Unfolded Result for Smoothed Experimental Data and Optimized
Power Law Response Matrix for Cf in the ‘center ring’ location with a 3cc
Heptane filled CTMFD

Figure 10.20: Unfolded Result for Simulated Experimental Data and Optimized
Power Law Response Matrix for Cf in the ‘center ring’ location with a 3cc
Heptane filled CTMFD
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10.7 Merits & Shortcomings
One of the issues of using Integer/Linear Programming becomes apparent
when examining the results of the Linear Program. Because there is only one
experiment that uses the threshold at -6.8 bar and the expected number of
counts in the very small center shell is expected to be very few, the program
ended up predicting an extremely low threshold in order to minimize the
difference between experiment and predicted. Situations like this would be
alleviated if there were additional constraints on the magnitude and direction of
changes in threshold with change in Pneg. These constraints can be constructed
as additional information about the functional form of the solution curve is learned.
Additionally, it would be highly desirable to set the objective of the Linear
Program as the minimization of the squares of the differences between
experimental and predicted counts rather than the absolute value. Unfortunately
this requires a non-linear solver rather than an integer program solver. The
specific problem being solved for the thresholds proved too highly non-linear and
not of the proper convexity to be solved even via the cutting edge GuRoBi solver
[10.2] implemented through the Frontline Solver package [10.3].
Finally, the candidate curve can only be considered valid over the range of 5.5 to -6.8 bar which is the range of the data that it was trained over. Additional
experiments would help establish validity over a wider range of negative
pressures and help to distinguish it from other candidate curves that are both
steeper and higher for all values between -5.5 and -6.8 bar which could also be
valid. The candidate curve should be considered, however, a very effective
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lower bound for the threshold for all negative pressures extending down to -4.4
bar.
10.8 Opportunities
Because the LP solver mechanism can deal with solutions that are
over/under constrained and because combining multiple experiments yields so
many more useful constraints, it may be possible to extend this method to
polyatomic fluids by generating a response curve for each atom in the fluid and
solving simultaneously after obtaining the MCNP recoil threshold curves for each.
Thus, rather than attempting to simply draw inference about the physics of the
system using the single atom method, it may be possible to apply the results to
fluids of interest for field applicable portal monitoring systems directly.
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CHAPTER 11.

VALIDATION OF HEPTANE CARBON RECOIL
THRESHOLD CURVE

In order to validate the response curves that were obtained by the various
methods in the previous chapters, a series of mono-energetic sources were used.
Despite the sources themselves being monoenergetic, these sources still
generate a spectrum of energy depositions. However, at the threshold, they are
constrained by their theoretical maximum. For the neutron experiments, this
maximum is:
1 - (A-1)^2/(A+1)^2 = 28.4%
The intensity of the neutron sources were calibrated by using the SNOOPY
BF3 detector and the lab’s PuBe source. The sensitivity of the SNOOPY (see
Figure 11.1
[https://www.nukeworker.com/study/instruments/manuals/NRC_NP2.pdf]) was
reasonably flat over the region of interest and therefore when calculating the
intensity of the accelerators the effect of spectrum will be ignored. The lab’s
2.3*106 n/s PuBe source was placed at the location of the accelerator head and
the SNOOPY recorded an average of 25 cpm over several hours of counting.
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Figure 11.1: SNOOPY sensitivity curve [11.1]

11.1 DT Experiments
The lab’s D-T neutron generator was run for 3 ½ hours with an average
intensity after the warmup period of 142 cpm in the SNOOPY. This translates to
an approximate intensity of 1.3*107 n/s. The time history of the SNOOPY counts
appears in Figure 11.2.
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Figure 11.2: SNOOPY counts from D-T accelerator source
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The wait time curve obtained for D-T with the 3cc Heptane CTMFD
appears in Figure 11.3.
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Figure 11.3: 3cc Large CTMFD with 1.3*107 n/s D-T accelerator source

If we were to assume that 4.1 bar was the true threshold for the 14.1 MeV
D-T neutrons, this would imply that the threshold at 4.1 bar was .284*14.1 = 4.00
MeV. However, at the true threshold, the wait time expected for a particle to
deposit all of its energy exactly on the centerline of the detector with an exactly
180 degree scatter is virtually infinite Because the waiting time was kept
reasonably small, 1 count every 14.7 minutes of sensitivity, the threshold at 4.1
bar is therefore guaranteed to be less than 4 MeV.
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Figure 11.4: Simulated D-T thresholds assuming equal sensitivity across the bulb
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Figure 11.5: Simulated D-T thresholds assuming only central .1 cm is sensitive
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An MCNP Polimi simulation was performed using the accelerator setup
and the source. 109 particles were utilized in the MCNP-Polimi simulation and
the spectrum of recoils was recorded (the results were then adjusted for the
actual source detector distance making this simulation equivalent to 4*10 9
particles). Because only the highest energy neutrons were important to the
problem, this process loses very little in accuracy. Figure 11.4 shows the
thresholds implied by the simulation if the full detector is considered to have
equal sensitivity as was done in Chapter 7. Figure 11.5 shows the threshold
implied by considering only the central .1 cm to be sensitive in a manner very
similar to the radial method.
The result of the volume averaged method was that the implied threshold
was extremely close to the implied theoretical maximum of 4.0047 MeV.
However, the number of high energy depositions in the central volume was
radically different. The radial method estimated a threshold of 3.4202. However,
because the number of recoil events at the higher energies was very low, this
value should be considered only as a lower bound.
11.2 DD Experiments
The lab’s D-D neutron generator was run for 5 1/3 hourswith an average steady
state intensity of 278 cpm in the SNOOPY. This translates to an activity of
approximately 2.56*107 n/s. The time history of the accellerator activity as
recorded by the SNOOPY appears in Figure 11.6. The wait time curve obtained
for D-D with the 3cc Heptane CTMFD appears in Figure 11.7.
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Figure 11.6: D-D accelerator counts as recorded by SNOOPY detector
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Figure 11.7: Wait time vs Negative Pressure for Heptane CTMFD with D-D
accelerator
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If we were to assume that the lowest negative pressure tested, 7.3 bar,
was equal to the theoretical threshold for D-D neutrons in heptane, we would
expect that the recoil threshold would be the theoretical maximum of 0.6958.
Using MCNP to simulate the recoil distribution and calculate the recoil distribution
from the data, the simulated threshold was extremely close to the theoretical
maximum for both the equal sensitivity case of Figure 11.8 and the case
considering only the innermost region of the detector in Figure 11.9.
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Figure 11.8: Simulated D-D thresholds assuming equal sensitivity across the bulb
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Figure 11.9: Simulated D-D thresholds assuming only central .1 cm is sensitive

11.3 Comparison to Calculated Thresholds
Having obtained the thresholds with monoenergetic sources, it should be
possible to use the data as state points in order to validate the threshold curves
that were generated in the previous sections. Candidate curves to represent the
true relation between the threshold carbon recoil energy and the negative
pressure of the heptane fluid need to pass through both the D-T and D-D
calculated thresholds.
The only candidate curve properly trained over a wide enough energy span
to easily compare to both points was the stitched linear program solution that
was created in order to predict the response at 1.5 meters (and thus used all of
the stitching experiments from Chapter 10 except that one.
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For comparison, both the stitched volume averaged and the stitched LP
curves are presented in Figure 11.10. As is apparent, the solution appears
highly consistent with the DD threshold results of .6958 MeV. The trend also
seems to be reasonably consistent with the DT threshold being in the range [3.40,
4.00]. Applying an exponential fit to the LP solution yields
Threshold = 17.057e−.42NegativePressure
The prediction of the equation at 4.1 bar for the D-D threshold was .795 (a
difference of less than .1 MeV). The prediction of the equation at 4.1 bar for the
D-T threshold was 3.048 MeV (a difference of ~.36 MeV). It also appears that
the trend would be much more accurate if the data points at the lower negative
pressures that were only obtained and confirmed by a single experiment were
omitted. The trend of the right hand side of the figure appears to match the state
points extremely well. Overall, the accelerator experiments present strong
evidence for confirming the threshold curves being generated in the previous
chapters.
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Figure 11.10: Proposed threshold curves plotted with state points obtained in
monoenergetic neutron experiments.
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CHAPTER 12.

IMPLICATIONS OF HEPTANE RECOIL THRESHOLDS ON
NUCLEATION THEORY

12.1 Single Atom Spectroscopy Energy Deposition Thresholds
Previous Chapters (7-10) focused on obtaining the energy that needed to be
imparted to a recoiling carbon atom in order to cause nucleation. However,
nucleation theories are couched in terms of energy that is departed to the fluid.
In order to compare results from the Single Atom Spectroscopy methods to the
results of Thermal Spike Theory, it is first necessary to convert from carbon recoil
energy to the amount of energy that is actually deposited within a critical bubble
diameter.
In order to do the conversion, first a SRIM range table was generated for
heptane fluid with a carbon atom moving through it. This range table appears in
Figure 12.1. For recoil energies in the relevant range, the function is concave up
which is to say that for the relevant range dE/dx increases with increasing energy.
Thus, as was argued in Chapter 7, the higher energy recoils will deposit more
energy and the highest deposition over a critical bubble diameter will happen at
the start of the track. Knowing this, it was possible to begin with a recoil with
energy equal to the threshold for a given negative pressure and obtain the range
of the particle. Then, the critical diameter for the corresponding negative
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pressure was subtracted off the range. Next, the energy corresponding to the
new range was determined. The difference between the ranges is the average
energy deposition within the critical cavity.

Figure 12.1: Carbon Recoil Range in Heptane vs Carbon Recoil Energy

This process was applied to the recoil threshold curves obtained in Chapters
7-10. Figure 12.2 shows the carbon recoil threshold curves formed with the
volume averaged methods and LP method for the data using 1.5m PuBe with the
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40cc bulb as the unknown (chosen because it had the most and most accurate
data used to compose it). Also shown is the result of the Optimized Power Model.
Figure 12.3 shows the results after the SRIM method was used to determine the
amount of energy that is deposited into a critical cavity by a carbon recoil with
energy equal to the threshold energy.

Figure 12.2: Single Atom Spectroscopy Carbon Recoil Threshold Curves
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Figure 12.3: Single Atom Spectroscopy Energy Deposition Threshold Curves

12.2 Thermal Spike Theory Energy Deposition Thresholds
Using the equations from Chapter 4, it is also possible to construct the
thresholds that would be predicted by Thermal Spike Theory. Table 12.1 shows
the relevant properties Heptane at -7 bar obtained from Yaws [12.1].
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Table 12.1: Heptane Properties at 7 bar of negative pressure
Name
Composition
Molar Mass, g/mol
Temperature, C
Pneg (bar)
Delta P (Pvap + Pneg) (bar)

Heptane
C7H16
100.2
29.4
7
7.05E+00

Vapor Pressure, kPa
Surface tension, N/m
T dsigma/dT, mN/m
Density, mol/m^3
Enthalpy of evaporation, kJ/mol
Specific heat, J/mol*K
Thermal Conductivity, W/m*K
Viscosity, Pa*s
Thermal Diffusivity, m^2/s

4.71
0.02
-29.9
6840
36.8
229
0.126
0.00041
8.01E-08

Alpha
rcrit, m
D
Pvrcrit, kPa
Vapor Density, mol/m^3
Pvrcrit/RT, mol/m^3

0.959
5.76E-08
8.01E-08
4.51E+00
1.79
1.79

Using these properties, it was possible to compute the work terms that
compose the energy barrier in Thermal Spike Theory. The results of this process
are shown in in Table 12.2.
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Table 12.2: Thermal Spike Theory Work Terms for Heptane at -7 Bar
W1 (keV)
W2 (keV)
W3 (keV)
W4 (keV)
W5 (keV)
W6 (keV)

5.28E+00
3.54E+00
3.29E-01
9.93E-03
2.38E+00
7.78E+00

Total (1-5) (keV)
Total (1-6) (keV)

1.15E+01
1.93E+01

This process was repeated for all negative pressures for which
experimental data was obtained, and the results are plotted in Figure 12.4:
Thermal Spike Energy Thresholds for Heptane

Figure 12.4: Thermal Spike Energy Thresholds for Heptane
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12.3 Comparison and Analysis
Because both the Single Atom Spectroscopy predictions after applying the
SRIM procedure and the Thermal Spike Theory predictions give the relation
between the negative pressure and the energy that must be deposited to cause a
nucleation, the results can be compared directly. These results are plotted in
Figure 12.5. (note that non-smoothness in the Optimized Power Model
Thresholds is due to relatively large step sizes in the SRIM data)

Figure 12.5: Energy Thresholds Predictions for Thermal Spike and Single Atom
Theories

It was hypothesized in Chapter 5 that the enthalpy of evaporation term
played a large role in setting the magnitude of the nucleation barrier in tension
metastable fluids. In fact, the contribution from that term was so large (or some
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other term with similar dependencies was so large) that 𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
could be
𝑛𝑒𝑔
predicted directly given the enthalpy of vaporization. Figure 12.6 shows the
effect of modifying the six term Thermal Spike Theory energy barrier by
multiplying the W3 term by 65 a parameter found to minimize squared predicted
error at the accelerator state points.

Figure 12.6: Single Atom Spectroscopy predicted nucleation thresholds and
modified Thermal Spike Theory thresholds

Looking at the pattern of the energy barrier approximately matching both
the LP solutions and the accelerator derived thresholds, it seems plausible that
the real energy barrier matches the functional form of the Hvap term. Thus we
are left with three explanations for why Thermal Spike Theory fails for tension
metastable fluids.
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Option 1: The enthalpy of vaporization changes drastically in tension states.
Tables for fluids in tension states are extremely rare. Enthalpy of vaporization for
heptane in a tension state was not available for use in the calculation for the
Thermal Spike Theory energy barrier and instead the value at room pressure
was used. There is reason to believe [12.2] that the enthalpy of vaporization
increases as the pressure of the system decreases and the magnitude of the
change could reasonably be extremely large in sub-vacuum states.

Option 2: The vapor density is greater than is currently accounted for. The work
of vaporization term includes 3 variables: critical radius, enthalpy of vaporization,
and vapor density. If the vapor density were higher than is currently accounted
for, the energy barrier would be increased proportional to cubic dependence on
critical radius. The PdV work term would also be effected by a higher amount of
vapor pressure, but also has cubic dependence on critical radius.

Option 3: There is an unaccounted for term with cubic dependence on critical
radius. It is possible that there is another form of work that is currently
unaccounted for in the Thermal Spike Theory that has a cubic dependence on
critical radius and has a negligible contribution in the positive pressure regime.

Option 4: A complex interaction of other conditions such as multiple critical radii
has a net effect very similar to an energy barrier with a cubic dependence on the
critical radius.
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CHAPTER 13.
EXTENSION OF SPECTROSCOPY TECHNIQUES TO ADD
ADDITIONAL DETECTOR CAPABILITIES: MULTIPLICITY

In addition to spectroscopic information, multiplicity information is often
used in non-proliferation applications. Much of the monitoring is done by simple
neutron detectors without spectroscopic capability. One of the major concerns is
that when chemical impurities are introduced to the system Plutonium alpha
particles are capable of causing neutrons to be emitted via (alpha, n) reactions
[13.1]. Thus, it would be possible to remove Plutonium and replace it with a
quantity of (for example) Beryllium or Oxygen bearing materials in order that the
activity remain the same as read by the detector.

In order to combat this practice, it is possible to use spectroscopy or
multiplicity information on the source to differentiate between neutrons that
originate in the spontaneous fission process and neutrons that originate from the
(alpha, n) process.
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Figure 13.1: 240Pu Sf

Figure 13.2: 240Pu (alpha,n) on Oxygen

Because the source spectra are somewhat similar, multiplicity is a very
meaningful additional check. The multiplicity distribution of the two sources is
very different. The pure spontaneous fission source of pure

240

Pu has an

average neutron multiplicity of 2.21. The (alpha,n) source will only create one
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neutron per event and thus has a multiplicity of one. Detectors monitoring the
multiplicity of the plutonium would therefore be able to notice the difference when
some of the spontaneous neutron population is replaced by (alpha,n) neutrons.

13.1 Rossi-α Technique

Figure 13.3: Time gating for Rossi-α methods
In the Rossi-α technique, each event is sequentially designated the trigger
event. Around the event there will be a pre-delay window and then a counting
window. The results of this counting window will be compared to the results of
another counting window a predetermined long delay offset from the first one. If
the events are totally random (multiplicity 1), the windows would be expected to
have the same number of counts. If, however, multiplicity effects are being
encountered the window closer to the encountered event would be expected to
have a larger number of counts on average than the other counting window. The
moments of the distribution are used to construct the multiplicity of the source.

There are several assumptions made for the Rossi-alpha method that
should all be reasonably valid for practical application. The method assumes all
fission neutrons are emittied simultaneously. Thus, the calculated multiplicity will
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not account for delayed neutrons and actual multiplicity will be higher by around
the beta-fraction of 0.65% [13.6]. The source is considered a point source and
the detector is considered a point detector. It is assumed that detector efficiency
for spontaneous fission neutrons and (alpha,n) neutrons are reasonably similar.
It is assumed that die away time is well approximated by a single exponential
time constant.

Figure 13.4: Exponential die away of multiplicity information
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Currently, multiplicity measurements of this sort are generally carried out
by large groups of 3He detectors. These are placed in close proximity to the
source and moderated in order to increase detection efficiency. Figure 13.5
depicts a JCC-51 Active Well Coincidence Counting system that was designed
for multiplicity measurements.

Figure 13.5: JCC-51 AWCC system [13.4]

Figure 13.6 shows both the actual data and the MCNP-Polimi simulated
data for the Real+Accidental and the Accidental gates as modeled by the team at
the University of Michigan [13.3] Despite being very similar visually, the slight
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difference between the (R+A) and (A) gates can be used in order to determine
the multiplicity of the sample.
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Figure 13.6: Experimental and simulated data for 252Cf in JCC-51 AWCC system
[13.3]
13.1.1 Rossi – alpha ATMFD Results
Given a time stream of ATMFD detection data that is corrected by the
directionality algorithm to give the actual time of the event, it should be possible
to use Rossi-Alpha techniques on ATMFD data. Using multiple ATMFDs would
be preferable to increase the solid angle and decrease the effect of dead time.
Such a technique has yet to be implemented in hardware or fully simulated for
optimal design. Further implementation will be held for future work.
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13.2 Feynman Y Technique
The formula to calculate Feynman Y is Equation 9.1:
𝜎2
𝜇

=1+𝑌

(9.1)

For a Poisson distribution (such as one would expect from a radiation
signature) the value of Y is zero. However, real systems can have Y values that
are either positive or negative. A positive Y value indicates that a signature is
more likely to happen at times close to other signatures. A negative Y indicates
that a signature is less likely to happen at times close to other signatures. For
fission and other highly multiplicative sources one would expect there to be a
positive Y value while (alpha,n) sources should be very close to zero.
Feynman-Y analysis is performed by determining the value of the Y
statistic for various gate sizes. As the size of the gate increases, the value will
approach an asymptote. The gate width that allows saturation indicates the
amount of time that neutrons from the originating event can spend in the
environment and still be detected. The saturating value is the indicator of the
multiplicity of the source.
Figure 13.7 shows simulated and experimental data for LS detectors used
by the University of Michigan [13.3]. By increasing the gate width the group
found the value that the Feynman Y saturated at. Because the value is positive,
the source multiplicity is expected to be greater than 1. Using the actual value
and simulations of the detector and geometry it is possible to recover the source
multiplicity.
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Figure 13.7: University of Michigan [13.3] plot for Feynman-Y of 252Cf as
analyzed by LS detectors

13.2.1 Feynman Y ATMFD Results
Much like with the Rossi-Alpha technique, Feynman-Y analysis should be
possible given a time stream of ATMFD data corrected by the directionality
algorithm that has already been developed. This technique would also benefit
from multiple detectors, but they become less mandatory with relevant gate
widths as large as 2000µs. This technique is also yet to be implemented in
hardware or fully simulated for optimal design. Further implementation will be
held for future work.
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13.3 Cross-Correlation Technique
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Figure 13.8: 252Cf Cross-Correlation with LS detectors done by UM [13.3]

Cross-correlation measures the amount of time between events in
different detectors (autocorrelation measurements also exist for events in the
same detector). One detector is designated the trigger detector. Events in each
detector are ordered according to time stamp. A window of designated time is
opened around each event in the trigger detector and pulses in the other
detector(s) are tallied within the window. With high multiplicity emission, one
would expect there to be a large center peak. With random neutron emission,
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the events should be flatly distributed along the time axis. Shown above is the a
simulation done by the University of Michigan that describes the occurrence
probability for finding a second particle of a given type after a trigger detector
detects a particle of a given type. As expected, photons from the same initiating
event show up faster and much closer in time to each other than neutrons from
the same initiating event.

13.3.1 Cross-Correlation ATMFD Results
Four ATMFDs were configured around a source so that they were nearly
touching (Figure 13.9) in an effort to emulate current multiplicity detection
technology using 3He that is embodied in the JCC-51 AWCC. The sensitive
volumes are shown as solid cylinders and the un-sensitive volume is shown as a
solid. In the center is the container into which the simulated source was placed.
A time distributed MCNP-PolimiX source with full multiplicity modeling was
introduced to the center cylinder.
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Figure 13.9: ATMFD Multiplicity Geometry

Plotted in Figure 13.10 is the result of arbitrarily designating one of the
detectors as the source detector and summing the cross-correlation results
across the three other detectors.
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Figure 13.10: Cross correlation for one trigger detector and three cross
correlation detectors
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The ratio between the peak and the base value for the

252

Cf is the greatest

as should be expected - followed by the Mox and then Am-Be. However, the
PuO peak which should have a multiplicity of 1 and therefore have less
multiplicity than the MOX is out of order. Triggering on all other detectors
therefore doesn’t provide any useful information about multiplicity. In this
geometry.

If instead, only cross-correlation events in the detection volume opposite
the trigger detector are used, the Figure 16.11 is the result.

Figure 13.11: Cross correlation for a trigger detector and a cross correlation
detector located on the opposite side of the source
The 252Cf peak is by far the largest as should be expected. The Mox peak
is second due to the contribution from the spontaneous fission of Pu 240. The
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Am-Be and PuO peak are depressed in the center back to the baseline because
the multiplicity of those sources as modeled is exactly one. The side peaks of
the center valley are from the neutrons that scatter off the triggering detector and
then subsequently detect in the opposite detector.

The timing difference between the center peak in this geometry is on the
order of 5 ns. The timing resolution of the ATMFD system is currently limited to
~100 ns. Thus, in the current geometry with current equipment this method is not
effective. However, if the detectors were 20x more distant from the source then
these peaks would resolve. This option obviously decreases the count rate, but it
can be recovered by the addition of multiple detectors. The other option is to
speed up the sampling rate that detects pulses on the microphone so that the
100 ns timing can be improved.
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CHAPTER 14.
EXTENSION OF SPECTROSCOPY TECHNIQUES TO ADD
ADDITIONAL DETECTOR CAPABILITIES: GAMMA BLINDNESS

14.1 Importance
A wide variety of applications in both the scientific and national security
arenas are sorely in need of a detector that is highly sensitive to neutrons while
totally insensitive to gamma contributions. Two specific applications under
consideration for this work are active photon interrogation (where an interrogation
photon burst is sent to photofission SNM material that is being hidden causing
neutrons to be released and recorded by detectors) and material accountability in
waste reprocessing streams (where highly concentrated actinides create very
high gamma fields and must be monitored to prevent diversion).
Typical neutron detection techniques are based on using neutron
interactions to create light which is then amplified and collected in order to
generate a signal. Invariably, these systems will also encounter light that is
generated by high energy photons which are able to penetrate into the detector
and subsequently interact to generate light in much the same way that a neutron
would. It is possible in these systems to then separate the pulses generated by
photons from the pulses generated by neutrons; however, the discrimination
done in this manner will almost always incorrectly categorize some percentage of
neutrons as gammas and vice versa. More importantly, the detector will be
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unable to detect neutrons during the period that it is gathering the pulse
from the gamma deposition. In very high gamma fields, this phenomenon can
prevent the detector from ever being able to detect neutron traces because it is
totally saturated by gamma pulses [14.10]. For techniques such as active
interrogation (which is often necessary to detect HEU or concealed Plutonium),
detector saturation is a significant obstacle to making the system effective.
TMFDs are not subject to this phenomenon. Rather, because of their
unique detection mechanism based on the principles of tension metastability, the
interactions by gamma particles within the sensitive volume may be ignored
when the detector is operating in the paradigm optimized for neutron and/or
alpha detection.
14.2 Single Gamma Photon Detection
Researchers at the University of Fribourg [14.3] used an early precursor to
the CTMFD – a simple capillary tube with curved ends in order to determine the
threshold for various liquids with individual gammas from a

137

Cs gamma source.

In limited scoping studies, the thresholds for gamma sensitivity obtained for
various fluids were: -40 bar (isopentane); -49 bar (methyliodide);, -47 bar (Freon
113); and, -57 bar (Freon 11). In stark contrast, with ~100 keV

210

Po recoils the

tension threshold was confirmed to be only -3.3 bar and -8 bar for isopentate and
acetone, respectively. Their apparatus apparently did not permit detection of
137

Cs gammas in acetone – a fluid that has become a mainstay for CTMFD

detection technology.
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14.3 Experiments on Gamma Insensitivity using Field-Relevant (1011 /s) 137Cs
Gamma source
At MFARL gamma insensitivity in TMFD systems has been verified with
acetone as the working fluid using a range of gamma sources of strengths
ranging from 1 Ci calibration sources to a 50 mCi (~109 /s) 137Cs source. In
order to gauge applicability of this technology for nuclear fuel reprocessing plants
where the gamma fluences can be expected to be in the 10 11 /s range
assessments were collaboratively conducted at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
(RPI) (by Professors Block and Taleyarkhan) which was able to provide a 3 Ci
(~1011 /s) 137Cs source for testing with a MFARL CTMFD system. The

137

Cs

source intensity was near 1011 γ/s and corresponds roughly to the fluence one
would expect to encounter from a typical fuel assembly (1MTU, 5y cooling) at 9m
from the center of the front-end dissolution vat. The source was placed as close
to the detector as shielding allowed, ~0.3m (see Figure 17.1). The detector was
calibrated at MFARL such that it responded instantly to MFARL’s 1 Ci Pu-Be
source (~2.4x106 n/s) at the operational negative pressure (-5.5 bar). The
neutron sensitivity was checked throughout the testing cycle to ensure the
detector was instantly sensitive as well to RPI’s 3 Ci Pu-Be source (~7x106 n/s)
even at a distance of 5m. Between checks, the 3 Ci Pu-Be source was stored
over 20m away in a shielded room. The results of the assessments are listed in
Table 14.3. The one single detection event is consistent with the neutron flux
provided by cosmic neutrons (~10-3 n/cm2-s in the MeV range) and the small flux
expected from the stored Pu-Be source. A single neutron induced detection
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event is not unexpected over 1500 s of detection time. Thus, it can be concluded
that a gamma flux of this magnitude of practical relevance for extreme fields
found in nuclear spent fuel reprocessing facilities is conclusively insufficient to
induce detection in the system at a pressure that would be typical for use for
conclusive neutron detection [14.4].
Table 14.1: Gamma-Blindness Tests in ~1011 γ/s field field(~.3m)
Trial #

Time (s)

Detection
Event?

1,2,3,4,5

30

No

6

150

Yes

7,8

300

No

9

600

No

Figure 14.1: 3 Curie 137Cs Experimental Geometry
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14.4 Pulsed 3.7 eV UV Photon Laser Source Based Experimentation for Judging
Limits of Photon Insensitivity and Pileup Induced Detection
Because the interaction mechanism for low energy photons is somewhat
similar to that for gamma photons and because low energy photons are much
easier and safer to obtain in quantity, a UV pulsed laser (VSL-337ND-S) was
used to perform pulse pileup induced photon detection experiments with the
CTMFD system in the geometry shown in Figure 14.3. The laser was lensed
with a focal length of ~25cm and focused down to a spot size <1mm 2. An Arduino
microcontroller was programmed to provide the gating signal for the laser pulses.
This gave the option to subject the detector to either a single 4ns pulse (repeated
manually ~20 times at intervals >1s apart to ensure beam was unobstructed by
the support columns of the CTMFD holder and that the maximum energy was
deposited) or a sustained 4ns pulse every 10ms for 60s. The laser’s maximum
pulse energy is listed by the manufacturer at >300J; however, experimentation
revealed that the laser capacity has diminished over time to a pulse energy of
~22J/pulse at 15 Hz. At a sustained 60 Hz repetition rate the pulse energy is
further diminished to ~14.3J (see Figure 14.2), but the average power over
several seconds would be ~2.6 times greater than at 15 Hz.
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Figure 14.2: Pulse Energy v Repetition rate [14.8]

With a wavelength of 337.1 nm, (3.7 eV) a full 22J pulse would contain
3.7x1013 photons. A 60% pulse from the continuous mode would contain
2.4x1013 photons. An absorbing/hazing medium in the form of ~40 micron coextruded plain polylactide (PLA) film was introduced in series using between 0
and 5 layers. Each layer was found to reduce beam intensity by ~15%. The
minimum negative pressure that yielded nucleation is recorded in Table 14.4 for
each pulse type and setup.
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Table 14.2: Laser Photon Detection
Pulse
Energy
(J)
(measured

Single

Continuous

with EPM-

Pulse

Pulsing

1000

Tension

Tension

# PLA Film

power

Threshold

Threshold

(40m) Sheets

meter)

(bar)

(bar)

0

22

-0.8

-0.2

1

20

-1.6

-0.5

2

17

-2.6

-0.7

3

14.5

-3.9

-2.3

4

13

-5.0

-3.4

5

9

-10+

-8.6
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Figure 14.3: Nitrogen Laser Experimental Geometry (quoted values for VSL laser
are from manufacturer)

The first interesting (although not unexpected) finding is that the CTMFD
can readily detect the UV laser beam via conventional joule heating caused by
pulse-pileup (photons are much more highly collimated and higher flux than the
neutrons of section 6.1.3): values for the continuous operation mode required
less negative pressure because repeated striking in the same location further
heated the fluid in a local region thereby reducing the energy barrier for
nucleation encountered by subsequent pulses.
Using the data from Table 14.4 and the experimental result for neutrons in
acetone it is possible to estimate the approximate flux of nuclear fuel-relevant
gamma photons required to lead to overcoming gamma-blindness in TMFD
sensors using acetone as the working fluid. The threshold for Pu-Be fast (~1-10
MeV) neutrons in acetone is found to be about -4 bar. At that negative pressure,
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a carbon recoil generated by a head-on collision with a 10 MeV neutron at the
top end of the spectrum will be born at 2.84 MeV and deposit 155 keV within the
required critical bubble radius (111 nm). The threshold of -4 bar corresponds to
use of ~4.03 sheets of PLA as interpolated from the continuous pulse data in
Table 14.4. Given that the 3.7 eV photons deposit their full energy within the
critical radius when interacting, ~42,000 photons would be required to interact
and overcome the energy barrier. It is known that ~100 keV 210Po recoil cause
detection for tensions at -8.3 bar. At -8.3 bar, however, the critical radius is
calculated to be ~55.4 nm. The emitted alpha energy itself is 5.407 MeV; but, the
recoiling 206Pb nucleus will be born at 101 keV and deposits all of its energy over
a track length of ~105 nm. The alpha will deposit 135eV over the rest of the
critical diameter for a total of 101 keV. The threshold of -8.3 bar corresponds to
5.03 sheets of PLA. About 27,000 3.7 eV photons would then be required to
overcome the energy barrier. Using these two points and an exponential fit, it is
estimated that at the operational pressure of -5.5 bar 4.47 sheets of PLA and
~34,000 interactions are required to nucleate in continuous mode. Gamma
photons would be expected to require fewer interactions because of the higher
energy they carry (however, the number of gammas necessary will not decrease
at the same rate as the gamma energy increases. In fact, the number of photons
necessary to nucleate may change very little). These insights can be used to
bound estimates on the gamma fluence (#/cc/s) that would be required for
leading to pulse-pileup based detection in CTMFDs using acetone as a working
fluid at tension levels used for neutron detection.
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14.5 Theoretical Underpinnings

Instead of muddying the waters by using the theory of Chapter 5 to
establish the threshold, the threshold instead will be chosen by interpolating
between experiments. The fast neutron threshold is 155 keV at 4 bar and the
210

Po threshold at 8.3 bar is ~101 keV. Thus, for the purposes of this paper, the

value of 135 keV will be used as an estimate of the energy barrier at -5.5 bar.
For neutrons and alphas, the pathway for nucleation is well-known.
Neutrons elastically scattering off atoms in the fluid create energetic charged
nuclei that deposit energy in the fluid. For alpha emissions, the recoil nucleus
from the alpha emission will deposit most or all of its energy within a critical
bubble radius and some small contribution will be made by the alpha particle
itself. Gamma photons, however, are capable of several deposition pathways
that are reasonably similar in energy deposition and linear energy transfer.
14.5.1 Gamma photon interaction with nuclei
Photons can interact with nuclei of atoms in the fluid directly. The largest
energy transfer possible from a head-on collision will be onto a hydrogen atom
and may be derived as: Erecoil = E γ2/(2mrecoilxc2) = 235 eV for a 0.6617 MeV 137Cs
gamma. Additionally, collisions on Carbon will occur with a maximum energy of
19.5 eV. The range of both of these eV level recoils is negligible and therefore it
can be assumed that all recoils born in a critical radius will also deposit their
energy there. Given an energy barrier of 135 keV, there would be a required
pileup of nearly 580 hydrogen recoils or (more likely due to the range) ~7,000
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carbon recoils. Given a critical diameter of 165 nm, the critical volume is 2.3x1015

cc. Thus, there needs to be ~2x1017 full energy recoils on hydrogen per cc.

However, most gammas will pass through without interacting. Estimating the
mass attenuation coefficient at .1 for near MeV energy photons (it varies from
around .05 to .2) the fraction of photons that interact in 160 nm of fluid is
1.6x10-6. The timescale for heat diffusion is likely very rapid, but 1s is an
acceptable upper bound. Finally, the required flux becomes ~10 23 γ/cc-s. This is
vastly larger even than the flux inside a 3,000 MWt reactor core of 1013 γ/cc-s.
14.5.2 Gamma Photon interaction with electrons
Deposition on electrons will be dominated by Compton Scattering. From
the 0.661 MeV gamma photon, the maximum energy electron will be born at
~0.477 MeV. Some smaller quantity will also undergo the photoelectric effect
and be born at 0.661 MeV. At extremely high photon fluxes, it would be possible
to imagine that electrons born inside the critical region would be balanced by
other electrons entering their volume because the range is as long as 0.2 cm
[14.6]. However, this would imply the fluid being heated at an unreasonable rate.
Instead, assume that an energetic electron will deposit only maximum amount of
energy that it can deposit over a critical bubble diameter. Some small amount
will be deposited within a critical bubble diameter by electronic interactions, but
the more energetic process is that the electron would deposit its energy onto a
hydrogen or carbon atom. The elastic scattering formula gives the maximum
energy transfer to the recoil as:
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𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 .𝐶 = 4 (𝑚

𝑚𝑒

𝑒 +𝑚𝑐

) ∗ 𝐸𝑒

(17.1)

Because of the difference in mass, a 1 MeV electron can deposit around
185eV onto Carbon or 2200 eV onto hydrogen (the range of these particles is
negligible). Estimating using the well-known NIST-based ESTAR program [14.7]
value for collision stopping power at 1 MeV cm2/g, the number of times on
average a full energy collision will happen within a critical diameter is:
106

𝑒𝑉∗𝑐𝑚2 0.789𝑔
∗
∗1.5∗10−5 𝑐𝑚
𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

2200𝑒𝑉

= .0057

(17.2)

Even assuming that every electron born within the critical radius has a
collision within it and maintaining the assumptions about the frequency of
interaction and the size of the critical radius from the section on interaction with
nuclei, the required gamma flux remains very similar. Hence, the conclusions
drawn for gamma photon blindness hold up for electron (also beta ray)
insensitivity as well for all practically-relevant situations where the TMFD
technology could be called for utilization for neutron/alpha spectroscopy in
extreme photon fields.
14.6 Gamma Data Inconsistencies
As presented in section 7.4, at the neutron threshold of 4 bar in acetone a
10 MeV (sufficiently close to the highest energy of the Pu-Be distribution) neutron
deposits 2.84 MeV onto Carbon that it elastically recoils off at a 180 degree angle
which then subsequently deposits 155 keV into the 111 nm critical radius.
At the -8.3 bar threshold for 210Po, however, the recoiling 206Pb nucleus
will be born at 101 keV and deposits all of its energy over a track length of ~105
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nm. The critical radius at this pressure is 55.4 nm. Thus the critical diameter is
roughly the same size as the recoil track and the total energy deposited in the
critical diameter is very close to the energy of the recoil.
Even though the energy threshold appears to be lower at 8.3 bar than at 4
bar, the critical radius is smaller at 8.3 bar by almost a factor of 2. Thus the
critical volume is smaller by a factor of 8. If the lazer width was wider than the
critical bubble size, the laser intensity required to nucleate at 8.3 bar is actually
smaller by a factor of 5.2. Even if the laser is focused infinitely tight, due to the
~2x differenc in diameter, the laser intensity required to nucleate at 8.3 bar is
lower by a factor of 1.3. It is known from the experiments of Table 14.4 that the
actual laser intensity required to nucleate at 8.3 bar is larger than at 4 bar by
approximately 15%. Experiments in this vein may be worthwile to further
establish the spatial scale from which energy can be gathered into the bubble.
14.7 Additive Data
Brief attempts were made to insert lead acetate, food coloring, iodine
compounds, and others to significantly change the photon interaction crosssection. This was done in the hope that gamma pileup would cause a lowering of
the threshold for relevant source intensities. Several of these compounds caused
spurious nucleation and the others did not change thresholds noticeably. This
follows with the analysis of this section that substantial pileup is severely unlikely
without tremendous gamma intensity even with a substantially increased crosssection.
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14.8 Active Neutron Interrogation
Active neutron interrogation is also possible using TMFD technology.
Because the signal particles are the same as the detection particles the detector
cannot be operated in a state where it simply ignores neutrons without also being
insensitive to the interrogating particles. Active neutron interrogation setups are
done in one of two ways: interrogating with and discriminating out low energy
neutrons and phase locking the interrogation pulse to the ATMFD pressure
transient.
Because of the spectroscopic sensitivity of the detector, if the interrogation
pulse is significantly lower in energy than is emitted in fission then the
interrogating neutrons will be unable to create detections in the detector but the
signal neutrons will. This technique has several disadvantages including: the
interrogation neutrons will have a low efficiency for getting to the fissionable
material and generating signal because low energy neutrons are much less
penetrating than high energy ones, a significant portion of signal neutrons will
downscatter into the region where the detector is insensitive, and the technique
will not be able to detect fissionable material (as opposed to fissile material).
The other option that was investigated was phase locking the neutron
pulse to the pressure phase when the ATMFD is insensitive. Experiments
showed virtually no signal from a very intense DT accelerator source with such a
phase locked setup. The initial burst of prompt neutrons from fission are lost
during insensitivity along with the interrogation neutrons, but the delayed
neutrons generate a signal the detector can detect. Because the difference
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between interrogation and response is temporal rather than energetic, the
detector can be treated to have high efficiency for low energy neutrons. However,
the low energy delayed neutrons will have the same difficulties penetrating that
the low energy interrogation pulse would. Also, 99% of the signal is lost to the
prompt neutron emission.

Figure 14.4: Phase locked neutron interrogation schematic [14.8]

Both of these techniques are discussed in significantly more depth in the
Master’s thesis of Jeff Webster [14.8]
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CHAPTER 15.

FIELD IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECTROSCOPY
TECHNIQUES

15.1 Motivation
There are a large number of complex steps involved in applying the
methods of this paper to perform unfolding-based spectroscopy for a tension
metastable fluid detector. This section will attempt to provide clarity about the
steps involved and the sequencing in order to give a realistic depiction of the
steps involved and the capabilities of a fielded spectroscopic system. Three
cases will be considered in order of ascending complexity. These cases are
where both the fluid and geometry have been investigated before, where the fluid
has been investigated but not the geometry, and where the fluid has not been
used before.
15.2 Known Fluid Known Geometry
This is the simplest case the steps for which are depicted in Fig. 15.1.
Because both the fluid and the geometry have been used together before in
conjunction, the response matrix for the system already exists. Simply feeding
the response matrix and the experimental data taken over a range of pressures
into the unfolding code is sufficient to obtain the unfolded spectrum. The time to
take the experimental data will depend on the source intensity and spectrum.
The spectrum in Figure 10.18 took 428 cavitation detection events to build with
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an average time to cavitation of 27.8s. Thus, it included 3.3 hours of active
detector time. However, multiple detectors can be employed and the results of
section 9.5.1 suggest the spectrum could be built up using significantly fewer
experimental pressures than the 16 used. Using 5 experiments and 100
detectors (reasonable for portal mounted systems), the time to spectrum falls to
37s. The time to execute the BON unfolding algorithm as implemented in
MATLAB is significantly less than 1 second. As such, the estimated time to
spectrum is on the order of 38s.

Figure 15.1: Known Detector, Known Geometry Flowchart

15.3 Known Fluid Unknown Geometry
The next simplest case is when the process is done with a known fluid but
an unknown geometry, the steps for which are depicted in Fig. 15.2. Because
the fluid is known, the threshold curve is already known. Using the threshold
curve and MCNP-Polimi, the response matrix can be built by simulating a large
number of monoenergetic particles being emitted from the location where the
unknown source would be and interacting in the detector. On an Intel Core i7-
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3770 CPU @ 3.5 GHz simulating the monoenergetic particle transport took on
the order of weeks to months. Building the response matrix from the simulation
data then took on the order of hours. Once the response matrix is known, the
process is the same as that for the known detector and known fluid case.
Because the response matrix can be pre-computed, the time to spectrum will not
change once the response matrix has been created.

Figure 15.2: Known Fluid Unknown Geometry

15.4 Unknown Fluid
The most complicated case is when the fluid has not been used before. In
this case, the threshold curves for the fluid need to be developed. This process
(see Fig 15.3) involves first taking a large data set with CTMFDs filled with the
new fluid being used that are subjected to known sources across a wide range of
carefully selected negative pressures. The threshold curves provided in Chapter
10 were built on 23.1 hours of active detector time spread across 10 setups with
various sources, distances, and detector volumes. These same experiments
were simulated in MCNP-Polimi. On an Intel Core i7-3770 CPU @ 3.5 GHz
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simulating the experiments took on the order of weeks to months. The
experimental data and simulation data is then combined as described in
Chapters 7-12 to form the threshold curve. The synthesis process takes on the
order of hours, but once the threshold curves are found, the scenario is the same
as the known fluid, unknown geometry case. Because the data don’t interact
until they are synthesized the experiment, the simulation of the experiment, and
the simulation of the response matrix can all be performed in parallel. Because
the response matrix is again precomputed with this method, the time to detection
again will not change.

Figure 15.3: Unknown Detector Unknown Geometry Flowchart
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CHAPTER 16.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter provides a succinct summary on the various topical areas covered
for this dissertation, along with conclusions on the meeting of objectives of this
thesis – as presented earlier. The structure of this chapter, therefore, includes
sub-sections that directly headline the afore-mentioned individual objectives
followed with a discussion and summary of the evidence on work done to attain
that specific objective.

16.1 Demonstrate the theoretical usefulness of a TMFD in real world scenarios
such as active interrogation
The gamma sensitivity of TMFDs has been thoroughly characterized both
experimentally and theoretically. For any practical situation involving gammas
the detector should be wholly insensitive. For active interrogation systems
favoring neutrons, it has been shown that phase locking is highly effective in
preventing source particles from causing nucleation [16.1]
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16.2 Create a system of techniques to allow TMFDs to be used like conventional
neutron spectrometers
Traditional methods for allowing thermal neutron detectors to act as
spectrometers have been verified to be effective in geometries that TMFDs can
be operated in. TMFDs have been shown to operate successfully in both a
fast/threshold sensitivity mode via the (n,n’)reaction as well as a thermal
sensitivity mode via the (n,alpha), (n,p), or (n,fission) reaction. Full response
matricies have not been constructed for TMFDs to operate in various moderation
scenarios, but that information could readily be obtained experimentally.

16.3 Discover underlying reasons and situations that show the shortcomings of
Thermal Spike Theory
Various modifications for correcting Thermal Spike Theory were discussed.
The modification that appears to be the most promising is a change to the
enthalpy of vaporization term. Despite being predicted to contribute very small
amounts of energy to the threshold, the Hvap term has been shown to correlate
very closely with the negative pressure at the threshold for neutrons.

16.4 Put forward a solution that predicts nucleation thresholds and allows the
use of TMFDs for spectroscopy with acceptable accuracy
While Single Atom Spectroscopy is not the deterministic model that would
be the ideal result of continued study along this line of research, it fully describes
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the detection properties of the select hydrocarbons that data are gathered for.
This method by itself should be sufficient for enabling spectroscopy and the
sensitivity curves that are created through this technique are a tremendous boon
toward finding a fully deterministic model.
16.5 Extend the range of abilities that TMFD detectors possess
Techniques designed for other detectors have been adapted and show a
great deal of promise towards giving TMFD detectors the ability to determine
source multiplicity in addition to the other information being gathered.
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CHAPTER 17.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This chapter includes thoughts and recommendations for future work pertaining
to the topical arenas covered in this thesis.

17.1 Expand the Data Sets to More Precisely Define Single Atom Spectroscopy
Thresholds
Obtaining larger data sets to reduce the Poisson error with the latest
equipment algorithms designed to reduce the measurement error in simplified
geometries designed to reduce the modeling error and building the linear
program using large numbers of particles to reduce the MCNP Poisson error will
allow for more precise curves to be used both for spectroscopy and for validating
theory.

17.2 Find Ways to Test the Enthalpy of Vaporization for Tensioned Heptane
A possible explanation for the discrepancy from Thermal Spike Theory is
that the enthalpy of vaporization increases greatly in negative pressure states.
Experiments designed to test this quantity directly may conclusively determine if
the vaporization term is responsible for the departure from current thermal spike
theory predictions.
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17.3 Extend to Other Fluids
Now that response curves have been constructed for heptane, it should be
possible to extend the technique to other hydrocarbons. This has the advantage
that it allows fluids to be selected for the application so that the threshold and the
cross section can be matched to the needs of the device that the fluid is
operating in. Eventually, it may be possible to extend the techniques to arbitrary
polyatomic fluids following the methods discussed in Chapter 10.8.

17.4 Extend Single Atom Spectroscopy Approach for use with ATMFDs
All of the work on spectroscopy and thresholds so far has been done with
the CTMFD. The CTMFD was chosen for the simplicity of the pressure profile
and the lack of temporal dependence. However, the ATMFD has significant
advantages over the CTMFD in practical detection scenarios. Because of the
oscillating pressure field the ATMFD is capable of generating much higher count
rates. Additionally, the ATMFD will have regions of many different negative
pressures simultaneously – a property that could make taking spectroscopy data
much faster with a single system. The location of the cavitation sites can be
readily determined by the software that is already used for directionality [17.1].
Once response matricies can be built with MCNP, the major hurdle to ATMFD
spectroscopy is knowing the negative pressure field in the ATMFD.
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17.4.1 ATMFD Pressure Mapping via Modeling
Various Femlab and Comsol [17.2] efforts have been made toward
modeling the profile in the ATMFD. The refinement level of these models
currently makes them highly useful for chamber design and optimization, but at
the current state these models are unable to predict the full negative pressure
field in an ATMFD to the precision that would be required for spectroscopy.

17.4.2 ATMFD Pressure Mapping via Lasers
The techniques used in the gamma sensitivity section suggested that
highly concentrated photon beams are capable of nucleating fluids. The intensity
required to nucleate in acetone has been determined. By using beams of
different intensities it may be possible to determine which areas are at the
negative pressure required for nucleation. By using multiple intersecting beams
it may be possible to interrogate pockets of liquid that would otherwise cause
nucleations elsewhere along the path length of the laser. It will be necessary to
phase lock the laser to the temporal variation of the pressure field in order to
obtain the pressure field in the time domain rather than just in the frequency
domain. Early efforts at using this technique are already underway [17.3].

17.4.3 ATMFD Pressure Mapping via Hydrocarbons
Because the Single Atom Spectroscopy technique was able to determine
the relationship between negative pressure and threshold, it may be possible to
map the pressure field by taking very large data sets and comparing the results
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to MCNP. The threshold would be determined by comparing the number of
counts in a given voxel to the recoil spectrum predicted by MCNP. This
technique may be out of the reach of current algorithms due to the precise timing
required to deal with the time component.
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Appendix A Inok Medium CTMFD Threshold Data

Appendix A represents a series of experiments to find 𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
for various fluids
𝑛𝑒𝑔
using the ‘medium’ CTMFD apparatus in the geometry pictured in Figure A.1.
𝑃∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
was defined as the negative pressure corresponding to an experimental
𝑛𝑒𝑔
wait time of 100s when the CTMFD filled with the experimental fluid was exposed
to the MFARL PuBe source (~2.2*106 n/s) at ~20 cm.

Figure A.1: Close-up of threshold determination setup
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Figure A.2: Full view of threshold determination setup
Table A.1: Pu-Be Threshold Data
Fluid
Pneg (bars)
Freon 113 (1)

2.3

Methanol (2)

4.7

Ethanol (3)

5.9

Acetone (4)

4

Isopentane

0.9

Benzene

10.4

Dodecane

11

Tetradecane

13.1
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Figure A.3: Comparison of MFARL to Greenspan and Tchiegg
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Figure A.4: MFARL wait time curve for acetone
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Figure A.5: MFARL wait time curve for methanol
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Figure A.6: MFARL wait time curve for R113
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Dodecane Wait Time Curve
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Figure A.7: MFARL wait time curve for dodecane
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Figure A.8: MFARL wait time curve for isopentane
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Ethanol Wait Time Curve
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Figure A.9: MFARL wait time curve for ethanol
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Figure A.10: MFARL wait time curve for benzene
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3-Pentanol Wait Time Curve
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Figure A.11: MFARL wait time curve for 3-pentanol
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Figure A.12: MFARL wait time curve for tetradecane
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Appendix B Greenspan and Tschieg data [3.39]

Fluid

T (C )

T(K)

Pneg (bars) M (g/mol)

Freon 113

20

293

3.0

187.375

Freon 113

0

273

3.8

187.375

Freon 113

28

301

1.9

187.375

Methanol

27

300

5.0

32.042

Ethanol

29

302

6.7

46.069

Freon 11

27

300

1.8

137.368

Methylene Chloride

26.3

299.3

3.0

84.932

Methylene Chloride

27.2

300.2

5.1

84.932

Methylene Chloride

27.4

300.4

3.3

84.932

Methylene Chloride

28.7

301.7

4.5

84.932

Diethylether

24.8

297.8

1.9

74.123

Diethylether

27.4

300.4

1.4

74.123

n-hexane

26.5

299.5

2.4

86.117

n-hexane

26.9

299.9

2.5

86.117

27

300

7.5

165.833

Tetrachloroethylene
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Acetone

22

295

4.8

58.08

n-pentane

24.5

297.5

1.5

72.15

n-pentane

26.5

299.5

1.0

72.15

Trichloroethylene

30

303

4.5

131.388

Bromoethane

30

303

3.1

108.966

1-butanol

26

299

8.6

74.123

Carbon Tetrachloride

24

297

4.9

153.822
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Appendix C B. Hahn 210Po Capillary Tube Data [5.4]

Fluid

Particle

Ethylene Bromide Po 210

T (C )

T(K)

Pneg (bars)

20

293.15

22.19

Acetophenone

Po 210

20.5

293.65

33.23

Cyclohexanol

Po 210

23.45

296.6

48.74

n-hexane

Po 210

20

293.15

6.89

Acetone

Po 210

20

293.15

8.31

Isopentane

Po 210

20

293.15

3.34

Trichloroethylene

Po 210

20

293.15

8.31

Freon 113

Po 210

20

293.15

5.21
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Appendix D INOK R-113 data

Appendix D provides a summary of various databases acquired using CTMFDs
with R-113 as the detection fluid.

R113 with MFRL Lab Sources
70
60

Waiting Time (s)

50
DT

40

DD
30

PuBe
PoBe

20

PoB

10
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Negative Pressure (Bar)

Figure D.1: Experimental data for R113 with MFARL sources
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Large disparities in neutron source intensity are deemed to have caused some of
the differences in spectra between data taken with various source types.
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Appendix E Sample MCNP Input Deck

c

3cc Large CTMFD PuBe in Enclosure Corner
1
-7.9 -1 $Three Legs
1
-7.9 -2
1
-7.9 -3
1
-7.9 -4 $Bottom Plate
1
-7.9 -5 $Motor Conection
1
-7.9 -6 $Assembly Holder
1
-7.9 -7 $Four Bars
1
-7.9 -8
1
-7.9 -9
1
-7.9 -10
7
-2.7 -11 19 $Assembly Bottom
7
-2.7 -12 13 $Assembly
1
-7.9 -16 $Motor
8
-1 -23 24 $Wood
5
-2.23 (-18 :-17 :-19 )20 21 22 $Central Bulb Glass
4
-0.68 (-20 :-21 :-22 ) $Central Bulb Inside
6
-1.2 -25 26 $Shield
3 -0.0012 -27 $ Shield Top
8
-1 -30 $Table
1
-7.9 -31 32 35 36 $Drawers
1
-7.9 -33 34 37 38 $Drawers
3 -0.0012 -32 35 36 $Indide Drawer
3 -0.0012 -34 37 38 $Indide Drawer
1
-7.9 -35 $Table Leg
1
-7.9 -36 $Table Leg
1
-7.9 -37 $Table Leg
1
-7.9 -38 $Table Leg
6
-1.18 -39 $Panel
6
-1.18 -40 $Panel
6
-1.18 -41 $Panel
6
-1.18 -42 $Panel
1
-7.9 -43 44 $Drawer
3 -0.0012 -44 $Inside Drawer
8 -0.192 -99 45 $Ceiling
10
-2.3 -99 -46 $Floor
11
-8.94 -50
1
-7.9 -51 50
3 -0.0012 30 31 33 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 -99 $Outside Shield air
1 2 3 4 5 (23 :-24 )25 16 27 -45 46 51
97
3 -0.0012 -26 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 17 18 19 (12 :-13 ) 51 $Inside Air
99
0
99 $Void
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
50
51
96

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc

17.45 0 -2.68 0 0 23 1.6 $Three legs
-8.725 15.11 -2.68 0 0 23 1.6
-8.725 -15.11 -2.68 0 0 23 1.6
0 0 20.32 0 0 3.15 19.05 $Bottom Plate
0 0 23.47 0 0 4.3 1.9 $Motor Connection
0 0 27.77 0 0 1.15 4.425 $Assembly Holder
2.634 2.634 28.92 0 0 2.9 0.7 $Four Bars
-2.634 2.634 28.92 0 0 2.9 0.7
-2.634 -2.634 28.92 0 0 2.9 0.7
2.634 -2.634 28.92 0 0 2.9 0.7
0 0 31.82 0 0 0.2 5.4 $Assembly Bottom
0 0 32.02 0 0 9 5.4 $Assembly Outside
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
50
51
99

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

rcc
rcc
rcc
rpp
sph
sph
rcc
rcc
sph
sph
rpp
cz
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
rpp
pz
pz
rcc
rcc
14 rpp

0 0 32.02 0 0 9 4.4 $Assembly Inside
0 0 23.47 0 0 50.8 19.05 $Shield Outside
0 0 23.47 0 0 50.8 17.8 $Shield Inside
-3.5 3.5 -3.5 3.5 0 15 $Motor
0 0 30.87 0.8 $Three Parts of Bulb Glass
0 0 32.67 0.8
0 0 30.87 0 0 1.8 0.8
0 0 30.87 0 0 1.8 0.68 $Three Parts of Bulb Inside
0 0 30.87 0.68
0 0 32.67 0.68
-27.6 27.6 -27.6 27.6 23.47 25.37 $wood plate
15.4 $hole in the wood
-27.6 27.6 -27.6 27.6 25.37 71.9 $shield outside
-26.97 26.97 -26.97 26.97 25.37 71.9 $shield inside
-27.6 27.6 -27.6 27.6 71.9 72.5 $shield top
-38.1 38.1 -76.2 76.2 -2.54 0 $ table
-38.1 38.1 -76.2 -35.56 -48.26 -2.54 $o drawer
-36.83 36.83 -74.93 -36.83 -46.99 -2.54 $i drawer
-38.1 38.1 35.56 76.2 -48.26 -2.54 $o drawer
-36.83 36.83 36.83 74.93 -46.99 -2.54 $i drawer
-38.1 -35.56 -76.2 -73.66 -76.2 -2.54 $leg
35.56 38.1 -76.2 -73.66 -76.2 -2.54 $leg
-38.1 -35.56 73.66 76.2 -76.2 -2.54 $leg
35.56 38.1 73.66 76.2 -76.2 -2.54 $leg
40.64 41.91 -60.96 60.96 -7.62 114.3 $panel
-41.91 -40.64 -60.96 60.96 -7.62 114.3 $panel
-60.96 60.96 78.74 80.01 -7.62 114.3 $panel
-60.96 60.96 -80.01 -78.74 -7.62 114.3 $panel
-38.1 38.1 -35.56 35.56 -10.16 -2.54 $o drawer
-36.83 36.83 -34.29 34.29 -8.89 -2.54 $i drawer
195.58 $ceiling
-76.2 $floor
-34.8 -15.9 28.939 0 0 2.286 1.08
-34.8 -15.9 28.05 0 0 4.064 1.33
-80 80 -90 90 -121.92 198.12

mode n
c Material Cards
m1
26000.
-0.695 $stainless steel
24000.
-0.19 28000.
-0.095 25055.
m2
1001.66c
4 $Polyethylene
6000.66c
2
m3
7014.
-0.78 $Air
8016.
-0.22
m4
1001.
16 $Dodecane
6000.
7
m5
5010.
-0.0080128 $Borosilicate glass
5011.
-0.0320512 8016.
-0.539562 11023.
13027.
-0.011644 14000.
-0.37722 19000.
m6
12000.
5 $Acrylic
8016.
2 1001.
8
m7
13027.
-1 $Al density = 2.7 g/cc
m8
1001.
-0.21 $Wood
8016.
-0.1
m9
1001.
52 $Paraffin
6000.
25
m10
1001.
-0.01 $Concrete density = 2.3
8016.
-0.532 14000.
-0.337 13027.
11023.
-0.029 20000.
-0.044 26000.
m11
94238.
0.000004
94239.
0.06686
94240.
0.00352
94241.
0.00003
95241.
0.00043
4009.
0.92915
tr4 -9.2 9.7 2.68 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
tr14 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
imp:n
1 38r
0
$ 1, 99
imp:p
0 39r
$ 1, 99

-0.02

-0.028191
-0.003321

-0.034
-0.014
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mt2
poly.60t
c Source cards
sdef erg=d1 pos=-34.8 -15.9 28.939 AXS =
si1 H 0.00E+00 1.50E-01 3.00E-01 4.50E-01
1.20E+00 1.35E+00 1.50E+00 1.65E+00
2.40E+00 2.55E+00 2.70E+00 2.85E+00
3.60E+00 3.75E+00 3.90E+00 4.05E+00
4.80E+00 4.95E+00 5.10E+00 5.25E+00
6.00E+00 6.15E+00 6.30E+00 6.45E+00
7.20E+00 7.35E+00 7.50E+00 7.65E+00
8.40E+00 8.55E+00 8.70E+00 8.85E+00
9.60E+00 9.75E+00 9.90E+00 1.01E+01
1.08E+01 1.10E+01 1.11E+01 1.13E+01
1.20E+01 1.22E+01 1.23E+01 1.25E+01
1.32E+01 1.34E+01 1.35E+01 1.37E+01
1.44E+01 1.46E+01 1.47E+01 1.49E+01
sp1 D 0.00E+00 3.01E+01 1.08E+02 9.04E+02
2.95E+03 2.83E+03 2.47E+03 2.01E+03
3.63E+03 3.91E+03 4.63E+03 6.05E+03
8.41E+03 8.17E+03 7.83E+03 7.52E+03
6.47E+03 6.21E+03 5.70E+03 4.98E+03
3.19E+03 2.73E+03 3.06E+03 3.50E+03
4.15E+03 4.15E+03 4.13E+03 4.08E+03
3.17E+03 3.03E+03 2.92E+03 2.83E+03
1.94E+03 1.52E+03 1.16E+03 8.36E+02
6.16E+01 2.42E+01 3.08E+00 2.37E-03
1.17E-03 1.02E-03 8.82E-04 7.65E-04
3.71E-04 3.25E-04 2.80E-04 2.43E-04
1.18E-04 1.02E-04 8.88E-05 7.37E-05
SI2 0 1.08
SP2 -21 1
SI3 0 2.286
SP3 0 1
phys:n J 20.
cut:n 2000 .1
nps 1.00e+009
ipol 0 0 0 0 2J 1 17
rpol .1
files 21 DUMN1

0 0 1 cel=50 ext=d3 RAD =
6.00E-01 7.50E-01 9.00E-01
1.80E+00 1.95E+00 2.10E+00
3.00E+00 3.15E+00 3.30E+00
4.20E+00 4.35E+00 4.50E+00
5.40E+00 5.55E+00 5.70E+00
6.60E+00 6.75E+00 6.90E+00
7.80E+00 7.95E+00 8.10E+00
9.00E+00 9.15E+00 9.30E+00
1.02E+01 1.04E+01 1.05E+01
1.14E+01 1.16E+01 1.17E+01
1.26E+01 1.28E+01 1.29E+01
1.38E+01 1.40E+01 1.41E+01
1.50E+01
1.90E+03 2.57E+03 2.93E+03
1.93E+03 2.77E+03 3.06E+03
7.54E+03 8.73E+03 8.89E+03
7.30E+03 7.11E+03 6.92E+03
4.32E+03 3.76E+03 3.62E+03
3.88E+03 4.12E+03 4.16E+03
3.96E+03 3.80E+03 3.59E+03
2.76E+03 2.68E+03 2.54E+03
6.10E+02 4.47E+02 3.09E+02
2.06E-03 1.79E-03 1.55E-03
6.63E-04 5.76E-04 4.98E-04
2.12E-04 1.81E-04 1.57E-04
6.58E-05

d2
1.05E+00
2.25E+00
3.45E+00
4.65E+00
5.85E+00
7.05E+00
8.25E+00
9.45E+00
1.07E+01
1.19E+01
1.31E+01
1.43E+01
2.97E+03
3.45E+03
8.64E+03
6.71E+03
3.60E+03
4.16E+03
3.37E+03
2.29E+03
1.70E+02
1.35E-03
4.33E-04
1.35E-04
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Appendix F Sample SRIM Input Decks

SRIM Input for an alpha particle in Benzene
==> SRIM-2008.04 This file controls TRIM Calculations.
Ion: Z1 , M1, Energy (keV), Angle,Number,Bragg Corr,AutoSave Number.
2
4.003
5307
0
10000 1.055598
10000
Cascades(1=No;2=Full;3=Sputt;4-5=Ions;6-7=Neutrons), Random Number Seed,
Reminders
1
0
0
Diskfiles (0=no,1=yes): Ranges, Backscatt, Transmit, Sputtered,
Collisions(1=Ion;2=Ion+Recoils), Special EXYZ.txt file
0
0
0
0
0
0
Target material : Number of Elements & Layers
"He (5307) into No. 329 Benzene
"
2
1
PlotType (0-5); Plot Depths: Xmin, Xmax(Ang.) [=0 0 for Viewing Full
Target]
0
0
1000000
Target Elements:
Z
Mass(amu)
Atom 1 = H =
1
1.008
Atom 2 = C =
6 12.011
Layer
Layer Name /
Width Density
H(1)
C(6)
Numb.
Description
(Ang) (g/cm3)
Stoich Stoich
1
"No. 329 Benzene"
1000000 .8778
.5
.5
0 Target layer phases (0=Solid, 1=Gas)
0
Target Compound Corrections (Bragg)
1.055598
Individual target atom displacement energies (eV)
20
28
Individual target atom lattice binding energies (eV)
3
3
Individual target atom surface binding energies (eV)
2
7.41
Stopping Power Version (1=2008, 0=2008)
0
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Appendix G Sample MATLAB Codes

Pre-Process MCNP Input Deck into Many
clear all
clc
% Specify input file name, path of Main.exe and # cores to run
filename = 'Hep';
%filename9 = 'E:\\Directionality\\MCNP\\MCNP-POLIMI\\mcnp-polimi\\PCexe\\Main.exe'; % My
office computer
filename9 = 'mcnpx_polimi_v270_v200'; % Workstation Computer
%filename9 = 'D:\\MCNP-POLIMI\\PCexe\\Main.exe'; % Home computer
cores = 1;
repetitions = 100;
totalinputfiles = cores*repetitions;
% Generates random seeds and ensures odd
rng('shuffle');
r = randi(7.0E13,totalinputfiles,1);
for i=1:totalinputfiles
if rem(r(i),2)==0
r(i) = r(i) + 1;
end
end
Masterfid = fopen('master.bat','w+');
for Core = 1:cores
mkdir(['Core ' num2str(Core)])
fid9 = fopen(['.\Core ' num2str(Core) '\gobaby' num2str(Core) '.bat'],'w+');
fprintf(Masterfid, ['cd "Core ' num2str(Core) '"']);
fprintf(Masterfid, '\r\n');
fprintf(Masterfid, ['start cmd /k gobaby' num2str(Core) '.bat']);
fprintf(Masterfid, '\r\n');
fprintf(Masterfid, 'cd ..');
fprintf(Masterfid, '\r\n');
fprintf(Masterfid, 'ping www.google.com');
fprintf(Masterfid, '\r\n');
for repetition=1:repetitions
wfid = fopen(['.\Core ' num2str(Core) '\' filename num2str((Core1)*repetitions+repetition)],'w+');
fid = fopen('i.0');
line = fgetl(fid);
found = [];
while (~feof(fid))
found = strfind(line,'nps');
if (~isempty(found))
fprintf(wfid,'dbcn ');
fprintf(wfid,num2str(r((Core-1)*repetitions+repetition)));
fprintf(wfid,'\r\n');
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end
fprintf(wfid,line);
fprintf(wfid,'\r\n');
line = fgetl(fid);
end
fprintf(wfid,line);
fprintf(wfid,'\r\n');
fclose(fid);
%fprintf(fid9,'start cmd /k ');
fprintf(fid9,filename9);
fprintf(fid9,' inp=');
fprintf(fid9,[filename num2str((Core-1)*repetitions+repetition)]);
fprintf(fid9,' out=o.');
fprintf(fid9,num2str((Core-1)*repetitions+repetition));
fprintf(fid9,' DUMN1=d.');
fprintf(fid9,num2str((Core-1)*repetitions+repetition));
fprintf(fid9,'\r\n');
fprintf(fid9,'del runtpe\r\n');
fclose(wfid);
end
fprintf(fid9,'pause\r\n');
fclose(fid9);
end
fprintf(Masterfid, ['pause\n']);
fclose all;

Post-Process MCNP Outputs
clear all
clc
% Specify input file name, path of Main.exe and # cores to run
ReactionAtoms = 6000;
files = load('Particles');
wfid = fopen('d.0','w+');
for repetition=1:files
rfid = fopen(['.\Core 1\d.' num2str(repetition)],'r');
line = fgetl(rfid);
while (feof(rfid)==0)
line = fgetl(rfid);
Reactionatom = str2double(line(25:30));
if (ReactionAtoms==Reactionatom)
fprintf(wfid, [line '\n']);
end
end
fclose(rfid);
fprintf('file %g done\n', repetition);
end
fclose(wfid);
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Run Newton’s Method and Build LP Input
clc
clear all
%% Source Strength
CfStrength = .5*3.7*10^7*.0309*3.76*.5^(((datenum('1-January-2015')-datenum('1-June2002'))/365.25)/2.64);
PuBeStrength = 2.3*10^6;
CfParticlesThrownModifier = 3.76; %Average particles with same NPS in MCNP
PuBeParticlesThrownModifier = 1.14228; %Average particles with same NPS in MCNP
%% Input Data From Excel after post processing the .csv
TotalExperiments = 8;
CurrentExperiment = 0;
MCNPXOffset = -9.2;
MCNPYOffset = 9.7;
UnsortedPressures = zeros(TotalExperiments,20);
UnsortedWaitTimes = zeros(TotalExperiments,20);
Unsorted1SigmaErrors = zeros(TotalExperiments,20);
Radii = zeros(1,TotalExperiments);
Filenames = zeros(TotalExperiments,100);
Namelength = zeros(1,TotalExperiments);
SimulatedParticles = zeros(1,TotalExperiments);
SourceStrength = zeros(1,TotalExperiments);
% Experiment 1: PuBeCnr 3cc
CurrentExperiment = CurrentExperiment+1;
Pressures = [4.4;4.5;4.6;4.7;4.8;4.9;5;5.1;5.2];
NumPressures = max(size(Pressures));
WaitTimes =
[512.2306667;53.38499;26.3781683;14.33391245;8.3585387;6.679874267;6.046105133;4.28426903
3;3.849903533];
OneSigmaErrors =
[295.7365133;12.24735666;5.076480856;2.661740719;1.526053398;1.219572606;1.103862722;0.78
2196931;0.702893003];
AverageRadius = 14.9;
Datafile = '../Model/PuBe3ccCnr/d.0';
Datafilelength = max(size(Datafile));
ParticlesThrown = 1E9;
ParticlesThrownModifier = PuBeParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceParticlesPerSecond = PuBeStrength;
UnsortedPressures(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = Pressures;
UnsortedWaitTimes(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = WaitTimes;
Unsorted1SigmaErrors(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = OneSigmaErrors;
Radii(CurrentExperiment) = AverageRadius;
Filenames(CurrentExperiment,1:Datafilelength)= Datafile;
Namelength(CurrentExperiment) = Datafilelength;
SimulatedParticles(CurrentExperiment) = ParticlesThrown*ParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceStrength(CurrentExperiment) = SourceParticlesPerSecond;
% Experiment 2: CfCtr 3cc
CurrentExperiment = CurrentExperiment+1;
Pressures = [5.5;5.6;5.7;5.8;5.9;6;6.1;6.2;6.3;6.4;6.5;6.6;6.7;6.8;6.9;7];
NumPressures = max(size(Pressures));
WaitTimes =
[115.39682;83.39061706;53.46709076;62.50598225;39.7738825;32.74148804;27.5279275;30.72973
107;21.27266655;16.84273423;11.54569697;16.20303887;11.34079228;9.167624406;7.262862;8.34
2707875];
OneSigmaErrors =
[32.00531935;20.22519543;11.66747574;13.97676253;8.118809768;6.301102311;5.202289305;5.80
7373305;3.950235009;3.025044368;2.041010155;2.958256629;2.004787782;1.620622346;1.2839047
43;1.474796328];
AverageRadius = 15.06;
Datafile = '../Model/Cf3ccCtr/d.0';
Datafilelength = max(size(Datafile));
ParticlesThrown = 1E9;
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ParticlesThrownModifier = CfParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceParticlesPerSecond = CfStrength;
UnsortedPressures(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = Pressures;
UnsortedWaitTimes(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = WaitTimes;
Unsorted1SigmaErrors(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = OneSigmaErrors;
Radii(CurrentExperiment) = AverageRadius;
Filenames(CurrentExperiment,1:Datafilelength)= Datafile;
Namelength(CurrentExperiment) = Datafilelength;
SimulatedParticles(CurrentExperiment) = ParticlesThrown*ParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceStrength(CurrentExperiment) = SourceParticlesPerSecond;
% Experiment 3: PuBe1m 3cc
CurrentExperiment = CurrentExperiment+1;
Pressures = [4.8;4.9;5;5.1;5.2;5.3;5.4;5.5;5.6;5.7;5.8];
NumPressures = max(size(Pressures));
WaitTimes =
[82.20146688;40.59259818;28.16499;27.56709192;19.70368485;21.45281512;20.57005992;10.4298
59;9.703349967;10.524197;8.2820369];
OneSigmaErrors =
[20.55036672;8.654371011;5.523608985;5.406351525;3.791975918;4.207243188;4.198845898;1.90
4223015;1.77158122;1.921446699;1.512086144];
AverageRadius = 15.2;
Datafile = '../Model/PuBe3cc1m/d.0';
Datafilelength = max(size(Datafile));
ParticlesThrown = 1E9;
ParticlesThrownModifier = PuBeParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceParticlesPerSecond = PuBeStrength;
UnsortedPressures(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = Pressures;
UnsortedWaitTimes(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = WaitTimes;
Unsorted1SigmaErrors(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = OneSigmaErrors;
Radii(CurrentExperiment) = AverageRadius;
Filenames(CurrentExperiment,1:Datafilelength)= Datafile;
Namelength(CurrentExperiment) = Datafilelength;
SimulatedParticles(CurrentExperiment) = ParticlesThrown*ParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceStrength(CurrentExperiment) = SourceParticlesPerSecond;
% Experiment 4: PuBe2m 3cc
CurrentExperiment = CurrentExperiment+1;
Pressures = [5.5;5.6;5.7;5.8;5.9;6;6.1;6.2;6.3;6.4;6.5;6.6;6.7;6.8];
NumPressures = max(size(Pressures));
WaitTimes =
[58.4369;36.89674773;39.01454857;33.52612114;27.53503476;18.99218424;19.24411964;20.19224
08;22.7825482;14.40256019;15.64615788;14.2289707;13.05750925;8.089766571];
OneSigmaErrors =
[10.49557707;5.562394009;6.020075542;5.054252931;3.89404196;2.659437734;2.643383127;2.331
599132;2.563236933;1.610255181;2.212700867;1.90142619;1.793586834;1.08104053];
AverageRadius = 14.85;
Datafile = '../Model/PuBe3cc2m/d.0';
Datafilelength = max(size(Datafile));
ParticlesThrown = 1E9;
ParticlesThrownModifier = PuBeParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceParticlesPerSecond = PuBeStrength;
UnsortedPressures(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = Pressures;
UnsortedWaitTimes(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = WaitTimes;
Unsorted1SigmaErrors(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = OneSigmaErrors;
Radii(CurrentExperiment) = AverageRadius;
Filenames(CurrentExperiment,1:Datafilelength)= Datafile;
Namelength(CurrentExperiment) = Datafilelength;
SimulatedParticles(CurrentExperiment) = ParticlesThrown*ParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceStrength(CurrentExperiment) = SourceParticlesPerSecond;
% Experiment 5: CfCtr 40cc
CurrentExperiment = CurrentExperiment+1;
Pressures = [5.1;5.2;5.3;5.4;5.5;5.6;5.7;5.8;5.9;6;6.1;6.2;6.3;6.4;6.5];
NumPressures = max(size(Pressures));
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WaitTimes =
[578.9450913;827.596425;337.90288;92.48334692;74.52821353;34.92064522;52.2312415;24.19160
788;28.14099509;15.05445448;13.23304321;14.79100393;13.38737692;9.666430037;11.32496711];
OneSigmaErrors =
[334.2541043;585.1990442;151.1147619;25.65026534;18.07574685;7.281457876;11.67926065;4.83
8321576;5.867803102;3.010890896;2.500810102;2.795237003;2.625480622;1.860305328;2.1794909
37];
AverageRadius = 16.95;
Datafile = '../Model/Cf40ccCtr/d.0';
Datafilelength = max(size(Datafile));
ParticlesThrown = 1E9;
ParticlesThrownModifier = CfParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceParticlesPerSecond = CfStrength;
UnsortedPressures(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = Pressures;
UnsortedWaitTimes(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = WaitTimes;
Unsorted1SigmaErrors(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = OneSigmaErrors;
Radii(CurrentExperiment) = AverageRadius;
Filenames(CurrentExperiment,1:Datafilelength)= Datafile;
Namelength(CurrentExperiment) = Datafilelength;
SimulatedParticles(CurrentExperiment) = ParticlesThrown*ParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceStrength(CurrentExperiment) = SourceParticlesPerSecond;
% Experiment 6: PuBeCnr 40cc
CurrentExperiment = CurrentExperiment+1;
Pressures = [4.8;4.9;5;5.1;5.2;5.3;5.4;5.5];
NumPressures = max(size(Pressures));
WaitTimes =
[309.5109868;237.7771333;30.4686335;17.32161667;6.055144654;5.361633478;2.068649;2.351359
783];
OneSigmaErrors =
[138.4175213;97.07210819;6.812993569;3.333546682;1.187511567;1.117977863;0.422261209;0.49
0292407];
AverageRadius = 17;
Datafile = '../Model/PuBe40ccCnr/d.0';
Datafilelength = max(size(Datafile));
ParticlesThrown = 1E9;
ParticlesThrownModifier = PuBeParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceParticlesPerSecond = PuBeStrength;
UnsortedPressures(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = Pressures;
UnsortedWaitTimes(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = WaitTimes;
Unsorted1SigmaErrors(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = OneSigmaErrors;
Radii(CurrentExperiment) = AverageRadius;
Filenames(CurrentExperiment,1:Datafilelength)= Datafile;
Namelength(CurrentExperiment) = Datafilelength;
SimulatedParticles(CurrentExperiment) = ParticlesThrown*ParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceStrength(CurrentExperiment) = SourceParticlesPerSecond;
% Experiment 7: PuBe 1m 40cc
CurrentExperiment = CurrentExperiment+1;
Pressures = [4.8;4.9;5;5.1;5.2;5.3;5.4;5.5;5.6];
NumPressures = max(size(Pressures));
WaitTimes =
[587.4737;295.246116;61.02241282;25.66323571;22.23984696;11.79222342;7.605251345;6.092218
321;5.110808852];
OneSigmaErrors =
[339.1780988;132.0380771;14.80010904;4.849895681;4.637328657;2.312645282;1.41225972;1.151
321044;0.983575622];
AverageRadius = 17.55;
Datafile = '../Model/PuBe40cc1m/d.0';
Datafilelength = max(size(Datafile));
ParticlesThrown = 1E9;
ParticlesThrownModifier = PuBeParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceParticlesPerSecond = PuBeStrength;
UnsortedPressures(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = Pressures;
UnsortedWaitTimes(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = WaitTimes;
Unsorted1SigmaErrors(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = OneSigmaErrors;
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Radii(CurrentExperiment) = AverageRadius;
Filenames(CurrentExperiment,1:Datafilelength)= Datafile;
Namelength(CurrentExperiment) = Datafilelength;
SimulatedParticles(CurrentExperiment) = ParticlesThrown*ParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceStrength(CurrentExperiment) = SourceParticlesPerSecond;
% Experiment 8: PuBe 2m 40cc
CurrentExperiment = CurrentExperiment+1;
Pressures = [5.1;5.2;5.3;5.4;5.5;5.6;5.7;5.8;5.9;6;6.1;6.2];
NumPressures = max(size(Pressures));
WaitTimes =
[137.8740868;124.5620982;67.99140572;35.75580739;19.63875019;17.55696865;9.112324355;8.22
329404;5.727259586;8.9429615;4.785689633;5.452605556];
OneSigmaErrors =
[43.59961446;39.38999404;16.02572802;7.455601227;3.779479235;3.443204837;1.636621768;1.64
4658808;1.063525406;1.999706983;0.873743388;1.049354428];
AverageRadius = 17.65;
Datafile = '../Model/PuBe40cc2m/d.0';
Datafilelength = max(size(Datafile));
ParticlesThrown = 1E9;
ParticlesThrownModifier = PuBeParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceParticlesPerSecond = PuBeStrength;
UnsortedPressures(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = Pressures;
UnsortedWaitTimes(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = WaitTimes;
Unsorted1SigmaErrors(CurrentExperiment,1:NumPressures) = OneSigmaErrors;
Radii(CurrentExperiment) = AverageRadius;
Filenames(CurrentExperiment,1:Datafilelength)= Datafile;
Namelength(CurrentExperiment) = Datafilelength;
SimulatedParticles(CurrentExperiment) = ParticlesThrown*ParticlesThrownModifier;
SourceStrength(CurrentExperiment) = SourceParticlesPerSecond;
%% Group Data into appropriate Bins
ShapedWaits = zeros(TotalExperiments, 100); %(Experiment #, Pressure*10)
ShapedErrors = zeros(TotalExperiments, 100); %(Experiment #, Pressure*10)
for ExperimentIndex = 1:TotalExperiments
for PressureIndex = 1:20
if (UnsortedPressures(ExperimentIndex, PressureIndex)>0)
ShapedWaits(ExperimentIndex, UnsortedPressures(ExperimentIndex,
PressureIndex)*10) = UnsortedWaitTimes(ExperimentIndex, PressureIndex);
ShapedErrors(ExperimentIndex, UnsortedPressures(ExperimentIndex,
PressureIndex)*10) = Unsorted1SigmaErrors(ExperimentIndex, PressureIndex);
end
end
end
%% Set Up Energy Structure
EnergyIncrements = 10000;
Energies = zeros(1,EnergyIncrements);
for index = 1:EnergyIncrements
Energies(index) = 10^-3*(10^4)^((index-1)/(EnergyIncrements-1));
end
CheckedReactionAtom = 6000;
CheckedReactionType = -99;
%% Load MCNP Data
DatfileExists = 0;
if (DatfileExists == 0)
MCNPCounts = zeros(TotalExperiments, 100,100,EnergyIncrements); %(Experiment,
CenterlinePressure*10, StrikePressure*10, StrikeEnergy)
for ExperimentIndex = 1:TotalExperiments
Datafilename = char(Filenames(ExperimentIndex, 1:Namelength(ExperimentIndex)));
datfile = fopen(Datafilename, 'r');
fprintf('newfile\n');
loopcounter = 0;
while (feof(datfile)==0)
loopcounter = loopcounter+1;
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if (mod(loopcounter,10000) == 0)
fprintf('%g particles complete\n', loopcounter);
end
line = fgetl(datfile);
ReactionType = str2double(line(22:24));
Reactionatom = str2double(line(25:30));
if (ReactionType ==CheckedReactionType)
if (Reactionatom == CheckedReactionAtom)
E = str2double(line(43:52));
X = str2double(line(72:78))-MCNPXOffset;
Y = str2double(line(79:86))-MCNPYOffset;
%Z = str2double(line(72:79));
R = ((X)^2+(Y)^2)^.5;
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:20
if (UnsortedPressures(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex)>0)
CenterlinePressure =
UnsortedPressures(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex)*10;
StrikePressure = (CenterlinePressure/101)*((Radii(ExperimentIndex)-R)^2/Radii(ExperimentIndex)^2)+1;
StrikePressureIndex = ceil(10*StrikePressure);
for EnergyIndex = 1:EnergyIncrements
if (E>Energies(EnergyIndex))
MCNPCounts(ExperimentIndex,
CenterlinePressure,StrikePressureIndex,EnergyIndex) = MCNPCounts(ExperimentIndex,
CenterlinePressure,StrikePressureIndex,EnergyIndex)+1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
fclose(datfile);
end
save('MCNPCounts.mat', 'MCNPCounts', '-v7.3');
else
load('MCNPCounts.mat')
end

%% Weighting
ShapedExpectedCounts = zeros(TotalExperiments,100);
ShapedPercentError = zeros(TotalExperiments,100);
MinPercentError = 10^10;
%Find Errors and Create Shaped Arrays
for ExperimentIndex = 1: TotalExperiments
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:100
if (ShapedWaits(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex) == 0)
ShapedExpectedCounts(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex) = 0;
ShapedPercentError(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex) = 0;
else
ShapedExpectedCounts(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex) =
SimulatedParticles(ExperimentIndex)/(SourceStrength(ExperimentIndex)*ShapedWaits(Experime
ntIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex));
ShapedPercentError(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex) =
ShapedWaits(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex)/ShapedErrors(ExperimentIndex,CenterL
inePressureIndex);
if(ShapedPercentError(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex)<MinPercentError)
MinPercentError =
ShapedPercentError(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex);
end
end
end
end
%Divide by Magnitude and scale for Error
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for ExperimentIndex = 1: TotalExperiments
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:100
if (ShapedExpectedCounts(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex) ~=0)
ErrorScalingFactor =
MinPercentError/ShapedPercentError(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex);
MagnitudeScalingFactor =
ShapedExpectedCounts(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex);
ShapedExpectedCounts(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex) =
ShapedExpectedCounts(ExperimentIndex,CenterLinePressureIndex)*ErrorScalingFactor/Magnitud
eScalingFactor;
MCNPCounts(ExperimentIndex, CenterLinePressureIndex,:,:) =
MCNPCounts(ExperimentIndex,
CenterLinePressureIndex,:,:)*ErrorScalingFactor/MagnitudeScalingFactor;
end
end
end
%% NonRadial Guess
NonRadialMCNPCounts = zeros(100, EnergyIncrements);
NonRadialExperimentCounts = zeros(1,100);
%Collapse by Experiment and by Zone
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:100
for ExperimentIndex = 1:TotalExperiments
NonRadialExperimentCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex) =
NonRadialExperimentCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex)+ShapedExpectedCounts(ExperimentIndex,C
enterLinePressureIndex);
for StrikePressureIndex = 1:100
for EnergyIndex = 1:EnergyIncrements
NonRadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,EnergyIndex) =
NonRadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,EnergyIndex)+MCNPCounts(ExperimentIndex,
CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,EnergyIndex);
end
end
end
end
%Find first index where MCNP>Experiment
ValidPressures = 0;
MinValidPressureIndex = 10^10;
MaxValidPressureIndex = -10^10;
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:100
if (NonRadialExperimentCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex)>0)
ValidPressures = ValidPressures+1;
EnergyFound=0;
for EnergyIndex = EnergyIncrements:-1:1
if (EnergyFound == 0)
if
(NonRadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,EnergyIndex)>NonRadialExperimentCounts(Cente
rLinePressureIndex))
EnergyFound = 1;
NonRadialPressures(ValidPressures) = CenterLinePressureIndex/10;
NonRadialThresholds(ValidPressures) = Energies(EnergyIndex);
NonRadialThresholdIndices(ValidPressures) = EnergyIndex;
if (CenterLinePressureIndex
MaxValidPressureIndex =
end
if (CenterLinePressureIndex
MinValidPressureIndex =
end
end
end
end
end
end

> MaxValidPressureIndex)
CenterLinePressureIndex;
< MinValidPressureIndex)
CenterLinePressureIndex;
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figure
plot(NonRadialPressures,NonRadialThresholds)
%% Radial Method
RadialMCNPCounts = zeros(ValidPressures, ValidPressures, EnergyIncrements);
RadialExperimentCounts = zeros(ValidPressures,1);
%Collapse Across Experiments
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:ValidPressures
for ExperimentIndex = 1:TotalExperiments
RadialExperimentCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex) =
RadialExperimentCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex)+ShapedExpectedCounts(ExperimentIndex,Cent
erLinePressureIndex+MinValidPressureIndex-1);
for StrikePressureIndex = 1:ValidPressures
for EnergyIndex = 1:EnergyIncrements
RadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex, EnergyIndex)
= RadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,
EnergyIndex)+MCNPCounts(ExperimentIndex, CenterLinePressureIndex+MinValidPressureIndex1,StrikePressureIndex+MinValidPressureIndex-1,EnergyIndex);
end
end
end
end
newton = 0;
if (newton ==1)
startcondition = 3;
if (startcondition == 1)
newx = NonRadialThresholds;
elseif (startcondition ==2)
newx = NonRadialThresholds.*0 +1;
else
newx = NonRadialThresholds.*0;
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:ValidPressures
PercentX = (CenterLinePressureIndex-1)/(ValidPressures-1);
Rise = NonRadialThresholds(ValidPressures) - NonRadialThresholds(1);
newx(CenterLinePressureIndex) = NonRadialThresholds(1)+PercentX*Rise;
end
end
xEnergyIndex = zeros(ValidPressures,1);
LoopIterations = 4000;
Residuals = zeros(1,LoopIterations);
loop = 0;
while (loop<LoopIterations)
loop = loop+1;
x = newx;
F = zeros(ValidPressures,1);
Fprime = zeros(ValidPressures, ValidPressures);
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:ValidPressures
for EnergyIndex = 1:EnergyIncrements
if (x(CenterLinePressureIndex)> Energies(EnergyIndex))
xEnergyIndex(CenterLinePressureIndex) = EnergyIndex;
end
end
end
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:ValidPressures
for StrikePressureIndex = 1:ValidPressures
PercentEnergyBin = (Energies(xEnergyIndex(StrikePressureIndex)+1) x(StrikePressureIndex))/(Energies(xEnergyIndex(StrikePressureIndex)+1) Energies(xEnergyIndex(StrikePressureIndex)));
ZoneHits =
RadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,xEnergyIndex(StrikePressureI
ndex)) +
PercentEnergyBin*(RadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,xEnergyInd
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ex(StrikePressureIndex)+1)RadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,xEnergyIndex(StrikePressureI
ndex)));
F(CenterLinePressureIndex) = F(CenterLinePressureIndex) + ZoneHits;
LoopIndex = 0;
while((Fprime(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex)==0)&&(sum(RadialMCNPCounts(Cen
terLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,:))>0))
LoopIndex = LoopIndex+1;
LeftIndex =xEnergyIndex(StrikePressureIndex) - LoopIndex;
RightIndex = xEnergyIndex(StrikePressureIndex) + LoopIndex;
if (LeftIndex < 1)
LeftIndex = 1;
end
if (RightIndex > EnergyIncrements)
RightIndex = EnergyIncrements;
end
Fprime(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex) =
(RadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,RightIndex)RadialMCNPCounts(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,LeftIndex))/(Energies(RightI
ndex)-Energies(LeftIndex));
end
end
end
F = F - RadialExperimentCounts;
Residuals(loop) = sum(F.^2);
v = -Fprime\F;
scalefactor = .001;
if (mod(loop,2)==0)
v = scalefactor*v/(sqrt(v'*v));
else
for index = 1:ValidPressures
if (abs(v(index)) > .001)
v(index) = scalefactor*v(index)/abs(v(index));
end
end
end
newx = x+v';
enforcemonotonic = 1;
if (enforcemonotonic==1)
for Tomindex = 1:ValidPressures-1
if (newx(Tomindex+1)>newx(Tomindex))
newx(Tomindex+1) = newx(Tomindex);
end
end
end
if (mod(loop, 100)==1)
fprintf('loop %g\n', loop);
%
EnergyCutoffs=newx;
%
%
figure %Energy Threshold Data
%
hold on
%
plot(NonRadialPressures,x,'b');
%
plot(NonRadialPressures,NonRadialThresholds,'r');
%
xlabel('Pneg');
%
ylabel('Recoil Energy Threshold');
%
title(['Resulting Energy Thresholds (Loop =' num2str(loop) ' n/s)'])
end
end
figure
plot(2:LoopIterations, Residuals(2:LoopIterations));
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end
%% Generate LP Input
makeLPdatfile = 0;
if (makeLPdatfile ==1)
LPdatfile = fopen('.\SplineData.csv','w');
fprintf(LPdatfile, 'Top row is the Energy\n');
fprintf(LPdatfile, 'Bottom row is the #of counts\n');
end
SplinePoints = zeros(ValidPressures,ValidPressures,10);
Splineys = zeros(ValidPressures,ValidPressures,10);
for CurrentCLP = 1:ValidPressures
for CurrentZone = 1:ValidPressures
Tom = zeros(1,max(size(Energies)));
for index = 1:max(size(Energies))
Tom(index) = RadialMCNPCounts(CurrentCLP,CurrentZone,index);
end
for index = 1:max(size(Energies))
if (Tom(max(size(Energies))+1-index) == 0)
criticalindex = max(size(Energies))+1-index;
end
end
TopEnergy = Energies(criticalindex);
SplinePoints(CurrentCLP,CurrentZone,:) = [10^-3, 8*10^-2, .2, .39, 7*10^-1, 1,
1.15 1.3, 1.9, TopEnergy];
Splineys(CurrentCLP,CurrentZone,:) = interp1(Energies, Tom,
SplinePoints(CurrentCLP,CurrentZone,:));
plots =1;
if (plots ==1)
if (sum(Tom)>0)
figure
plot(Energies, Tom)
hold on
plot(SplinePoints(CurrentCLP,CurrentZone,:),
Splineys(CurrentCLP,CurrentZone,:), 'g');
title(['linear ' num2str(CurrentCLP) ' ' num2str(CurrentZone)])
figure
loglog(Energies, Tom)
hold on
loglog(SplinePoints(CurrentCLP,CurrentZone,:),
Splineys(CurrentCLP,CurrentZone,:), 'g');
title('loglog')
end
end
if (makeLPdatfile ==1)
fprintf(LPdatfile, 'Centerline Pressure %g,,, Zone Pressure %g\n', CurrentCLP,
CurrentZone);
for index = 1:max(size(SplinePoints))
fprintf(LPdatfile, ' %g,', SplinePoints(index));
end
fprintf(LPdatfile, '\n');
for index = 1:max(size(SplinePoints))
fprintf(LPdatfile, ' %g,', Splineys(index));
end
fprintf(LPdatfile, '\n\n');
end
end
end
if (makeLPdatfile ==1)
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fclose(LPdatfile);
end
%% Generate Excel LP Input
clc
blockheight = 21;
blockwidth = 12;
maxwidth = ValidPressures * blockwidth +1;
maxheight = ValidPressures * blockheight + 5 + ValidPressures +
VariableBlockHeight = ValidPressures * blockheight + 4;
CalculationBlockHeight = VariableBlockHeight+5+ValidPressures;

4 + ValidPressures;

LPOutput = cell(maxheight, maxwidth);
%initialize print space
for Xindex = 1:maxwidth
for Yindex = 1:maxheight
LPOutput(Yindex,Xindex) = {'\t'};
if(Xindex == maxwidth)
LPOutput(Yindex, Xindex) = {'\n'};
end
end
end
%print each block
for CenterLinePressureIndex = 1:ValidPressures
for StrikePressureIndex = 1:ValidPressures
BlockRow = (CenterLinePressureIndex-1)*blockheight;
BlockColumn = (StrikePressureIndex-1)*blockwidth;
LPOutput(BlockRow+1, BlockColumn+1) = {'Center Line Pressure =\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+1, BlockColumn+4) =
{[num2str(NonRadialPressures(CenterLinePressureIndex)) '\t']};
LPOutput(BlockRow+1, BlockColumn+9) = {'Zone Pressure =\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+1, BlockColumn+11) =
{[num2str(NonRadialPressures(StrikePressureIndex)) '\t']};
LPOutput(BlockRow+2, BlockColumn+1) = {'Index 1 =\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+2, BlockColumn+2) = {[num2str(CenterLinePressureIndex) '\t']'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+2, BlockColumn+9) = {'Index 2 =\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+2, BlockColumn+10) = {[num2str(StrikePressureIndex) '\t']'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+4, BlockColumn+1) = {'Spline Xs\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+5, BlockColumn+1) = {'Spline Ys\t'};
for Splineindex = 1:10
LPOutput(BlockRow+4, BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) =
{[num2str(SplinePoints(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,Splineindex)) '\t']'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+5, BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) =
{[num2str(Splineys(CenterLinePressureIndex,StrikePressureIndex,Splineindex)) '\t']'};
end
LPOutput(BlockRow+7, BlockColumn+1) = {'Upper Bound\t'};
for Splineindex = 1:9
LPOutput(BlockRow+7, BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) = {['=('
column2string(BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) num2str(BlockRow+5) '-'
column2string(BlockColumn+2+Splineindex) num2str(BlockRow+5) ')*'
column2string(BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) num2str(BlockRow+15) '\t']};
end
for Splineindex = 1:10
LPOutput(BlockRow+8, BlockColumn+Splineindex) = {'>=\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+10, BlockColumn+Splineindex) = {'>=\t'};
end
LPOutput(BlockRow+9, BlockColumn+1) = {'Zone Counts\t'};
for Splineindex = 1:9
LPOutput(BlockRow+9, BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) = {['=('
column2string(BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) num2str(BlockRow+5) '-'
column2string(BlockColumn+2+Splineindex) num2str(BlockRow+5) ')*(('
column2string(BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) num2str(BlockRow+13) '-'
column2string(BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) num2str(BlockRow+4) ')/('
column2string(BlockColumn+2+Splineindex) num2str(BlockRow+4) '-'
column2string(BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) num2str(BlockRow+4) '))\t']};
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end
LPOutput(BlockRow+11, BlockColumn+1) = {'Lower Bound\t'};
for Splineindex = 1:9
LPOutput(BlockRow+11, BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) = {'0\t'};
end
LPOutput(BlockRow+13, BlockColumn+1) = {'X Variable\t'};
for Splineindex = 1:9
LPOutput(BlockRow+13, BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) = {['='
column2string(1+Splineindex) num2str(VariableBlockHeight+StrikePressureIndex) '\t']};
end
LPOutput(BlockRow+15, BlockColumn+1) = {'Binary\t'};
for Splineindex = 1:9
LPOutput(BlockRow+15, BlockColumn+1+Splineindex) = {['='
column2string(10+Splineindex) num2str(VariableBlockHeight+StrikePressureIndex) '\t']};
end
LPOutput(BlockRow+17, BlockColumn+1) = {'Sum of Binary\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+17, BlockColumn+3) = {['=SUM(' column2string(BlockColumn+2)
num2str(BlockRow+15) ':' column2string(BlockColumn+10) num2str(BlockRow+15) ')\t']};
LPOutput(BlockRow+17, BlockColumn+4) = {'=\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+17, BlockColumn+5) = {'1\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+19, BlockColumn+1) = {'X\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+19, BlockColumn+2) = {['=SUM(' column2string(BlockColumn+2)
num2str(BlockRow+13) ':' column2string(BlockColumn+10) num2str(BlockRow+13) ')-SUM('
column2string(BlockColumn+2) num2str(BlockRow+4) ':' column2string(BlockColumn+10)
num2str(BlockRow+4) ')+SUMPRODUCT(' column2string(BlockColumn+2) num2str(BlockRow+15) ':'
column2string(BlockColumn+10) num2str(BlockRow+15) ',' column2string(BlockColumn+2)
num2str(BlockRow+4) ':' column2string(BlockColumn+10) num2str(BlockRow+4) ')\t'] };
LPOutput(BlockRow+20, BlockColumn+1) = {'Y\t'};
LPOutput(BlockRow+20, BlockColumn+2) = {['=SUM(' column2string(BlockColumn+2)
num2str(BlockRow+9) ':' column2string(BlockColumn+10) num2str(BlockRow+9) ')+SUMPRODUCT('
column2string(BlockColumn+2) num2str(BlockRow+15) ':' column2string(BlockColumn+10)
num2str(BlockRow+15) ',' column2string(BlockColumn+3) num2str(BlockRow+5) ':'
column2string(BlockColumn+11) num2str(BlockRow+5) ')\t'] };
end
end
%print variables
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight, 1) = {'Zone Pressure\t'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight-1, 6) = {'Threshold\t'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight-1, 15) = {'Binaries\t'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight, 20) = {'Difference\t'};
for Splineindex = 1:9
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight, 1+Splineindex) = {[num2str(Splineindex) '\t']};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight, 10+Splineindex) = {[num2str(Splineindex) '\t']};
end
for rowindex = 1: ValidPressures
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 1) = {[num2str(NonRadialPressures(rowindex))
'\t']};
for Splineindex = 1:9
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 1+Splineindex) =
{[num2str(SplinePoints(1,1,Splineindex)) '\t']'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 10+Splineindex) = {'0\t'};
end
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 20) = {'0\t'};
end
%Naive Solution Constraint
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight-1, 24) = {'Naive Solution Constraint\t'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight, 23) = {'X\t'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight, 25) = {'Naive Solution\t'};
for rowindex = 1:ValidPressures
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LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 23) = {['=' column2string((rowindex1)*blockwidth+2) num2str(19) '\t']};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 24) = {'<=\t'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 25) = {[num2str(NonRadialThresholds(rowindex))
'\t']};
end
%Monotonic Decrease Conditions
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight, 29) = {'Current X\t'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight, 30) = {'>=\t'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight, 31) = {'Next X\t'};
for rowindex = 1:ValidPressures-1
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 29) = {['=' column2string((rowindex1)*blockwidth+2) num2str(19) '\t']};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 30) = {'<=\t'};
LPOutput(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex, 31) = {['='
column2string((rowindex)*blockwidth+2) num2str(19) '\t']};
end
%Print Calculation Block
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight, 1) = {'Center Line Pressure\t'};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight, 2) = {'Experimental Counts\t'};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight, 3) = {'Sum of Y\t'};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight, 5) = {'''+Difference\t'};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight, 6) = {'''-Difference\t'};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight, 8) = {'Difference\t'};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight, 11) = {'Objective\t'};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight+1, 11) = {['=SUM(' column2string(8)
num2str(CalculationBlockHeight+1) ':' column2string(8)
num2str(CalculationBlockHeight+ValidPressures) ')\t']};
for rowindex = 1:ValidPressures
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex, 1) = {[num2str(NonRadialPressures(rowindex))
'\t']};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex, 2) = {[num2str(RadialExperimentCounts(rowindex))
'\t']};
printstring = '=';
for columnindex = 1:ValidPressures
printstring = strcat(printstring, ['+' column2string((columnindex-1)*blockwidth+2)
num2str((rowindex-1)*blockheight+20)]);
end
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex, 3) = {[printstring '\t']};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex, 5) = {['=' column2string(2)
num2str(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex) '-' column2string(3)
num2str(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex) '\t']};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex, 6) = {['=-' column2string(2)
num2str(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex) '+' column2string(3)
num2str(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex) '\t']};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex, 7) = {'<=\t'};
LPOutput(CalculationBlockHeight+rowindex, 8) = {['=' column2string(20)
num2str(VariableBlockHeight+rowindex) '\t']};
end
%print the file
writefile = 1;
if (writefile ==1)
ShapedLPdatfile = fopen('.\ShapedLP.txt','w');
for Yindex = 1:maxheight
for Xindex = 1:maxwidth
fprintf(ShapedLPdatfile, LPOutput{Yindex,Xindex});
end
end
fclose(ShapedLPdatfile);
end
fprintf('complete\n');
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Build Response Matrix From Mono-Energetics
clc
clear all
ArmRadius = 15;
Pressures =
[4.4;4.5;4.6;4.7;4.8;4.9;5;5.1;5.2;5.3;5.4;5.5;5.6;5.7;5.8;5.9;6;6.1;6.2;6.3;6.4;6.5;6.6;
6.7;6.8];
NaiveThresholds
=[2.7061;2.3374;2.2281;2.5092;2.6887;2.6396;2.4229;2.3245;2.2281;2.1996;2.1044;2.0489;1.8
278;1.5773;1.4775;1.3363;1.3763;1.1877;1.2232;1.0605;0.95565;0.96449;1.0231;1.0016;0.8844
9];
LPThresholds
=[1.9245776;1.9245776;1.9245776;1.9245776;1.9245776;1.9245776;1.9245776;1.9;1.9;1.9;1.9;1
.9;1.8278;1.15;1.15;1.15;1.15;1.15;0.87436593;0.7;0.7;0.7;0.7;0.7;0.08];
NumPressures = max(size(Pressures));
MCNPXOffset = -9.2;
MCNPYOffset = 9.7;
EnergyArray = linspace(0,10,24);
Distance = EnergyArray(2) - EnergyArray(1);
EnergyArray = EnergyArray + Distance;
Energies = max(size(EnergyArray));
Counts1 = zeros(Energies, NumPressures);
CheckedReactionAtom = 6000;
CheckedReactionType = -99;
for EnergyIndex = 1:Energies
datfile = fopen(['..\CarbonRecoilsEnergy' num2str(EnergyIndex)],'r');
while (feof(datfile)==0)
line = fgetl(datfile);
if (line ~= -1)
ReactionType = str2double(line(22:24));
Reactionatom = str2double(line(25:30));
if (ReactionType ==CheckedReactionType)
if (Reactionatom == CheckedReactionAtom)
E = str2double(line(43:52));
X = str2double(line(72:78))-MCNPXOffset;
Y = str2double(line(79:86))-MCNPYOffset;
%Z = str2double(line(72:79));
R = ((X)^2+(Y)^2)^.5;
for PressureIndex = 1:NumPressures
Pneg = (1-R/ArmRadius)^2*(1+Pressures(PressureIndex))-1;
Barrier1 = 75.846*Pneg^(-2.407);%TipToTail
if (E>Barrier1)
Counts1(EnergyIndex, PressureIndex) =
Counts1(EnergyIndex,PressureIndex)+1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
fclose(datfile);
end
%% Create Files
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ActivePressures = [5.5;5.6;5.7;5.8;5.9;6;6.1;6.2;6.3;6.4;6.5;6.6;6.7;6.8];
WaitTimes =
[115.39682;83.39061706;53.46709076;62.50598225;39.7738825;32.74148804;27.5279275;30.72973
107;21.27266655;16.84273423;11.54569697;16.20303887;11.34079228;9.167624406];
CfStrength = .5*3.7*10^7*.0309*3.76*.5^(((datenum('1-January-2015')-datenum('1-June2002'))/365.25)/2.64);
Response = 10^9*3.76./(CfStrength*WaitTimes);
Responses = max(size(Response));
ResponseNumber = zeros(1,Responses);
for index = 1: Responses
ResponseNumber(index) = index;
end
ResponseOutput = zeros(2,Responses);
for index = 1:Responses
ResponseOutput(1,index) = ResponseNumber(index);
ResponseOutput(2,index) = Response(index);
end

dlmwrite('ResponseMatrix2', Counts1');
dlmwrite('Energies', EnergyArray);
dlmwrite('ExperimentalData', ResponseOutput);
Counts1 = Counts1(:,9:22);
dlmwrite('ShortResponseMatrix2', Counts1');

Unfolding Code
Omitted due to Radiation Safety Information Computational Center (RSICC)
restrictions. Available upon request after obtaining a RSICC license for
BON
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Appendix H Relevant Codes

MCNP-Polimi (Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code - Polytechnic of Milan)

MCNP is a Monte Carlo transport code for neutron transport. Modeling
includes continuous-energy tracking, time dependence, and an array of variance
reduction capabilities. MCNP-Polimi is an adaptation built on MCNP-4C (and
later on MCNPX 2.7.0). The initial purpose of the code was to include the
correlation between neutron interaction and photon production. Standard MCNP
sampling of events do not conserve energy. When considered in aggregate the
solution is correct, but when considering individual particles this is not correct.
MCNP-Polimi instead conserves energy through neutron and photon interactions
thus making it ideal for coincidence counting and in the case of TMFD detectors,
for monitoring deposition in neutron elastic scatters. There is an extra data file
that is produced by the Polimi version of the code that catalogues the interaction
type, interacting atoms, energy, time, and location for every neutron strike.
Additionally, the makers include a post-processing code intended for simulating
detector response. [1.17]
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SRIM2011 (Stopping Range of Ions in Matter) also SRIM 2008

SRIM/TRIM is a program that calculates the stopping of an ion with a
maximum energy of 2GeV/amu as it traverses matter. The sophisticated
algorithm uses monte carlo methods to generate calculated collisions. After the
collisions are calculated, the gap is back-filled to include long range interactions
that generate electron excitations and plasmons. These long range interactions
use the ion’s velocity dependent effective charge. SRIM provides very detailed
displays of the ion’s energy depositon, target damage/sputtering, recoil
generation etc. in both 1D and 2D [1.18]

MATLAB
MATLAB is a high level language that has been developed prioritizing the speed
of matrix operation. It has a very wide array of built-in functions for math
including but not limited to: linear algebra, statistics, Fourier, filtering, optimization,
numerical integration, and ordinary differential equations. Additionally it includes
toolboxes designed for specific applications such as neural networking (see
Chapter 8). Without very advanced techniques (and often even with them)
MATLAB suffers from slower IO operations than lower level languages, but its
built in functionality makes it ideal for operations on small data sets or involving
matrices. [1.19]
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COMSOL® Multiphysics
COMSOL is a multiphysics platform that contains information about a
tremendous array of physical phenomena including electricity, acoustics,
chemical species transport, electrochemistry, fluid flow, heat transfer, plasma, RF,
and structural mechanics. The package also includes a wide array of solvers
that allow very detailed information to be gathered and displayed. The models
can be created in 2D, 2D axisymmetric, or 3D forms. Members of the MFARL
(principally Jing Wang and Alex Hagen [3.41]) have created a COMSOL model
for the ATMFD family of systems including the piezoelectric, structural dynamic,
and acoustic aspects of the system and use it to predict negative pressure
behavior of the system.

OPEN SOLVER
OpenSolver is obtainable for free from <http://opensolver.org/>. The code is
developed and maintained by engineers at the University of Auckland. The code
replaces and extends the built-in LP solver in Microsoft Excel produced by
Frontline systems. The code is built on the COIN-OR CBC optimization engine.
< https://projects.coin-or.org/Cbc >
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Appendix I

Misuse of Clausius- Clapeyron

In the initial assessment of the enthalpy of vaporization section the
misuse of the Clausius- Clapeyron equation caused the calculations to give
the appearance that the enthalpy of vaporization was a strong function of
the fluid pressure and that this dependence extended into negative
pressures. However, this causes the molar volume to be non-physical.
The discussion is retained here but will be omitted in future versions of this
document.

Corrections to add Pneg dependence on Hvap were done using J.E
Haggenmacher "The Heat of Vaporization as a Function of Pressure and
Temperature". From the behavior of two-phase systems, it is known:
𝑅𝑇

𝐴

The Pressure of a two phase system is: 𝑃 = 𝑀(𝑣+𝐵) − 𝑇(𝑣+𝐵)2
R2 T3

where A = 4M2 Pc

c

and

RT

B = 2MPc − vc

(5.15)

c

RT

DP

From this it can be inferred: vg − vl = MP ∗ √1 − T3

where D =

T3c
Pc

(5.14)

(5.16)

(5.17)
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dP

The Clapeyron – Clasius Equation states : Hvap = dT ∗ T ∗ (vg − vl )

(5.18)

B

Thus, given the form from Yaws: log10 (P) = A + T + C ∗ log10 T + DT + ET 2 (5.19)
dP

P

CT

Then : dT = ln(10) T2 ∗ (B + ln(10) + DT 2 + 2ET 3 )
kJ

L∗atm

(5.20)

g∗cal

kJ

CT

Finally: Hvap [kg] = ln(10) ∗ .0826 [K∗mol] ∗ 24.206 [L∗atm] ∗ .004184[cal] (B + ln(10) +
DT 2 + 2ET 3 ) ∗ √1 −

DP

(5.21)

T3

Plotting this relation for R113 at 293K and varied pressure it becomes clear that
using Hvap(1 atm) could be underestimating the contribution to the energy
barrier by about a factor of 2 (which is not enough to explain the difficulties of the
Seitz formulas in negative pressure regimes)

R113 at 293K Hvap vs Pressure
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Figure I.1: Haggenmacher Hvap (kJ/mol) v Pneg for R113
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The trend depicted in the equation and shown in Figure I.1 agrees with the
widening of the energetic difference between liquid and gas as the pressure
drops in Figure I.2.

Figure I.2: R134a Pressure v Enthalpy
Applying this correction to the data for Hfg at the nucleation threshold
shows that the correlation becomes even stronger after correction.
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Figure I.3: Corrected Hvap (kJ/mol) at the cavitation threshold v Pneg
The equation on Figure I.3 has successfully predicted the Hexane
threshold to within .05 bar as well as predicting a half dozen other fluids new to
the lab with similar accuracy.

Issues with using this formula
Clasius-Clapeyron Equation:
𝐻=(

𝑑𝑃
) 𝑇(𝑣𝐺 − 𝑣𝐿 )
𝑑𝑇 𝑆

Yaws:
(

𝑑𝑃
ln(10) 𝑃
𝐶𝑇
)=
∗
(𝐵
+
+ 𝐷𝑇 2 + 2𝐸𝑇 3 )
2
𝑑𝑇
𝑇
ln(10)

Haggenmacher:
𝑃=

𝑅𝑇
𝐴
−
𝑀(𝑣 + 𝐵) 𝑇(𝑣 + 𝐵)2
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𝑅 2 𝑇𝐶3
𝐴=
4𝑀2 𝑃𝐶
𝐵=

𝑅𝑇𝐶
− 𝑣𝐶
2𝑀𝑃𝐶

𝑣𝐺 − 𝑣𝐿 =

𝑅𝑇
𝐷𝑃
√1 − 3
𝑀𝑃
𝑇

In order to obtain the “corrected Hvap formula”, the expression for 𝑣𝐺 − 𝑣𝐿 from
Haggenmacher is substituted into the Clasius-Clapeyron equation and the
reference pressure that remains under the square root sign is set to the negative
pressure of the system. The reference pressure, however, is not equal to the
negative pressure. This becomes apparent very quickly given that 𝑣𝐿 ≈ 𝑣𝐿,𝑠𝑎𝑡
and 𝑣𝐺 > 0. However, Figure 5.3 remains valid for positive pressure states and
therefore the enthalpy of vaporization can change by a few percent depending on
the pressure in the cavity. Because the Hvap term seems to correlate so well
with the 𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑢−𝐵𝑒
it is likely that the density of the vapor is understated and
𝑛𝑒𝑔
responsible for the H3 term being a significant contributor.
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Appendix J

One Click Unfolding

Appendix J documents the MATLAB code script and all the associated files
required to perform unfolding with a 3cc CTMFD filled with Heptane and placed
in the ‘center’ location with ~13cm source-bulb distance in the large CTMFD.

MATLAB CODE
clc
clear all
%% Input the Data
StartPressure = 4.4; %Corresponds to the Matrix built by EstimateWaitTimeGivenThreshold.m
EndPressure = 6.8; %Corresponds to the Matrix built by EstimateWaitTimeGivenThreshold.m
PressureIncriment = .1; %Corresponds to the Matrix built by
EstimateWaitTimeGivenThreshold.m
NumPressures = round((EndPressure - StartPressure)*10)+1;
Pressures = [StartPressure:PressureIncriment:EndPressure];
choice = questdlg('Would you like to input relative wait times or relative count rates?',
'Menu', 'Input Wait Times', 'Input Count Rates', 'Use Input File', 'Input Wait Times');
switch choice
case 'Input Wait Times'
prompt = cell(1, NumPressures);
defaultans = cell(1, NumPressures);
for index = 1:NumPressures
prompt{index} = ['Enter the Wait Time for ' num2str(StartPressure +
PressureIncriment*index -PressureIncriment) ' bar or leave blank if unused'];
defaultans{index} = '';
end
dlg_title = 'Input Wait Times';
num_lines = 1;
answer = inputdlg(prompt, dlg_title, num_lines, defaultans);
UsedWaitTimes = cellfun(@str2num,answer(not(strcmp(answer,''))));
UsedCountRates = 1./UsedWaitTimes;
UsedPressures = Pressures(not(strcmp(answer,'')));
RowsInPlay = not(strcmp(answer,''));
case 'Input Count Rates'
prompt = cell(1, NumPressures);
defaultans = cell(1, NumPressures);
for index = 1:NumPressures
prompt{index} = ['Enter the Count Rate for ' num2str(StartPressure + .1*index
-.1) ' bar or leave blank if unused'];
defaultans{index} = '';
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end
dlg_title = 'Input Count Rates';
num_lines = 1;
answer = inputdlg(prompt, dlg_title, num_lines, defaultans);
UsedCountRates = cellfun(@str2num,answer(not(strcmp(answer,''))));
UsedPressures = Pressures(not(strcmp(answer,'')));
RowsInPlay = not(strcmp(answer,''));
case 'Use Input File'
ExperimentalData = load('ExperimentalData');
UsedPressures = ExperimentalData(1,:);
UsedCountRates = ExperimentalData(2,:);
RowsInPlay = zeros(1, size(Pressures,2));
for index = 1:size(UsedPressures,2)
for index2 = 1:size(Pressures,2)
RowsInPlay(index2) = RowsInPlay(index2) +
(round(10*UsedPressures(index))==round(10*(Pressures(index2))));
end
end
end
%% Trim the Matrix to Size
Energies = load('Energies');
TotalEnergies = size(Energies,2);
ResponseMatrix = load('ResponseMatrix2');
TrimmedResponseMatrix = ResponseMatrix((RowsInPlay==1), :);
UsedEnergies = (sum(TrimmedResponseMatrix)>0);
TrimmedResponseMatrix = TrimmedResponseMatrix(:,UsedEnergies);
TrimmedEnergies = Energies(UsedEnergies);
%% Perform the Unfolding BON Unfolding Code

Section omitted due to Radiation Safety Information Computational
Center (RSICC) restrictions. Available upon request after obtaining a
RSICC license for BON

%% Choose Which Spectrum to Compare to
choice = questdlg('Which Spectrum Would You Like Displayed as a Comparison?', 'Menu',
'Cf', 'PuBe', 'None', 'Cf');
E2 = zeros(1, max(size(E))+1);
for index = 1: max(size(E))
E2(index+1) = E(index);
end
counter = 0;
for index1 = 3:max(size(E2))-1
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for index2 = 1:2
counter = counter+1;
XarrayBON(counter) = E2(index1+index2-1);
if (SP(index)>0)
YarrayBON(counter) = SP(index1)/2;
else
YarrayBON(counter) = 0;
end
end
end
switch choice
case 'Cf'
Cf = load('CfSpectrum');
CfX = zeros(1, max(size(Cf))+1);
for index = 1:max(size(Cf));
CfX(index+1) = Cf(index,1);
end
CfY = Cf(:,2);
counter = 0;
for index1 = 1:max(size(CfY))
for index2 = 1:2
if(CfX(index1+index2-1)>E2(3))
counter = counter+1;
XarrayCf(counter) = CfX(index1+index2-1);
YarrayCf(counter) = CfY(index1);
end
end
end
%re-bin Cf
CfRebinX = E2;
CfRebinY = zeros(1,max(size(E2)));
index1 = 1;
index2 = 2;
while (index2< max(size(CfX))&&(index1<max(size(E2))))
if (CfRebinX(index1) < CfX(index2))
CfRebinY(index1) = CfRebinY(index1)+CfY(index2)*(CfRebinX(index1)CfX(index2-1))/(CfX(index2)-CfX(index2-1));
CfRebinY(index1+1) = CfY(index2)*(CfX(index2)CfRebinX(index1))/(CfX(index2)-CfX(index2-1));
index1 = index1+1;
index2 = index2+1;
else
CfRebinY(index1) = CfRebinY(index1)+CfY(index2);
index2 = index2+1;
end
end
counter = 0;
for index1 = 1:max(size(CfRebinY))-1
for index2 = 1:2
counter = counter+1;
CfRebinXArray(counter) = CfRebinX(index1+index2-1);
CfRebinYArray(counter) = CfRebinY(index1);
end
end
GreenCounts = sum(YarrayBON);
RedCounts = 0;
BlueCounts = sum(CfRebinYArray(5:max(size(CfRebinXArray))));
for index = 1: max(size(XarrayCf))
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if
((XarrayCf(index)>XarrayBON(1))&&(XarrayCf(index)<XarrayBON(max(size(XarrayBON)))))
RedCounts = RedCounts+YarrayCf(index);
end
end
Ratio1 = GreenCounts*(E2(3)-E2(2))/(RedCounts*(CfX(3)-CfX(2)));
YarrayCf = YarrayCf*Ratio1;
Ratio2 = GreenCounts*(E2(3)-E2(2))/(BlueCounts*(CfRebinXArray(4)CfRebinXArray(3)));
CfRebinYArray = CfRebinYArray*Ratio2;

figure
hold on
plot(XarrayBON, YarrayBON, 'g', 'LineWidth', 2);
%plot(XarrayCf, YarrayCf, 'r');
plot(CfRebinXArray(5:max(size(CfRebinXArray))),CfRebinYArray(5:max(size(CfRebinXArray))),
'b', 'LineWidth', 2)
xlabel('Energy (MeV)');
ylabel('Relative Response')
%legend('Unfolded Result','Cf','Rebinned Cf ');
legend('Unfolded Result','Cf ');
resid = sum((YarrayBON-5:max(size(CfRebinXArray))).^2/GreenCounts)
case 'PuBe'
Sources4c = load('PuBeSpectrum');
Sources4cX = zeros(1, max(size(Sources4c))+1);
for index = 1:max(size(Sources4c));
Sources4cX(index+1) = Sources4c(index,1);
end
Sources4cY = Sources4c(:,2);
counter = 0;
for index1 = 1:max(size(Sources4cY))
for index2 = 1:2
if(Sources4cX(index1+index2-1)>2.6087)
counter = counter+1;
XarraySources4c(counter) = Sources4cX(index1+index2-1);
YarraySources4c(counter) = Sources4cY(index1);
end
end
end
%re-bin Sources4c
SourcesRebinX = E2;
SourcesRebinY = zeros(1,max(size(E2)));
index1 = 1;
index2 = 2;
while (index2< max(size(Sources4cX))&&(index1<max(size(E2))))
if (SourcesRebinX(index1) < Sources4cX(index2))
SourcesRebinY(index1) =
SourcesRebinY(index1)+Sources4cY(index2)*(SourcesRebinX(index1)-Sources4cX(index21))/(Sources4cX(index2)-Sources4cX(index2-1));
SourcesRebinY(index1+1) = Sources4cY(index2)*(Sources4cX(index2)SourcesRebinX(index1))/(Sources4cX(index2)-Sources4cX(index2-1));
index1 = index1+1;
index2 = index2+1;
else
SourcesRebinY(index1) = SourcesRebinY(index1)+Sources4cY(index2);
index2 = index2+1;
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end
end
counter = 0;
for index1 = 1:max(size(SourcesRebinY))-1
for index2 = 1:2
counter = counter+1;
SourcesRebinXArray(counter) = SourcesRebinX(index1+index2-1);
SourcesRebinYArray(counter) = SourcesRebinY(index1);
end
end
GreenCounts = sum(YarrayBON);
RedCounts = 0;
BlueCounts = sum(SourcesRebinYArray(4:max(size(SourcesRebinXArray)))-4);
for index = 1: max(size(XarraySources4c))
if
((XarraySources4c(index)>XarrayBON(1))&&(XarraySources4c(index)<XarrayBON(max(size(Xarray
BON)))))
RedCounts = RedCounts+YarraySources4c(index);
end
end
Ratio1 = GreenCounts*(E2(3)-E2(2))/(RedCounts*(Sources4cX(3)-Sources4cX(2)));
YarraySources4c = YarraySources4c*Ratio1;
Ratio2 = GreenCounts*(E2(3)-E2(2))/(BlueCounts*(SourcesRebinXArray(4)SourcesRebinXArray(3)));
SourcesRebinYArray = SourcesRebinYArray*Ratio2;
%%
figure
hold on
plot(XarrayBON, YarrayBON, 'g', 'LineWidth', 2);
%plot(XarraySources4c, YarraySources4c, 'r');
plot(SourcesRebinXArray(4:max(size(SourcesRebinXArray))),SourcesRebinYArray(4:max(size(So
urcesRebinXArray))),'b', 'LineWidth', 2)
xlabel('Energy (MeV)');
ylabel('Relative Response')
legend('Unfolded Result','PuBe');
case 'None'
figure
hold on
plot(XarrayBON, YarrayBON, 'g', 'LineWidth', 2);
xlabel('Energy (MeV)');
ylabel('Relative Response')
end
%% Plot Parameters
%
set(gca, 'XScale', 'linear')
set(gca, 'YScale', 'linear')
set(gca, 'ZScale', 'linear')
set(gca,
set(gca,
set(gca,
set(gca,
set(gca,
set(gca,

'XMinorTick', 'on')
'YMinorTick', 'on')
'XGrid', 'off')
'YGrid', 'off')
'ZGrid', 'off')
'GridLineStyle', '-')

set(gca,'Position',[0.15 0.2 .7 .7])
set(gca, 'TickLength', [0.02 0.02])
set(gca, 'LineWidth', 1)
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set(gca,
set(gca,
set(gca,
set(gca,
set(gca,

'FontName', 'Times')
'FontSize', 12)
'FontWeight', 'bold')
'Box', 'on')
'LineWidth', 2)
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Abstract— Purdue University is developing novel, multipurpose tension metastable fluid nuclear particle detectors
(TMFDs) by which multiple types of nuclear particles can
be detected with high (90%+)
intrinsic efficiency,
spectroscopic capability, rapid response, large standoff and
significant cost-savings compared with state-of-the-art
systems. This paper presents uses of these novel detector
systems for neutron spectroscopy in the thermal to fast
energy range. The framework is based on combination of
the unique attributes of the TMFD with the well-known
principle of the “Bonner sphere” technique that is based on
spectrum unfolding. The first stage of this work produced a
generalized method to allow conventional thermal neutron
detector response matrices to be formulated through MonteCarlo code based calculation for general 3-D
configurations such that one does not need to depend on
expensive spherical Bonner spheres. Also presented are
results of studies characterizing and quantifying the
environmental effects on energy dependent flux. Finally, an
analysis is done to determine the necessary steps to apply
and adapt these advances to TMFD technology.
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1. Introduction
The current global security and nuclear proliferation climate
has introduced a need for game-changing neutron
spectrometry to fill niches that cannot be addressed by
currently available technology. Two such niches that this
project aims to address are the real time monitoring of waste
streams and the real time monitoring of ports. Monitoring
of spent fuel reprocessing streams is an application that
requires a real-time spectrometer rather than a simple
particle detector. For instance, if 239Pu has been diverted
from a stream it is extremely difficult if not impossible to
notice a change in activity in the flow since the radioactivity

background from the mixed fission product-cum-actinide
material will stay more or less the same as the 239Pu will be
replaced with radioactive Uranium or other elements in the
sample. However, it is much more realistic to notice a
change in the number of neutrons of a specific energy and
multiplicity that is specifically characteristic of 239Pu
changing due to diversion. For the real time monitoring of
ports it is also extremely desirable to have neutron detectors
with spectroscopic and directionality capabilities that are of
high intrinsic efficiency, with gamma photon insensitivity,
and which provide acceptably low false-positives, e.g., from
the well known “ship effect” arising from cosmic
interference. Therefore, it is highly desirable to have
reliable, low-cost neutron spectroscopic capability so that
radiation source can be identified and classified as
hazardous or benign rather than the alternative of simply
knowing that radiation is present and possibly knowing its
intensity.
Purdue University is developing novel, multi-purpose
nuclear particle detectors [1,2] based on the principles
related to tension metastability by which various types of
nuclear particles can be detected. Briefly, a liquid in a
tension metastability fluid detector (TMFD) becomes
sensitive to radiation, for example neutrons, when the
metastable liquid is in a sub-zero (i.e., below vacuum
pressure) fluid state. Particle interactions in TMFDs result
in audible, visible bubble bursts that can not only be heard
and seen by the naked eye, but also be recorded and
analyzed using conventional electronic counting-analyzer
systems. The degree of metastability can be correlated to
radiation energy type (e.g., alphas, fission products,
neutrons, photons) deposition and the response time to
radiation intensity when other variables are kept constant.
In development are both the centrifugal and acoustic
systems. The centrifugal system, hereafter CTMFD, brings
the fluid to a metastable state by using the centrifugal force
principle to induce tension metastability (Fig. 1); whereas,
the acoustic system, hereafter ATMFD, puts the fluid in a
metastable state with the rarefactions of an oscillating
pressure field which is induced with coupled piezoelectric
drivers [1].
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The response matrix for the tensioned metastable detectors
will be composed of the relation between neutron flux and
event occurrence frequency as noted from Eq. 1. The
matrix can be determined in several ways but is generally
done with a series of monoenergetic neutron fluxes
generated by an accelerator or with Monte-Carlo nuclear
particle transport code systems, such as the well-known
MCNP5 code [4] (the choice selected for all studies
presented in this paper).
Fig. 1: Centrifugally Tensioned Metastable
Fluid Detector [1,2]
This paper presents development efforts related to use of
these novel detector systems for enabling neutron
spectroscopy. The approach that was taken is based on
adapting the underlying principle of the “Bonner spheres”
technique.
Bonner spheres are a series of polyethylene spheres that
cover a thermal neutron detector [3]. In a conventional
thermal neutron detector using LiI or BF3, the first step of
the technique is to expose the neutron detector to an external
neutron source for which the neutron energy spectrum is
unknown. This is done repeatedly with a different amount
of paraffin shielding (occasionally done with Cd to get good
resolution of the thermal neutron region or with Pb to get
better resolution in the MeV neutron energies). From the
information the detector records for each run, the dissimilar
detection pulses are employed to separate recorded counts
as being either due to interactions from neutrons or gamma
photons. The neutron count information is combined with
the "Response Matrix" of the system which contains
information about the relationship between flux intensity
and detector response. Using a technique called unfolding
by which inverse problems are solved, a variety of computer
codes can determine the spectrum of the unknown neutron
source. As such, neutron spectrometry is conducted using
the following matrix-based equation:
[D]Nx1= [RM]NxM x [NS]Mx1

(1)

where,
[D]
= Detector response (Nx1 vector of measured
counts at each of N different moderator thicknesses)
[RM]

=

Response matrix (NxM)

[NS]
=
Incoming neutron spectrum (Mx1 vector of
counts in each of M energy bins).
2. Establishing Response Matrix

An MCNP model involves calculations for a given detectorcum-source geometry. A separate MCNP model must be
created for each of a series of monoenergetic sources that
will compose the energy bins of the response matrix. Each
monoenergetic neutron energy based code calculation must
be run for each of the moderation geometries to be used.
Once completed, the tally that constitutes detector response
(for instance, a multiplier tally that searches for and catalogs
(n, alpha) reactions for a LiI detector) is gathered from each
model and as such, makes up the appropriate response
matrix entries.
Fig. 2 shows a sample graphical representation of a response
matrix for a LiI detector surrounded with various
thicknesses of high-density polyethylene spheres. Each
curve represents the relative number of counts taken by a
detector covered by a sphere with the given radius of
polyethylene for a variety of neutron energies. The log of
the neutron energy is plotted against the response rate for
each of the moderation thicknesses. Response peaks at the
low neutron energies for the spheres with smaller diameter
because fewer of these low energy neutrons are scattered
away by the relatively smaller amount of moderating
material. Response peaks at high neutron energies for
spheres with larger diameters because the relatively larger
amount of material is more efficient at reducing the energy
of the incident neutrons causing an increase in detection
probability due to the logarithmically increasing neutron
absorption cross-section with reduced neutron energy [5].
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Fig. 2: MCNP5 generated response matrix for
a LiI detector in “spherical” geometry (Fig 4)
Contrary to conventional LiI and BF3 thermal neutron
detector designs, the CTMFD and ATMFD systems are not
amenable to being engulfed in spherical polyethylene balls.
However, in order to realistically detect neutrons using the
(n,) reactions, the neutrons must be down scattered in
energy with hydrogenous materials. The solution to this
problem was to pursue non-conventional moderating
geometries. This process required the production of new
response matrices which were constructed using MCNP5.
The first non-“spherical” moderating geometry attempted
was the “rectangular” geometry in which 4” by 8” blocks of
varying thickness polyethylene were placed between the
detector and the source as shown in Fig. 3. The same
method of MCNP analysis was carried out for the
“rectangular” geometry and the following response matrix
was obtained for a LiI detector. The response curves for
“rectangular” geometry (Fig. 5) are rather similar to those of
the “spherical” geometry (Fig. 2) for small and moderate
amounts of shielding. However, at the higher amounts of
shielding where many more down-scattering events must
take place before detection the “rectangular” moderator
configuration geometry is less efficient at back-scattering
neutrons to the detector to enable detection.

Fig. 5: MCNP5 generated response matrix for a
LiI detector in “rectangular” geometry (Fig 3)
It was deemed a virtue to be able to construct the
moderating geometries out of polyethylene sheet which is
significantly inexpensive (x 100), compared to the custom
designed Bonner spheres. If a geometry made out of
polyethylene sheet could be found to perform similarly to
the “spherical” geometry, the flexibility and expense to a
laboratory that was charged with performing neutron
spectrometry could be vastly decreased because the need to
buy Bonner spheres is obviated, and furthermore, the
detector shape can be of any type.
Fig. 6 depicts the "Tent" moderator geometry created to
surround the detector. This geometry consists of the same
sized pieces of polyethylene used to form the “rectangular”
geometry shown in Fig. 3, but the pieces are arranged with
four walls and a top enclosing the detector in order to reflect
neutrons towards the detector from multiple sides.

Fig. 6: Schematic of “tent” geometry
3. Validation of MCNP Models

Fig. 3 Schematic of “rectangular” geometry

Fig.4: Schematic of “spherical” geometry

Validating our models was conducted in step-wise fashion.
As a first step, our MCNP-based calculation results for a LiI
detector surrounded with Bonner spheres of various
thicknesses were compared and calibrated against the
already-published results of others [6]. Results of the
comparison are shown in Fig. 7 which shows excellent
agreement except in thermal bins with low energy which
suffer due to simplification of the 3-D geometry.
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Fig. 7: Response matrix of LiI detector in
Bonner Spheres as calculated with MCNP5
and compared to Vega-Carrillo H.R. et al. [6]
For the non-standard geometries, the validation process was
much more difficult since comparable data for “nonspherical” moderator geometries are unavailable. The
“tent” and “rectangular” configurations of Figs. 3 and 6 are
unique and could not be validated against published results
of others. Thus, it was necessary to conduct experiments
with LiI and BF3 detectors in these configurations to
validate the models.
For this experimentation, the
laboratory’s 252Cf spontaneous fission neutron source was
used.
The first and simplest step taken was to make sure the
spectra obtained for different sources were somewhat
distinguishable when moderated with the new moderation
geometry. Since the lab has access to both a 252Cf source as
well as a Pu-Be source, tests were performed with a LiI
detector and the “rectangular” geometry of Fig. 3. Results
are shown in Fig. 8. The 252Cf source (as to be expected)
results in higher counts for smaller moderator thicknesses
because the neutrons that are emitted by this source peak at
~ 0.8 MeV versus ~4 MeV for the Pu-Be source.

Fig. 8: MCNP and experimental data for a LiI
detector and 252Cf source moderated in
“rectangular” geometry (Fig.3(a)).

Fig. 9 shows results of comparison of MCNP predictions
versus actual data for the 252Cf spontaneous fission neutron
source. As noted, except at the lower end of the moderator
thicknesses, the overall shape of the data for counts
collected versus moderator thickness is in close agreement
with predictions. At the lower end of moderator thickness,
the down-scattering effect due to experimental configuration
irregularities becomes important. MCNP-model predicted
more (n,alpha) based counts for lower energy neutrons than
were actually measured – thereby, indicating that the model
was not accurately reflecting all of the 3-D aspects of the
experiment geometrical configuration. (e.g. the stand,
ceiling, flooring, and intricacies of detector components)

Fig. 9: MCNP and experimental data for a LiI
detector and 252Cf source moderated in
“rectangular” geometry (Fig.3).
Due to the significant gamma photon emission of 252Cf, the
counts attributed to gamma photons must be discarded.
Gamma photon interactions result in lower amplitude pulses
compared with pulse heights due to neutron interactions in
LiI or BF3 as seen from Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, the gammabased and neutron-based counts occur in bins 1-67, and 115140, respectively. Counts were generally taken for between
5 and 10 minutes and only the counts from the neutron
section of the plots were used to compare to MCNP
predictions.

Fig.10: Representative output from LiI
detector behind 2.5 inches of polyethylene in
“rectangular” geometry exposed to 252Cf
source
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Working with neutron sources requires biological shielding
and this shielding can have a significant impact on the count
rate of the detector. During the course of the work, it
became apparent that there was a greater sensitivity to the
environment for “rectangular” than for the “spherical”
geometry. In Figs. 11/12, the response of the “spherical”,
“tent”, and “rectangular” geometries have been calculated
with MCNP5 for both an ideal geometry as well as a very
high moderation geometry made of a table with bricks of
paraffin and concrete placed on it (shown in Fig. 13). This
geometry models the lab table where early experiments
were performed before it was discovered that the biological
shielding had a significant impact on the results of the
experiments. For all geometries there is a noticeable
difference with and without the presence of the shielding.
The difference between curves is much smaller with the
“spherical” moderation geometry. Thus, while the “tent”
geometry solves some of the problems of low count rate at
high energies that the “rectangular” geometry had it does
not have the same beneficial properties of environmental
insulation as the “spherical” moderation geometry.

Fig. 13: Schematic of the highly moderating
environment.
5. Selection and Comparison of Unfolding Codes
While the insights of the response curves from Figs. 2, 5, 7,
8, 9, 11, and 12 are valuable, the ultimate goal of a
spectrometry system is to give the neutron source energy
spectrum. As mentioned earlier, an unfolding algorithm
encoded into a computer code is required for this function.
These codes have been around many years and well-known.
The specific codes chosen for this implementation are BON,
MAXED and GRAVEL.
BON is one of the simplest codes available, which uses an
unfolding algorithm based on an iterative procedure that
converges on the least squares solution [7]. This code is
selected for the simplicity of the algorithm as well as the
ability to create unbiased if also high variance solutions. An
example of a BON unfolding appears in Fig. 14.
The
smooth curve in Fig. 14 represents the well-known Watt
fission spectrum for neutrons emitted from a spontaneously
fissioning 252Cf source. The other curve represents the BON
solution spectrum when given data created with MCNP for
the response matrix and detector response for a LiI detector
in a “rectangular” configuration as discussed earlier in Fig.
3. The results show good fidelity for the fast energy bins
and less fidelity in the thermal energy bins.

Figs. 11/12: MCNP5 results for proposed
geometries in ideal and high moderating
environments (Fig. 8) with various thicknesses
and various incident neutron energies.

Fig. 14: Bon unfolding done on MCNP5
generated data and response matrix for LiI
detector in “rectangular” geometry
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Two other codes assessed were the MAXED and GRAVEL
codes [8]. Both of these codes use a priori information
about the spectrum in addition to the response matrix and
the response to the flux in question. The MAXED code
obtains its solution based on maximum entropy methods
whereas the GRAVEL code uses iterative methods. These
codes were selected because of their ability to deal with
some of the spectra that the BON code struggled with as
well as the IQU package that came with them that
propagates the error and gives the certainty of the output
spectrum. Unlike the BON code, the MAXED and
GRAVEL codes require a prior information or “guess”
spectrum. The guess spectrum is important to the final
answer that is eventually selected. Fig. 15 was produced by
GRAVEL when given the input data from the BF3 detector
in the “rectangular” geometry. The bad a priori information
curve is the program output when a flat line is put in as the
guess spectrum and the good a priroi information curve is
the program output when the Watt Spectrum is put in as the
guess spectrum. Nevertheless, even with bad a priori
information, the result is very close for the relatively more
important bins in the higher energy range.

negative pressure increases the percentage of neutrons that
produce effective collisions and lowers the wait time.
For the curve with the paraffin, it can be assumed that
virtually all of the neutrons are down-scattered to the eV
range, after scattering through 8" of paraffin. Thus, there is
a distinct range of negative pressures where the alpha
particles from the 10B (n, ) reactions become effective at
creating detection events and there is a very sharp decrease
in waiting time as all of these reactions start causing the
onset of rapidly (within nanoseconds) forming and growing
cavitation nuclei in the fluid.
These curves demonstrate that the principle of correlating
waiting time to negative pressure and neutron flux intensity
has been proven. Thus, there is a practical possibility to use
a thermal neutron approach of down-scattering neutrons to
the sub-eV range, detecting via (n,) reaction and
unfolding the result with BON, MAXED and/or GRAVEL.

Fig. 16: Waiting time curves for Trimethyl Borate filled detector [2]

Fig. 15: GRAVEL unfolding for MCNP5
generated counts and response matrix for BF3
detector in “rectangular” geometry with 252Cf
source. Shown are GRAVEL unfoldings with
two different qualities of a priori information
and the true Watt fission spectrum.
6. Application to TMFD
Fig. 16 [2] shows several curves for the waiting time
response of the CTMFD (with trimethyl borate as the
metastable detector liquid) when it is exposed to different
neutron fluxes from an isotope source. The first curve is for
the source 4" away, the second is for a source 20" away, the
third is for a source 20" away with 8" of paraffin between
the source and the detector, and the fourth is for a source
100" away. For the curves without paraffin, increasing the

When it comes to the actual application of spectrometry
techniques to our novel CTMFD system and getting
meaningful data, there are many options that are worth
exploring that simply don't exist with traditional thermal
neutron detectors. There are a number of flexibilities and
options that can be relied upon to influence the count rate
obtained by the CTMFD which are unique to this system.
7. Summary and Conclusions
7.1_Conventional_LiI,_BF3,_3He_Detectors — The MCNPmodel based approach together with unfolding codes such
as BON, MAXED and GRAVEL has been shown to provide
incoming neutron energy spectral information not just for
the convnentional “spherical” moderator geometries, but
also for “non-spherical” geometrical configurations. This
result now offers the community a powerful means for
deriving neutron spectral information with use of relatively
inexpensive (as much as 100 times less) moderator sheets of
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varying thickness compared with use of specially machined
Bonner spheres. The validation exercises have proven
successful when compared with past computations of others
in “spherical” geometry, and thereafter, also against direct
experimental data obtained with 252Cf and Pu-Be isotope
neutron
sourcess
in
“non-spherical”
moderator
configurations. It was clear that, for “non-spherical”
geometries, it is even more important to model the full 3-D
aspects of the system than with conventional “spherical”
moderation.

State of Indiana. Assistance provided by Jeffrey Webster is
acknowledged.

A new, somewhat optimized moderation geometry has been
introduced in the form of the “tent” configuration. More
experimental work is yet planned in order to be able to
derive confidence in the MCNP-model based approach's
ability to enable optimal results for spectrum definition for
any field situation and to extend its use to the TMFD class
of detectors.

[3] R. S. Sanna, “A Manual for BON: A Code for Unfolding
Multisphere Spectrometer Neutron Measurements,” EML394 (August 1981)

7.2_CTMFD — It has already been demonstrated that the
waiting time for detection depends on the source intensity
for a CTMFD filled with a borated liquid. The negative
pressure vs. particle energy characteristics of the system
have been confirmed as well. As such, a direct analogy
exists with conventional thermal neutron detectors like LiI
and BF3. The afore-mentioned framework provides the
platform for adapting the CTMFD system for efficiently
providing incoming neutron spectral information at
significantly lower cost and time.
7.3_ATMFD — The ATMFD system permits the user to
tailor the volume of sensitivity to neutrons at will. As a
consequence, the same ATMFD volume can be induced to
provide for differing levels of “self” moderation of
incoming neutrons. Such an approach may completely
dispense with the need to position moderator blocks external
to the detector. The time and rate of detection of neutrons
may now be used as an indicator of neutron response with
on-demand tunable variation of moderation – information
fed into an algorithm within several seconds to minutes for
deriving close-to-real time information of incoming neutron
source spectral characteristics, and as such, it’s true
identification..
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Abstract
This paper (constituting Part A) describes the transformational Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector (TMFD)
based method for “passive” detection of Special Nuclear Materials (SNMs) as related to nuclear security.
Purdue University is developing novel, multi-purpose tension metastable fluid nuclear particle detectors by
which multiple types of nuclear particles can be detected with high (90%+) intrinsic efficiency, spectroscopic
capability, directional information, rapid response, large standoff and significant cost-savings compared with
state-of-the-art systems. This paper focuses specifically on recent advances in the use of these novel detector
systems for neutron spectroscopy. These techniques will then be discussed and evaluated in the context of
area monitoring in waste processing applications with a focus on passive monitoring of radioactive source
particles from SNMs. The companion paper (Part B) addresses TMFD technology as it pertains to active interrogation.
Keywords: Neutron Detection, Metastable, CTMFD, ATMFD, Spectrometry, Unfolding

1. Introduction
The current global security and nuclear proliferation climate has introduced a need for game-changing detectors
to fill specific needs in the global security landscape [1].
Two of the most pressing needs are for real time monitoring of ports and monitoring of spent fuel reprocessing
facilities.
For the vast majority of situations that require real
time monitoring, unless the SNM in question is cleverly
masked so that tell-tale nuclear emission signatures, especially neutrons from spontaneous fission are not readily available for scanning, passive detector systems are
relied upon. In a variety of situations pertaining to nuclear security (e.g., scanning baggage at various points of
transfer, safeguards-related assays and material balances,
as well as for monitoring for Pu-based isotopes in spent
nuclear fuel reprocessing systems) it is especially, and
extremely desirable to have access to passive neutron
detectors with spectroscopic and directionality capabilities that are of high intrinsic efficiency, with gamma
photon insensitivity (a feature of interest also for active
interrogation), and which provide acceptably low falseCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

positives, e.g., from the well-known “ship effect” arising
from cosmic particle-related interference radiation, in
order to successfully detect and interdict SNM material
being smuggled in shipping containers.
Monitoring of spent fuel reprocessing streams [2,3] is
another application that requires transformational advances in detector technology. In the current technological climate there is a clear and present fear that diversion
(particularly of Pu isotopes) could be done (in the 8+ kg
range from large processed inventories in the 1,000+kg/y
range) without detection. Stopping such an attack requires advanced real-time monitoring passive detection
techniques for material accountability. The envisaged
safeguard techniques employ metastable fluid detectors
equipped with neutron spectrometry as area monitors as
well as complementary systems composed of metastable
fluid detectors fed material by sipping techniques and
employing alpha spectrometry to monitor the waste
streams directly. In such an environment gamma insensitivity is of paramount importance as the fluence of gammas is enough to blind commonly used detectors (e.g.,
He-3, LiI, BF3 or NE-213) that are even partially sensitive to them [4]. Material accountability in this environWJNST
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ment specifically requires spectrometry because noticing
changes in overall radioactivity is more difficult than noticing changes in the select characteristic emissions from
the specific isotopes of interest.
Briefly [5,6] a liquid in a tension metastability fluid
detector (TMFD) becomes sensitive to radiation, for example neutrons, when the metastable liquid is in a subzero (i.e., below vacuum pressure) fluid state. Particle
interactions in TMFDs result in audible, visible bubble
bursts that can not only be heard and seen by the naked
eye, but also be recorded and analyzed using conventional electronic counting-analyzer systems. It will be
shown that the degree of metastability can be correlated
to radiation type, (e.g., alphas, fission products, neutrons,
photons) energy, and to the desired response time when
other variables are kept constant.
In development are both the centrifugal and acoustic
systems. The centrifugal system, hereafter CTMFD, brings the fluid to a tension metastable state by using the
centrifugal force principle using the apparatus configuration shown in Figure 1; whereas, the acoustic system,
hereafter ATMFD, puts the fluid in a metastable state
with the rarefactions of an oscillating pressure field which is induced with coupled piezoelectric drivers Figure
2 [7].

2. Conventional Neutron Spectroscopy
Techniques
The approach for TMFD spectroscopy was adapted from
the well-known [8] techniques that were developed for
spectroscopy for use with conventional thermal neutron
detectors. One of the most prevalent techniques uses
“Bonner spheres”. Bonner spheres are a series of polyethylene spheres that cover a thermal neutron detector
[9]. The polyethylene in the spheres is designed to scatter
and moderate neutrons from the MeV to the eV range.
As the radius of the sphere becomes larger, neutrons
from high energies are more likely to scatter down to
lower energies where the detector has a very high efficiency for them. On the other hand, neutrons from very
low energies will be more likely to scatter away without
reaching the detector. Thermal neutron detectors such as
LiI or BF3 detectors are exposed to the unknown neutron
source repeatedly while inside a Bonner sphere of each
radius (occasionally also done using Cd to get good
resolution of the thermal neutron region or Pb to get better resolution in the MeV neutron energies). Using the
information the detector records for each run, the neutron
count information is combined with the “Response Matrix” of the system which contains information about the
relationship between flux intensity and detector response.
Using a technique called unfolding by which inverse
problems are solved, a variety of algorithms can be used
to determine the spectrum of the unknown neutron source. Put simply:

 DR Nx1   RM NxM   NSMx1

Figure 1. Centrifugally Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector (CTMFD) [14].

Figure 2. Acoustically Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector
(ATMFD) [16].
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

(1)

[DR] = Detector response (Nx1 vector of measured
counts at each of N different moderator thicknesses),
[RM] = Response matrix (NxM),
[NS] = Incoming neutron spectrum (Mx1 vector of counts in each of M energy bins).

3. Establishing the Response Matrix via
MCNP
Often the response matrix of a Bonner sphere system is
determined experimentally by subjecting the system to a
series of monoenergetic neutron sources. The well-established Monte-Carlo based nuclear particle transport
code MCNP [10] allows such an assessment to be done
without the need for expensive experimentation in order
to find the response matrix.
In order to perform the MCNP-based assessment to
represent the assessment via actual experimentation, a
MCNP model must be created for each detector-moderation geometry with a series of (simulated) mono-energetic neutron sources. Once completed, the detector reWJNST
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sponse (for instance, a multiplier tally that searches for
and catalogs (n, alpha) reactions for a LiI detector) is
gathered from each model in order to construct the response matrix.
Figure 3 shows a sample graphical representation of a
response matrix for a LiI detector surrounded with various thicknesses of high-density polyethylene spheres.
Each curve represents the relative number of counts taken by a detector covered by a sphere with the given
radius of polyethylene across all neutron energies in semi-log scale. Response peaks at the low neutron energies
for the spheres with smaller diameter because fewer of
these low energy neutrons are scattered away by the relatively smaller amount of moderating material. Response
peaks are noted at high neutron energies for spheres with
larger diameters because the relatively larger amount of
material is more efficient at reducing the energy of the
incident neutrons causing an increase in detection probability due to the logarithmically increasing neutron absorption cross-section with reduced neutron energy [8].
To remain consistent with the past usage, dimensions of
moderators are presented in inches.
MCNP modeling has been shown to find Bonner sphere response matrices to within acceptable tolerance by
Vega-Carrillo H. R. et al. [11]; however, seldom have
studies been done to assess the possibility of performing
such spectroscopy with non-spherical moderation geometries. For thermal neutron detectors the creation and
validation of non-spherical geometries is practically significant and interesting because it could allow one to
create custom moderation geometries that could be specifically designed to fit into the space available for the
detector while allowing up to a factor of 10-100 times
less expense compared to costs for buying calibrated, spherically cast Bonner spheres.
One seemingly obvious approach for doing spectrometry with TMFD detectors is to use the same type of

polyethylene moderation and do spectrometry in much
the same way as it is done with thermal neutron detectors.
However, contrary to conventional LiI and BF3 thermal
neutron detector designs, the CTMFD and ATMFD systems are not amenable to being engulfed in spherical
polyethylene balls. Therefore the application to TMFD
systems makes the pursuit of non-conventional moderating geometries much more interesting and relevant. The
development of a design framework-cum-protocol with
use of non-spherical moderators was first attempted using
conventional thermal neutron detectors. The first nonspherical moderating geometry attempted was the “rectangular” geometry in which 4" by 8" blocks of varying
thickness polyethylene were placed between the detector
and the source as shown in Figure 4. The same method
of MCNP-based analysis was carried out for the “rectangular” geometry and a response matrix was obtained
for a LiI detector. The response curves for “rectangular”
geometry (Figure 6) are rather similar to those of the
“spherical” geometry (Figure 3) for small and moderate
amounts of shielding. However, for the higher amounts

Figure 3. MCNP5 generated response matrix for a LiI detector in “spherical” geometry (Figure 5).

Figure 6. MCNP5 generated response matrix for a LiI detector in “rectangular” geometry (Figure 3).

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 4. Schematic of “rectangular” geometry.

Figure 5. Schematic of “spherical” geometry.
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of shielding where many more down-scattering events
must take place before detection the “rectangular” moderator configuration geometry is less efficient at scattering neutrons that go past the detector back to where they
can be detected―an issue which was remedied with design of a “Tent” geometry.
Figure 7 depicts the “Tent” moderator geometry created to surround the detector. This geometry consists of
the same sized pieces of polyethylene used to form the
“rectangular” geometry shown in Figure 4, but the pieces are arranged with four walls and a top enclosing the
detector in order to reflect neutrons towards the detector
from multiple sides with the aim to correct the shortcomings of the rectangular geometry.

4. Model Validation
Validating the various MCNP-based models was conducted in step-wise fashion. As a first step, our MCNPbased calculation results for a LiI detector surrounded
with Bonner spheres of various thicknesses were compared and calibrated against the already-published results
of others [11]. Results of the comparison are shown in
Figure 8 which shows excellent agreement except only
in thermal energy bins which suffer somewhat in accuracy due to issues related to the 3-D geometry effects.

For the non-standard geometries, the validation process was much more difficult since comparable data for
non-spherical moderator geometries are unavailable. The
“tent” and “rectangular” configurations of Figure 4 and
7 are unique and could not be validated against results of
others. Thus, it was necessary to conduct experiments with
LiI and BF3 detectors in these configurations to validate
the models. For this experimentation, the laboratory’s 252Cf
spontaneous fission, and PuBe (alpha, n) neutron sources
were used.
The first and simplest step taken was to make sure the
spectra obtained for different sources were distinguishable when moderated with the new moderation geometry.
Using both a 252Cf source as well as a Pu-Be source, tests
were performed with a LiI detector and the “rectangular”
geometry of Figure 4. Results are shown in Figure 9. The
252Cf source (as to be expected) results in higher counts for
smaller moderator thicknesses because the neutrons that are
emitted by this source have a most probable energy of ~ 0.8
MeV versus ~ 4 MeV from the Pu-Be source.
Figure 10 shows results of comparison of MCNP predictions versus actual data for the 252Cf spontaneous fission neutron source. As noted, the overall profile of the
data for counts collected versus moderator thickness is in

Figure 7. Schematic of “tent” geometry.
Figure 9. Experimental data for a LiI detector and 252Cf
/Pu-Be source moderated counts vs thickness in “rectangular” geometry.
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Figure 8. Response matrix of LiI detector in Bonner Spheres as calculated with MCNP5 and compared to VegaCarrillo H. R. et al. [11].

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 10. MCNP and experimental data for a LiI detector
and 252Cf source moderated in “rectangular” geometry (Figure 3).
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close agreement with predictions. Differences indicate
that the model does not (at ~ 0 thickness) accurately reflect all of the 3-D intricacies of the experiment geometrical configuration. (e.g., the stand, ceiling, flooring, and
intricacies of detector components).
Due to the significant gamma photon emission of 252Cf,
part of neutron data acquisition is associated with discriminating the counts attributed to gamma photons. Gamma photon interactions result in lower amplitude pulses in
thermal neutron detectors compared with pulse heights
due to neutron interactions in LiI or BF3 as seen from
Figure 11. In Figure 11, the gamma-based and neutronbased counts collected in the multi-channel analyzer (MC
A) are shown to occur in channels 1-67, and 115-140, respectively. Counts were generally taken for between 5 and
10 minutes and only the counts from the neutron section
of the plots were used to compare with the MCNP predictions. The energy released in the (n, alpha) reaction of
a LiI detector is large and such detectors are typically
quite good at separation of neutrons and gammas. Liquid
Scintillation detectors provide much smaller differences
in pulse heights and therefore discriminate via the
amount of time that it takes the light pulse to dissipate.
Discrimination is at best 95% effective and much less in
a high gamma field. TMFD detectors are gamma insensitive and therefore need not undergo any penalty for separation of counts from neutrons and gammas.
Working with neutron sources requires biological shielding and this shielding can have a significant impact on
the count rate of the detector. During the course of the
work, it became apparent that there was a greater sensitivity to the environment for “rectangular” than for the
“spherical” geometry. In Figure 13, the response of the
“spherical”, “tent”, and “rectangular” geometries have
been calculated with MCNP5 for both an ideal geometry
as well as a very high moderation geometry made of a
table with bricks of paraffin and concrete placed on it
(shown in Figure 12). This geometry models the lab
table where early experiments were performed before it

Figure 11. Representative output from LiI detector behind
2.5 inches of polyethylene in “rectangular” geometry exposed to 252Cf.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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Figure 12. Schematic of the highly moderating environment.

was discovered that the biological shielding had a significant impact on the results of the experiments. For all
geometries there is a noticeable difference with and without the presence of the shielding. The difference between
curves is much smaller with the “spherical” moderation
geometry. Thus, while the “tent” geometry solves some
of the problems of low count rate at high energies that
the “rectangular” geometry had it does not have all of the
same beneficial properties of environmental insulation as
the “spherical” moderation geometry.

5. Selection and Comparison of Unfolding
Codes
While the insights of the response curves from Figures 3,
6, 8, 9, 10 and 13 are valuable, the ultimate goal of a
spectrometry system is to give the neutron source energy
spectrum. As mentioned earlier, an unfolding algorithm
embodied in a computer code is required for this function.
There are several codes that have been developed specifically for Bonner spheres and, in fact, contain common experimentally derived response matrices for common systems as part of the package. The specific codes
chosen for this implementation are BON [9], MAXED
[12] and GRAVEL [12].
BON is one of the simplest codes available, which
uses an unfolding algorithm based on an iterative procedure that converges on the least squares solution [13].
This code is selected for the simplicity of the algorithm
as well as the ability to create unbiased if also high variance solutions. An example of a BON unfolding appears
in Figure 14. The smooth curve in Figure 14 represents
the well-known Watt fission spectrum for neutrons emitted from a spontaneously fissioning 252Cf source. The other curve represents the BON solution spectrum when given data created with MCNP for the response matrix and
detector response for a LiI detector in a “rectangular”
configuration as discussed earlier in Figure 3. The results are rather accurate for the fast energy bins and
somewhat less accurate in the thermal energy bins.
Two other codes assessed were the MAXED and GRAVEL codes [12]. Both of these codes use a priori information about the spectrum in addition to the response matrix and the response to the flux in question. The MAXED code obtains its solution based on maximum entropy
WJNST
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Figure 13. MCNP5 results for proposed geometries in ideal and high moderating environments (Figure 8) with various
thicknesses and various incident neutron energies.

methods whereas the GRAVEL code uses iterative
methods. These codes were selected because of their ability to deal with some of the spectra that the BON code
struggled with as well as the IQU package which came
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

with them that propagates the error and gives the certainty of the output spectrum. Unlike the BON code, the MAXED and GRAVEL codes require a prior information or
“guess” spectrum. The guess spectrum is important to the
WJNST
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Figure 15. GRAVEL unfolding for MCNP5 generated counts
and response matrix for BF3 detector in “rectangular”
geometry with 252Cf source. Shown are GRAVEL unfoldings with two different qualities of a priori information and
the true Watt fission spectrum.

Figure 14. Bon unfolding done on MCNP5 generated data
and response matrix for LiI detector in “rectangular”
geometry.

final answer that is eventually selected. Figure 15 was
produced by using the GRAVEL code when given the
input data from the BF3 detector in the “rectangular”
geometry. The bad a priori information curve is the program output when a flat line is put in as the guess spectrum and the good a priroi information curve is the program output when the Watt Spectrum is put in as the
guess spectrum. Nevertheless, even with bad a priori
information, the result is very close for the relatively
more important bins in the higher energy range (i.e.,
above 0.01 MeV).

6. Application to TMFD
TMFD spectroscopy has the potential to revolutionize
the field of spectroscopic detectors: the TMFD’s extremely high intrinsic efficiency makes the detectors
ideal for low fluence scenarios, commonplace in passive
interrogation; the complete gamma blindness [3,6] makes
these detectors ideal for the high-background environment of a reprocessing stream, and the drive amplitude
modification of the detector response function makes
data acquisition much simpler.

6.1. Moderation Based Spectroscopy
Figure 16 [14] shows several curves for the waiting time
response of the CTMFD (with trimethyl-borate as the
metastable detector liquid) when it is exposed to different
neutron fluxes from an isotope source. The first curve is
for the source 4 “away, the second is for a source 20” away,
the third is for a source 20 “away with 8” of paraffin

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 16. Waiting time curves for Trimethyl-Borate filled
detector [14].

shielding between the source and the detector, and the
fourth is for a source 100” away. For the curves without
paraffin shielding, increasing the negative pressure increases the percentage of neutrons that produce effective
collisions and lowers the wait time.
For the curve with the paraffin shield, it can be assumed that virtually all of the neutrons are down-scattered to the eV range, after scattering through 8" of paraffin. Thus, there is a distinct range of negative pressures
where the alpha particles from the 10B (n) reactions become effective at creating detection events and there is a
very sharp decrease in waiting time as all of these reactions start causing the onset of rapidly (within nanoseconds) forming and growing cavitation nuclei in the fluid.
These curves demonstrate that the principle of correlating waiting time to negative pressure and neutron flux
intensity has been proven. Thus, there is a practical possibility to use a thermal neutron approach of down-scattering neutrons to the sub-eV range, detecting via (n)
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reaction and unfolding the result with BON, MAXED
and/or GRAVEL.

6.2. CTMFDs Speed Based Spectroscopy
Rather than introducing a moderating material in order to
change the neutron sensitivity of the TMFD system, it is
excitingly possible to change on demand, the amount of
negative pressure being applied and thus change the sensitivity of the system to various energies of neutrons.
Because bubble nucleation requires a minimum amount
of energy in order to proceed, only neutrons above a
threshold will be able to cause detection events and those
near/below the threshold will do so with very low probability.
Because of this effect, neutron fluences with different
energy spectra cause detection events at different rates
when the detector is brought to different negative pressures. Figure 17 shows the different responses of a R113 filled CTMFD to various neutron spectra.
Different working fluids will respond to neutrons at
very different negative pressures. Cavitation thresholds
with fluids impinged by PuBe neutrons are anywhere between 1 and 12 bar for most organic fluids.
Data obtained from the same detector at different levels of metastability could be unfolded to find the neutron
spectrum in much the same way that data from different
moderation geometries can be used.

6.3. Drive Amplitude Based Spectroscopy
Especially in the ATMFD, and to some lesser degree in
the CTMFD, the amount of energy used for achieving
the desired tension metastable state will change the volume that becomes sensitive to neutrons. Because the detectors are filled with fluid that is designed to scatter
neutrons and remove large portions of the neutron energy,
there will be a change in the spectrum that reaches the
sensitive portion of the detector when there is a change
in drive power. This change increases the amount of
spectroscopic information that is available while changing metastable states of the detector.

6.4. Theoretical Response Matrix Calculation
Because providing monoenergetic neutron sources is both difficult and prohibitively expensive, it is desirable to
be able to determine the response matrix of a TMFD using Monte Carlo methods much like what was done for
the thermal neutron detectors using Bonner Spheres. It is
possible to characterize the geometry and determine the
distribution of energy deposited by neutron scatters. It is
equally possible to know the distribution of negative
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 17. Waiting time curves for a CTMFD with R113 as
the working fluid.

pressure (especially in the CTMFD). Unfortunately, the
physical mechanisms for detection via nucleation in a
sub-zero pressure state within TMFD systems is vastly
more complex than it is in the thermal neutron detectors.
Prevailing theory for bubble nucleation criteria in tensioned metastable states misses the mark by orders of
magnitude [15] making it unsuitable for modeling detector response. Further fundamental studies are underway
to better characterize bubble nucleation parameters, and
thus, to make it possible to determine the response matrix of a TMFD system through first-principles theoretical modeling.

7. Summary and Conclusions
This section presents a summary of the work performed
accompanied with concluding remarks in various subsections.

7.1. Conventional (LiI,_BF3,_3He)_Detector
Based Spectroscopy
The MCNP-model based approach (described in this paper)
together with unfolding codes such as BON, MAXED and
GRAVEL has been shown capable to provide incoming
neutron energy spectral information not just for the conventional “spherical” moderator geometries, but now also
for generalized “non-spherical” geometrical configurations. Using our described procedure, neutron spectral
information can be derived with use of relatively inexpensive (as much as 100 times less) moderator sheets of
varying thickness tailored to the spectrum and the detector rather than specially machined Bonner spheres. The
validation exercises have proven successful when compared with past computations of others in “spherical”
geometry, and thereafter, also against direct experimental
data we obtained with 252Cf and Pu-Be isotope neutron
sourcess in “non-spherical” moderator configurations. It
was clear that, for “non-spherical” geometries, it is even
WJNST
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more important to model the full 3-D aspects of the system than with conventional “spherical” moderation. Finally, a new moderation geometry has been introduced in
the form of the “tent” configuration in order to serve as a
guideline for deriving directly usable results from nonstandard moderation geometries.

7.2. CTMFD Based Spectroscopy
It has already been demonstrated that a CTMFD filled
with borated liquid is sensitive to thermal neutrons in
much the same way as a conventional thermal neutron
detector would be and thus can carry out spectrometry in
much the same way. More excitingly, the negative pressure vs. particle energy characteristics of the system have
been confirmed as well and thus the detector’s sensitivity
to neutrons could be tailored by different operational
modes rather than by moderation-ultimately making for a
much better system, particularly for low flux scenarios.
As such, CTMFD systems may be ideal for port area
monitoring and spectroscopy.
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7.3. ATMFD Based Spectroscopy
The ATMFD system permits the user to tailor the volume of sensitivity to neutrons at will. As a consequence,
the same ATMFD volume can be induced to provide
differing levels of “self” moderation of incoming neutrons. Such an approach completely dispenses with the
need to position moderator blocks external to the detector. There would be significant improvement in detection
time over CTMFD systems, but as a tradeoff, the system
would suffer from a larger (but not insurmountable)
amount of complexity in deriving the response matrix.
This system may be the most desirable for area monitoring of high flux environments such as material accountability of waste spent nuclear fuel processing streams.
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ABSTRACT

pulse from the gamma deposition. In very high gamma
fields, this phenomenon can prevent the detector from ever
being able to detect neutron traces because it is totally
saturated by gamma pulses [1]. For techniques such as
active interrogation (which is often necessary to detect
concealed Plutonium or HEU), detector saturation is a
significant obstacle to making the system effective.

Purdue University is developing novel, multi-purpose
tension metastable fluid nuclear particle detectors (TMFDs)
by which multiple types of nuclear particles can be detected
with high (90%+)
intrinsic efficiency, directional
specificity, spectroscopic capability, rapid response, large
standoff and significant cost-savings compared with stateof-the-art systems. This paper presents uses of these novel
detector systems specifically for neutron detection in the
presence of extreme gamma fields. Various experimental
results are presented in order to illustrate the unique ability
of the TMFDs to discriminate out photon flux in the
presence of neutron or alpha sources. Finally, a
theoretical analysis is performed building upon
experimental data which estimates the ultimate limits for
gamma rejection/discrimination ability to be ~ 10 23 /cc/s.

The novel tension metastable fluid detectors (TMFDs) being
developed by Purdue University are not subject to this
phenomenon. Rather, because of their unique detection
mechanism based on the principles of tension metastability,
the interactions by gamma particles within the sensitive
volume may be ignored when the detector is operating in the
paradigm optimized for neutron and/or alpha detection.
Briefly, the liquid in a tension metastability fluid detector
(TMFD) becomes sensitive to radiation, for example
neutrons, when the liquid in the sensitive volume is
tensioned such that it obtains a sub-zero (below vacuum)
pressure fluid state.
Particle interactions in TMFDs
energetic enough to grow a cavity beyond a critical
threshold result in audible, visible bubble bursts that can be
heard and seen by the naked eye. The high frequency sound
and difference in light attenuation is recorded and analyzed
using conventional electronic counting-analyzer systems to
determine the count rate. The range of energies that the
detector is sensitive to depends both on the degree of
metastability (amount of negative pressure) and the distance
over which the impinging radiation deposits its energy in
the fluid.

1. Introduction
A wide variety of applications in both the scientific and
national security arenas are sorely in need of a detector that
is highly sensitive to neutrons while totally insensitive to
gamma contributions. Two specific applications under
consideration for this work are active photon interrogation
(where an interrogation photon burst is sent to photofission
SNM material that is being hidden causing neutrons to be
released and recorded by detectors) and material
accountability in waste reprocessing streams (where highly
concentrated actinides create very high gamma fields and
must be monitored to prevent diversion). Typical detection
techniques for detecting neutrons are based on using neutron
interactions to create light which is then amplified and
collected in order to generate a signal. Invariably, these
systems will also encounter light that is generated by high
energy photons which are able to penetrate into the detector
and subsequently interact to generate light in much the same
way that a neutron would. It is possible in these systems to
then separate the pulses generated by photons from the
pulses generated by neutrons; however, the discrimination
done in this manner will almost always incorrectly
categorize some percentage of neutrons as gammas and vice
versa. More importantly, the detector will be unable to
detect neutrons during the period that it is gathering the

In development are both the centrifugal and acoustic
systems. The centrifugal system, hereafter CTMFD, brings
the fluid to a metastable state by using the centrifugal force
principle to induce tension metastability (Fig. 1); whereas,
the acoustic system, hereafter ATMFD, puts the fluid in a
metastable state with the rarefactions of an oscillating
pressure field which is induced with coupled piezoelectric
drivers [2].
The CTMFD allows very precise control of the detection
sensitivity of the system and thus is ideally situated for
assessing the sensitivity of tensioned metastable fluid to
gamma particles in an unambiguous pressure field. The
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2.2_Experiments on Gamma Insensitivity using FieldRelevant (1011 /s) 137Cs Gamma source

ATMFD, because of its tensioning mechanism, has a much
more complex tension field, but would likely be the system
chosen to compete directly with state of the art detectors for
homeland security applications. In addition to being gamma
blind, in comparison to 3He detectors ATMFDs offer vastly
increased sensitivity for fast neutrons and improved to
comparable sensitivity for thermals, extremely reduced cost,
and extremely reduced complexity for operation. ATMFDs
have even been configured to give directional information
and spectroscopic information about the neutron source.

At Purdue University we have verified gamma insensitivity
in TMFD systems using a range of gamma sources of
strengths ranging from 1 Ci calibration sources to a 50
mCi (~109 /s) 137Cs source. In order to gage applicability
of this technology for nuclear fuel reprocessing plants where
the gamma fluences can be expected to be in the 10 11 /s
range we collaboratively conducted assessments at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) which was able to
provide a 3 Ci (~1011 /s) 137Cs source for testing with our
CTMFD system. The 137Cs source intensity was near 1011
γ/s and corresponds roughly to the fluence one would expect
to encounter from a typical fuel assembly (1MTU, 5y
cooling) at 9m from the center of the front-end dissolution
vat. The source was placed as close to the detector as
shielding allowed, ~.3m (see Fig. 2). The detector was
calibrated at Purdue University such that it responded
instantly to Purdue’s 1 Ci Pu-Be source (~2x106 n/s) at the
operational negative pressure (-5.5 bar). The neutron
sensitivity was checked throughout the testing cycle to
ensure the detector was instantly sensitive as well to RPI’s 3
Ci Pu-Be source (~7x106 n/s) even at a distance of 5m.
Between checks, the 3 Ci Pu-Be source was stored over 20m
away in a shielded room. The results of the assessments are
listed in Table 1. The one single detection event is
consistent with the neutron flux provided by cosmic
neutrons (~10-3 n/cm2-s in the MeV range) and the small
flux expected from the stored PuBe source. A single neutron
induced detection event is not unexpected over 1500 s of
detection time. Thus, it can be concluded that a gamma flux
of this magnitude of practical relevance for extreme fields
found in nuclear spent fuel reprocessing facilities is
conclusively insufficient to induce detection in the system at
a pressure that would be typical for use for conclusive
neutron detection with over 90% efficiency [4].

Fig. 1: Centrifugally Tensioned Metastable
Fluid Detector [2]
2.
Gamma
Assessments

Insensitivity-Related

Experimental

Various experiments have been done in order to place the
limits on detectability of gamma signatures so that detection
regimes far from these limits cans safely ignore energy
contributions by gammas. Such assessments include 0.67
MeV photon detection experiments [3] using a 137Cs source,
our own experiments at Purdue University with 1 mCi to 0.5
Ci 137Cs sources, a 1 Ci Pu-Be source, experiments with a 3
Ci 137Cs source at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI)
and finally, pulse-pileup experiments using a nanosecond
pulsed nitrogen laser.
2.1_Early Attempts to Gage Gamma Sensitivity
Researchers at the University of Fribourg (Hahn, 1961) used
an early precursor to the CTMFD – a simple capillary tube
with curved ends in order to determine the threshold for
various liquids with individual gammas from a 137Cs gamma
source. In limited scoping studies, the thresholds for gamma
sensitivity obtained for various fluids were: -40 bar
(isopentane); -49 bar (methyliodide);, -47 bar (Freon 113);
and, -57 bar (Freon 11). In stark contrast, with ~100 keV
210
Po recoils the tension threshold was confirmed to be only
-3.3 bar and -8 bar for isopentate and acetone, respectively.
Their apparatus apparently did not permit detection of 137Cs
gammas in acetone – a fluid we have found to be a mainstay
for CTMFD technology being developed in our laboratory.

Table 1: Gamma-Blindness Tests in ~1011 γ/s field
fiel(~.3m)

2

Trial #

Time (s)

Detection Event?

1,2,3,4,5

30

No

6

150

Yes

7,8

300

No

9

600

No
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Fig. 3: Pulse Energy v Repetition rate [VSL337ND-S Laser Manual]

Fig. 2: 3 Curie

With a wavelength of 337.1 nm, (3.7 eV) a full 22uJ pulse
would contain 3.7x1013 photons. A 60% pulse from the
continuous mode would contain 2.3x1013 photons. An
absorbing/hazing medium in the form of ~40 micron coextruded plain polylactide (PLA) film was introduced in
series using between 0 and 5 layers. Each layer was found
to reduce beam intensity by ~15%. The minimum negative
pressure that yielded nucleation is recorded in Table 2 for
each pulse type and setup. The listed pulse energies were
found at a 15 Hz repetition rate.

137

Cs Experimental Geometry

2.3_Pulsed 3.7 eV UV Photon Laser Source Based
Experimentation for Judging Limits of Photon Insensitivity
and Pileup Induced Detection
Because the interaction mechanism for low energy photons
is somewhat similar to that for gamma photons and because
low energy photons are much easier to obtain in quantity, a
UV pulsed laser (VSL-337ND-S) was used to perform pulse
pileup induced photon detection experiments with our
CTMFD system in the geometry shown in Fig. 4. The laser
was lensed with a focal length of ~25cm and focused down
to a spot size <1mm2. An ArduinoTM board was
programmed to provide the gating signal for the laser
pulses. This gave the option to subject the detector to either
a single 4ns pulse (repeated manually ~20 times at intervals
>1s apart to ensure beam was unobstructed and that the
maximum energy was deposited) or a sustained 4ns pulse
every 10ms for 60s. The laser’s maximum pulse energy is
listed by the manufacturer at >300uJ; however,
experimentation revealed that the laser capacity has
diminished over time to a pulse energy of ~22uJ/pulse at 15
Hz. At a sustained 60 Hz repetition rate the pulse energy is
further diminished to ~13.75uJ (see Fig 3), but the average
power over several seconds would be ~2.6 times greater
than at 15 Hz.

Table 2: Laser Photon Detection Test Results

Pulse Energy
(uJ)

3

# PLA
Film
(40m)
Sheets

(measured
with EPM1000 power
meter)

Single
Pulse
Tension
Threshold
(bar)

Continuous
Pulsing
Tension
Threshold
(bar)

0

22

-0.8

-0.2

1

20

-1.6

-0.5

2

17

-2.6

-0.7

3

14.5

-3.9

-2.3

4

13

-5.0

-3.4

5

9

-10+

-8.6
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Fig. 4: Nitrogen Laser Experimental Geometry (quoted values for VSL laser are from manufacturer)

The first interesting (although not unexpected) finding is
that the CTMFD can readily detect the UV laser beam via
conventional joule heating caused by pulse-pileup: values
for the continuous operation mode required less negative
pressure because repeated striking in the same location
further heated the fluid in a local region thereby reducing
the energy barrier for nucleation encountered by subsequent
pulses.

corresponds to 5.03 sheets of PLA. About 27,000 3.7 eV
photons would then be required to overcome the energy
barrier. Using these two points and an exponential fit, it is
estimated that at the operational pressure of -5.5 bar 4.47
sheets of PLA are required. This would correspond to
somewhere around ~34,000 interactions necessary to
nucleate in continuous mode. Gamma photons would be
expected to require fewer interactions because of the higher
energy they carry. We shall thus utilize these insights to
bound estimates of gamma fluence (#/cc/s) that would be
required for leading to pulse-pileup based detection in
CTMFDs using acetone as a working fluid at tension levels
used for neutron detection.

Using the data from Table 2 and the experimental result for
neutrons in acetone it is now possible to estimate the
approximate flux of nuclear fuel-relevant gamma photons
required to lead to overcoming gamma-blindness in TMFD
sensors using acetone as the working fluid. The threshold
for Pu-Be fast (~1-10 MeV) neutrons in acetone is found by
us to be about -4 bar. At that negative pressure, a carbon
recoil generated by a head-on collision with a 10 MeV
neutron at the top end of the spectrum will be born at 2.84
MeV and deposit 155 keV within the required critical
bubble radius (111 nm). The threshold of -4 bar corresponds
to use of ~4.03 sheets of PLA as interpolated from the
continuous pulse data in Table 2. Given that the 3.7 eV
photons deposit their full energy within the critical radius
when interacting, ~42,000 photons would be required to
interact and overcome the energy barrier. We know that
~100 keV 210Po recoil cause detection for tensions at -8.3
bar. At -8.3 bar, however, the critical radius is calculated to
be ~55.4 nm. The emitted alpha energy itself is 5.407 MeV;
but, the recoiling 206Pb nucleus will be born at 101 keV and
deposits all of its energy over a track length of ~105 nm.
The alpha will deposit 135eV over the rest of the critical
diameter for a total of 101 keV. The threshold of -8.3 bar

3. Theoretical Underpinnings for Gamma Insensitivity
The prevailing model for predicting the concentration of
energy required to produce a cavitation effect is known as
the Seitz model used by us to derive estimates for critical
energy barriers to overcome [5]. In brief, this model
collects the amount of energy required to produce a cavity
and compares it to the amount of energy that is deposited by
the impinging radiation within a critical bubble diameter.
Terms contributing to the energy requirement include:
surface energy, PdV work, enthalpy of vaporization, kinetic
energy given to the liquid, and viscous losses in the liquid.
This model works very well for superheated droplet
detectors which operate in the superheat metastable regime;
however, models for cavitation in the tension metastable
regime can often be significantly incorrect due to
differences in the physics and the lack of proper steam
tables. However, estimates for the critical radius appear to
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be reasonable. At -5.5 bar, the critical radius in acetone is
calculated to be about 82.4 nm.

3.2 Gamma Photon interaction with electrons
Deposition on electrons will be dominated by Compton
Scattering. From the .661 MeV gamma photon, the
maximum energy electron will be born at ~0.477 MeV.
Some smaller quantity will also undergo the photoelectric
effect and be born at .661 MeV. At extremely high photon
fluxes, it would be possible to imagine that electrons born
inside the critical region would be balanced by other
electrons entering their volume because the range is as long
as .2 cm [6]. However, this would imply the fluid being
heated at an unreasonable rate. Instead, we will assume that
an energetic electron will deposit only maximum amount of
energy that it can deposit over a critical bubble radius.
Some small amount will be deposited within a critical
bubble radius by electronic interactions, but the more
energetic process is that the electron would deposit its
energy onto a hydrogen or carbon atom. Erecoil,C =
4[me/(me+mC)]x Ee. Because of the difference in mass, a 1
MeV electron can deposit around 185eV onto Carbon or
2200 eV onto hydrogen (the range of these particles is
negligible). Estimating using the well-known NIST-based
ESTAR program [7] value for collision stopping power at 1
MeV cm2/g, we know on average a full energy collision will
happen (106eV-cm2/g*.789g/cc*1.6*10-5cm)/2200eV=.0057
times per electron within the critical diameter. Assuming
that every electron born within the critical radius has a
collision within it and maintaining the assumptions about
the frequency of interaction and the size of the critical
radius from the section on interaction with nuclei, the
required gamma flux remains very similar. Hence, the
conclusions drawn for gamma photon blindness hold up for
electron (also beta ray) insensitivity as well for all
practically-relevant situations where the TMFD technology
could be called for utilization for neutron/alpha
spectroscopy in extreme photon fields.

The value for the energy barrier at -5.5 bar is 30.5 keV as
given by the Seitz equations. Values predicted by the
models developed for superheated bubble chambers at this
negative pressure and in this fluid are known to be
underestimates [5]. This value can be adjusted by linearly
interpolating between the fast neutron threshold of 155 keV
at 4 bar and the 210Po threshold at 8.3 bar discussed in 2.3.
Thus, for the purposes of this paper, the value of 135 keV
will be used as an estimate of the energy barrier at -5.5 bar.
For neutrons and alphas, the pathway for nucleation is wellknown. Neutrons elastically scattering off atoms in the fluid
create energetic charged nuclei that deposit energy in the
fluid. For alpha emissions, the recoil nucleus from the alpha
emission will deposit most or all of its energy within a
critical bubble radius and some small contribution will be
made by the alpha particle itself. Gamma photons, however,
are capable of several deposition pathways that are
reasonably similar in energy deposition and linear energy
transfer.
3.1 Gamma photon interaction with nuclei
Photons can interact with nuclei of atoms in the fluid
directly. The largest energy transfer possible from a headon collision will be onto a hydrogen atom and may be
derived as: Erecoil = E γ2/(2mrecoilxc2) = 235 eV for a .6617
MeV 137Cs gamma. Additionally, collisions on Carbon will
occur with a maximum energy of 19.5 eV. The range of
both of these eV level recoils is negligible and therefore it
can be assumed that all recoils born in a critical radius will
also deposit their energy there. Given an energy barrier of
135 keV, there would be a required pileup of nearly 580
hydrogen recoils or (more likely due to the range) ~7,000
carbon recoils. Given a critical diameter of 165 nm, the
critical volume is 2.3x10-15cc. Thus, there needs to be
~2x1017 full energy recoils on hydrogen per cc. However,
most gammas will pass through without interacting.
Estimating the mass attenuation coefficient at .1 for near
MeV energy photons (it varies from around .05 to .2) the
fraction of photons that interact in 160 nm of fluid is
1.6x10-6. The timescale for heat diffusion is likely very
rapid, but 1s is an acceptable upper bound. Finally, the
required flux becomes ~1023 γ/cc-s. This is vastly larger
even than the flux inside a 3,000 MWt reactor core of 10 13
γ/cc-s.

4. Conclusions
Through both theory and experimentation it has been shown
that TMFD detectors show exceptional resistance to
interference from gamma photons while in a neutron or
alpha counting regime. The lower bound for gamma
blindness was experimentally validated with RPI’s 3 Ci
137
Cs source and the upper bound was set using the UV
nitrogen laser. Theoretical estimates for the gamma
threshold required for nucleation have been made, but all
calculations point to the fact that in all practical applications
where the TMFD sensor can be used for neutron/alpha
monitoring while remaining totally blind to gamma fluences
even up to ~1023 γ/cc-s – which is much higher than even
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Abstract—Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector systems (TMFDs)
offer significant advantages over the current state of the art in
neutron detection. The advantages include high intrinsic
efficiency for both fast and thermal neutrons with appropriate
working fluids, on-off times on the order of microseconds,
complete blindness to field applicable gamma fields,
directionality capabilities, spectroscopy capabilities, significant
reduction in costs, and ability to change sensitivity on demand.
Of particular interest to active interrogation are the fast on-off
times, gamma blindness, high intrinsic efficiency for prompt and
delayed neutrons, potential for nanosecond timing, and
spectroscopy capabilities. Acoustically Tensioned Metastable
Fluid Detectors (ATMFDs) generate the negative pressure field in
the detector volume using an acoustic wave. During the
compression phase of the wave the detection volume is in positive
pressure and is thus insensitive to nuclear particles. During the
rarefaction phase of the wave, the pressure in the sensitive region
dips below vacuum and the device can be made selectively
sensitive to interactions with ionizing nuclear particles. By
locking the phase of the detector to the particle emission by the
interrogating accelerator driven photon or neutron source, it is
thus, possible to make the detector completely blind to the
interrogating source while remaining sensitive to the prompt
fission (due to thermal dieaway of interrogating neutrons) and
delayed neutron source that would be emitted during the
rarefaction phase of the wave. Centrifugal TMFDs (CTMFDs)
remain ready to detect constantly but, without microsecond
duration on-off operation. Fast neutron detection efficiencies for
TMFDs reveal ability to reach ~100% of theoretically possible
intrinsic efficiency levels. With detection volumes in the 40cc
range, up to 55-60% intrinsic detection efficiency has already
been attained for Cf-252 fission neutrons. On a comparable unit
volume basis, for fast neutron detection, TMFDs have been
compared against the industry standard NE-213 liquid
scintillation (LS), (moderated) BF3 and superheated droplet
detectors (SDDs) and found to offer improved detection
efficiencies ranging from x10 to x1000.
Detection events in TMFDs occur as the result of
incident particles depositing enough energy within a critical area
dimension to overcome the energy barriers preventing cavity
expansion. As a result, for a given sensitivity state of the detector
there will be neutrons that are incapable of producing recoil ions
in the fluid that deposit a sufficient amount of energy within the
required spatial dimension. This energy discrimination is done
by the detection mechanism itself rather than electronic gating

and thus, for practical situations of interest, does not suffer from
pulse pileup or saturation issues. The sensitivity state of the
detector is adjusted by adjusting the magnitude of the acoustic
field, the minimum required energy of incident neutrons can be
adjusted. By setting this minimum threshold above 2.45 MeV it
becomes possible to use a (D-D) fusion source to interrogate and
have the detector be selectively sensitive to only the resulting
fission neutrons exceeding that energy. For the Uranium fission
spectrum this includes roughly 1/3 of the prompt yield of fission.
In relation to photofission based active interrogation, TMFDs
have been shown experimentally to remain completely gamma
blind at a distance of .3 m to a ~1011 γ/s 137Cs source. Theoretical
assessments based on data gathered with pulse lasers estimate
that the threshold for detection with MeV photons could be as
high as 1023 γ/cc/s. As with low energy neutrons, the particles are
gated out by the underlying detection mechanism rather than
electronic gating. Because the detector can be configured to be
inherently blind to the interrogating photons from an energetic xray source, the full energy spectrum of the prompt and delayed
neutron response may be utilized to characterize the interrogated
material.
Even in ~8 MeV X-ray environments, where
photoneutron production with some nuclides of C, O and N
become possible, TMFDs are yet, shown to offer potential for
relative insensitivity to interrogating photons (and acceptably low
signal-to-noise from photoneutrons), while remaining ready to
detect and discern photon fissioned neutrons from SNMs with
high (95%+) intrinsic efficiency. TMFDs thus offer
transformational opportunities as ideal fast neutron detectors for
implementation into active SNM interrogation systems.
Keywords- TMFD, Active Interrogation, Nuclear Security

I.

INTRODUCTION TO TMFDS & USE FOR ACTIVE
(NEUTRON-PHOTON) SNM INTERROGATION

Active (neutron and/or photon) interrogation for
SNMs pose unique challenges in terms of prompt and delayed
fission neutron detection [7][10]. Conventional detectors as
utilized for active interrogation range from the well-known
NE-213 liquid scintillation (LS) detectors to use of
thermalized neutron detectors (e.g., He-3, LiI and BF3 based)
to use of the passive bubble detectors. (BDs).
TMFDs
[16][17] potentially offer transformational benefits – the
subject of this article, are radically different from and not to be
confused with common BDs, a.k.a., superheated drop
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[4][6][11].

It is well known that liquids can be heated to above
their normal boiling points during which they can become
sensitive to detect ionizing radiation such as neutrons and
cosmic particles. This forms the underlying operational
principle of BDs/SDDs. However, TMFDs are radically
different in that they detect nuclear particles such as neutrons
using detector materials while at normal room temperatures –
importantly, by placing selected detection fluids under
controlled states of negative (i.e., below vacuum or zero)
pressures (Pneg). The fundamental basis for the TMFD
technology is the fact that liquid bonds, like solid bonds can
indeed be stretched and placed under tension – even to
pressure states below 0 psi. This non-inituitive scientific
attribute was elegantly explained by Scholander (1965) [15].
Indeed, the thermodynamic spinodal limit of tension (Pneg)
for water at 20C is about -1,400 bar (~ 20,000 psi below
vacuum); a value which has indeed been attained
experimentally. Other ordinary fluids such as acetone,
benzene and isopentane exhibit Pneg thresholds in the -250
bar range, and for water, has been realized experimentally
[16]. These limits can be predicted from well-established
nucleation theory [5][13]. The TMFD sensor technology is
based on placing ordinary fluids such as water or acetone in
thermodynamic states of “tension” (not superheat)
metastability under sub-vacuum conditions at room
temperature. This is analogous to stretching a rubber band: the
more the tension, the less is the energy required to snap the
intermolecular bonds holding the material together. Thereafter,
excess energy deposited from the direct strike of a nuclear
particle (e.g., keV to Mev fission neutron or alpha recoil) onto
a tensioned metastable fluid results in the nucleation of
nanoscale (~50-100 nm) critical sized bubbles [rc = 2σ/(pv –
pext) [5]; where, pv is the pressure inside the cavity and pext is
the external liquid pressure] which grow to visible (mm) size
and then implode back to the liquid state accompanied by
audible shock signals and light flashes which can be recorded
using conventional electronics. The amount of deposited
energy within a dimension commensurate with formation of a
superheated vapor bubble of twice the critical radius “rc” is a
function of the LET of the radiation, fluid properties and Pneg.
How much does one practically need to tension fluids to
enable nuclear particle detection? We have confirmed, Pneg
in the -1bar to -10bar range enable reliable, gamma-beta blind
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detection and even of neutrons from the eV to the MeV+
range; as also, for detecting alpha recoils and fission
fragments. TMFDs are radically different from SDDs (Table
1).
A. What is the Neutron Radiation (Gamma/Beta Blind)
Detection Principle of TMFDs?
For TMFDs, the type and energy of the incident radiation
and their characteristic LET (dE/dx) may be combined with the
tensioned (negative pressure – Pneg) state and specific fluid
properties to design for unique beta-gamma blind detection
opportunities. In other words, what results is a novel, portable,
simple to use, low cost, transformative class of sensors with
high intrinsic efficiency (>90%) that are able to distinguish
between neutrons, alpha particles, and fission fragments.
TMFDs thus, virtually allow (human form adapted) to “see”
and “hear” radiation while also deriving and electronically
logging spectroscopic information and discerning the direction
of incoming radiation and remaining “blind” to gamma
photons. As already mentioned, TMFDs are radically different
from and are not to be confused with bubble chambers [6] or
superheated drop detectors (SDDs) which operate in the
superheat (i.e., above boiling points) regime, and, for which the
efficiency of detection of neutrons is limited by the sensitive
volume of droplet suspensions which is typically 1/1000 that
for TMFDs and furthermore require minutes to hours for reset
and cannot detect alphas or fission fragments as for TMFDs
[16]. Such attributes make TMFDs unique compared to state
of the art sensors such as 3He & BF3 (which depend on charge
collection), or scintillation (e.g., NE-213 or fluor cocktail)
systems. Neutron interactions with nuclei of TMFD detector
molecules result in heavy ion nuclei. The LET (dE/dx), a.k.a.,
stopping power for protons, alphas and nuclei of atoms such as
C, O, B, Li, Pu, U can be readily evaluated from use of the
well-known Bethe-Bloch formulation [20]:

−

2me v 2
dE 4π z 2 e 4
nZ
(ln
=
− ln(1 − β 2 ) − β 2 ) (Eq. 1)
2
dx
me v
I

where ze is the charge of the primary particle, Z is the atomic
number of the absorber atom, β =v/c, with v the particle
velocity, c the velocity of light, n is the number of atoms per
unit volume of absorber, and I is the mean ionization potential.
At the same velocity, alpha particles will have a higher Z value
compared with protons and will lose energy four times as
readily. This would imply that alpha particles and fission
products at the same energy will be even easier to detect
compared to neutrons. Indeed, this has been found to be
readily demonstrable [17] with close to 95%+ intrinsic
efficiency for dissolved alpha emitters at trace levels,
something we could not attain with conventional LS
spectrometers.
One of the detection liquids we have
experimented with is isopentane (C12H15) due to its relatively
modest Pneg requirements (e.g., -2 bar for fast neutrons and
alphas) and for its ready availability at reasonable cost and ease
of handling. We also propose to use a mixture of tri-methyl
borate [B(OCH3)3]- combined with methanol (CH4O) and
isopentane such that (n,α) reactions from neutron capture by
10
B can be taken advantage of. The LET for neutron induced
recoiling nuclei of C, O, B, H, and electrons as assessed using
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the well-known SRIM code [20] are illustrated in Table 2
below:
Table 2: SRIM computed LET
Ion (1 MeV)

dE/dx (MeV/cm) for ion moving through example
TMFD

e (electron) - photon

1

H (proton; z =1)

183

B (boron; z=5)

3,768

C (carbon; z=6)

4,217

O (oxygen; z=8)

4,455

As clearly noted from the table above, for a typical
energy level of ~ 1 MeV associated with fission neutrons, the
LET of electrons is at least x100 to x1,000 times lower than
that from heavy ions (including protons, alphas, B, C, O,..).
MeV gamma photons lose energy primarily via Compton
scattering with electrons, and can at most deliver ~ 0.88 MeV
even in a direct knock-on. The LET of 1 MeV photons
interacting with C12H15 molecules will also be in the 1
MeV/cm range. We have experimentally confirmed that, for
Pneg levels of about -2 bar through -10bar (the threshold for
detection in isopentane, the energy deposited within “rc ~
50nm” required for recoil detection is in the range of about 10
to 100 keV. A recoiling 1 MeV Carbon ion would readily be
able to deposit the required ~ 40 keV and hence, permit
detection. At Pneg of about -10bar, even a 1 MeV recoil
proton is capable of delivering the equivalent of a 250 eV
Carbon recoil to then enable detection. However, due to the
x1,000 lower LET for electrons and photons, it is impossible
to deposit enough energy deposition within 2*rc length scales
– as a consequence, TMFD neutron sensors can be designed to
offer physics-supported gamma-beta “blindness” [14] even in
~10 R/h fields; this opens up the tantalizing potential for
unique advances in active photon interrogation based detection
of shielded SNMs – and forms a focus task area for this
project.
B. How are TMFD systems designed to induce desired Pneg
levels for detection?
We have developed and demonstrated two distinct
TMFD designs (Figs.1) for attaining desired Pneg states. With
internal and federal seed funding, we have successfully
developed portable, fist-sized table-top proof-of-principle
demonstration systems which have been described in refereed
publications [1][12][16]. The reported systems are proven
capable of conclusive, reliable detection of fast (1 to 14 MeV)
and thermal (eV range) neutrons in the presence of a
continuous source of gamma rays (~ 0.67 MeV from 137Cs,
~1.2 MeV from 60Co, as also from paraffin shielded: ~ 4.4
MeV photons from Pu-Be and up to ~9 MeV photons from Cf252). This qualification has been conducted in neutron fields
of of up to 107 n/s and photon emissions of over 1011 γ/s (~ 510 R/h fields).
The first sensor system shown in Fig. 1b [12][16][17]
is based on the centrifugal force principle (also called
Centrifugal Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector or CTMFD)
– (for details of construction and operations, see Fig. 2 in
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Taleyarkhan et al., 2008) [16]. A recent advancement pertains
to the multi-arm CTMFD (MAC-TMFD) [9] in which the
CTMFDs central sensing volume is segmented into multiple
sections – each acting independently, thereby, expanding a
single TMFD footprint to multiple detector units. The second
design is referred to as the Acoustic Tensioned Metastable
Fluid Detector (ATMFD) system (see Fig. 1a of Taleyarkhan
et al., 2008, Archambault et al, 2012; Wang, 2010)
[1][16][18]. The ATMFD is based on the use of resonant
acoustic pressure fields in (100-500cc) geometries like
cylinders, spheres, or cones.

Figure 1: Schematics of TMFD systems – the metastable
tension in the fluid is induced via (a) piezo electrically induced
oscillating pressure fields and (b) centrifugal motion
C. What is the Evidence for High (50 to ~100% of
Theoretical Maximum) Intrinsic Efficiency?
Results from Lapinskas et al (2009) [12] include the results
of tests with detection of neutrons from a D-T pulse neutron
generator (PNG -14 MeV neutrons) using a 1cc CTMFD and
R-113 (C2Cl3F3) as the detection fluid. With Pneg about -10
bar, the 14 MeV neutrons could be detected with ~ 100% of the
theoretical max. intrinsic efficiency; the efficiency dropped
rapidly to ~15% at -6 bar –detecting only close to head-on
neutron collisions. The non-linear increase in efficiency for
allowing almost all angles of attack with only modest Pneg
increases is self-evident, and in line with expectations per
nucleation theory [13]. A 50% change (-6bar to -9bar) results
in ~700% improvement. In the same paper, with tri-methyl
borate (TMB) as the detector fluid the results indicate that with
Cf-252 fission spectrum neutrons that both, downscattered
neutrons (with Pneg <~-6bar) and fast neutrons (Pneg ~ -4.5
bar) can readily be detected using the same TMFD apparatus
spanning 8 orders of magnitude in neutron energy. [Note:
Down-scattered neutrons are detected via 10B(n,α)7Li
dominated assisted nuclear reaction energy, whereas, fast (>0.1
MeV) neutrons are detected via elastic scattering as the
dominant detection mode; both modes operate in tandem].
Further evidence for discerning between random and fission
sources has also been achieved and published elsewhere [19] ].
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FAST NEUTRON INTRINSIC EFFICIENCY COMPARISONS –
TMFDS VS NE-213, BF3 AND SDD

Active interrogation of shielded and unshielded SNMs
ultimately depends on the intrinsic efficiency of detection of
fast (MeV range, prompt/delayed) neutrons [7]. In this regard,
it is useful to assess the relative detection efficiencies of
TMFDs in comparison to a NE-213 fast neutron detector, a
well moderated BF3 tube, and separately, vs claimed
efficiencies of SDDs.
Results of comparison of intrinsic
detection efficiencies are shown in Table 2. The quoted
intrinsic detection efficiency values pertain to detection of
unshielded spontaneous fission neutrons from a certified Cf252 (~ 9x104 n/s) source. Past studies [12] for TMFD fast
neutron intrinsic efficiency were conducted with relatively
small (~ 1-2 cc) detection volumes which resulted in intrinsic
efficiencies of ~ 7-10%.
Herein, we discuss intrinsic
efficiencies for fast neutron detection obtained with a ~40cc
CTMFD, in direct comparison against leading contenders (i.e.,
NE-213, BF3 and SDDs).

Figures 2 & 3 present data for variation of measured
intrinsic efficiency with Pneg for the CTMFD and with
distance for the BF3 detector. Fig. 2 shows as before [12] the
exponential rise in detection efficiency with Pneg. Fig. 5
displays relative constant efficiency with distance for the BF3
detector (except for short distances). Importantly, it is to be
noted from Table 2 (above) that, on a per unit volume basis, the
intrinsic efficiency gains for the TMFD (as deployed) offered
x10 enhancement over the current industry standard (NE-213),
to over x100 (over a moderated BF3 thermalized neutron
detector), and over x1,000 greater efficiency (as expected from
Table 1) when compared with SDDs.

Fig. 2. Measured intrinsic neutron detection efficiency vs Pneg for
252
Cf neutrons with C5H2F12 as detection fluid in a 40cm3 CTMFD.

Fig. 3. Estimated intrinsic neutron detection efficiency for 252Cf
neutrons, from measurements with the SNOOPYTM (moderated BF3).

III.

PULSED/CONTINUOUS NEUTRON-PHOTON INDUCED
FISSION NEUTRON DETECTION

In this section we present methodologies for deploying
TMFDs under active interrogation scenarios.
A. Pulsed (neutron/photon) based interrogation
Fig.4 schematically depicts the various attributes of a TMFD
sensor-coupled neutron or photofission based HEU/Pu
interrogation system in which conventional detector systems
(without the ability to turn on and off within microseconds)
tend to saturate for considerable periods of time ranging to
several miliseconds when under the influence of the
interrogation pulse. Prompt fission neutron emanations occur
almost simultaneously with the interrogating pulse of
accelerator neutrons / photons (of pulse widths in the 10-100
µs range); under such circumstances the prompt neutron signal
from fission are essentially impossible to detect with
conventional detectors incapable of turning on-off in tune with
the interrogating pulse width.
However, the TMFD
architecture offers a unique potential solution in two forms: (a)
for time-gated detection largely only of the induced fission
neutrons (b) while at first, remaining largely blind to the
interrogating pulse of either neutrons or photons/electrons.
Such blindness occurs since the TMFD can be placed under
positive (compressive) pressure for a portion of its operation
and within µs turned negative (tensile) pressure states during
which the TMFD sensor will preferentially detect
prompt/delayed neutrons, including fissions caused by
downscattered die-away neutrons [7]– together with providing
directionality and rejecting gamma-beta interference. Another
point of note involves photofission based interrogation. For
photofission, TMFDs, with their photon-insensitive nature,
may be kept on in detection mode even during the photon
pulsing time frame and for subsequent times as well. This
aspect is discussed in greater length in section V of this
manuscript.
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B. Threshold energy based rejection of interrogating
neutrons
Threshold energy based rejection involves another approach
involving interrogation source energy discriminated passive
neutron detection using TMFDs. This involves controlled
detection only of neutrons of energies above the interrogating
neutrons as from a D-D accelerator, which generates 2.45
MeV neutrons. Since the induced fission neutron spectrum
includes significant (~33%) neutrons with energy > 2.45 MeV,
the challenge involves developing a threshold based gating of
the 2.45 MeV neutrons. Of-course, this scheme becomes more
relevant in situations wherein the SNM is moderately or
lightly shielded. Results of a scoping study for detecting 1kg
of HEU (within a container) using 2.45 MeV neutrons from a
continuous neutron source are shown later in section IV of this
paper, and the results are compared against those with use of
NE-213 detectors.
IV.

NEUTRON ENERGY GATED ACTIVE INTERROGATION –
EXAMPLE

An MCNP-POLIMI [2] based study (supported with
experimental evidence for estimated detection efficiency) was
conducted to assess for threshold neutron energy gated active
interrogation of 1kg HEU within a cargo container. A
continuous source of 2.45 MeV neutrons from an inertial
electrostatic confinement (IEC) device emitting ~ 108 n/s was
used to interrogate 1 kg of HEU about ~1.8 m (6’) away –
resulting in ~ 2,447 n/s. A detection metric of 10 cpm was set,
for the detector panel positioned ~1.m (4’) from the HEU (on
the other side of the container).
Our assessments indicated that a panel of 6 CTMFD systems
(each of ~350 cc sensitive volume, tensioned to about -5bar)
stacked in array form (~1m x 0.5m x 0.5 m) would enable
meeting this detection goal for detecting induced fission
neutrons above 2.45 MeV while remaining in-sensitive to the
interrogating neutrons. In comparison, using 99.9% gamma
rejection, the equivalent system using NE-213 detectors
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(100cc each) would require over 100 detectors in stacked array
form.
V.

PHOTOFISSION BASED ACTIVE INTERROGATION USING
TMFDS – FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

Photofission systems employ X-ray (< 1015 s-1) generators
employing photon energies typically at/below ~8 MeV [7].
Assuming the photon generator to SNM and/or detector
separation of about 1.8 m (6’), the photon flux at the SNM or
TMFD sensor would amount to ~108 photons/cm2/s. The vast
majority of these photons are substantially below thresholds
for photoneutron production from interactions with common
nuclei such as 13C (1% abundance; Eth =4.9 MeV); 17O
(0.04% abundance; Eth=4.1 MeV); and 15N (0.36%
abundance; Eth=10.8 MeV). The relative photoneutron crosssections are small (< 1 mb). Of course, if atoms of 2H or 9Be
are present in large quantities, significant photoneutrons could
be produced with efficiencies ranging in the ~10-5 range
(Knoll, 2000) but this would constitute rare occurrences, and
furthermore, should be possible to reject based on
spectroscopic considerations. In contrast, for 235U (Eth = 5.3
MeV) and 239Pu (Eth=5.6 MeV), the photofission crosssections are in the 200 mb range.
Therefore, for the potential majority of situations involved,
TMFDs with their inherent gamma-beta blindness and high
intrinsic neutron detection efficiency may be uniquely utilized
to detect the prompt neutrons even during the time the photon
beam pulse is on – as well as, of course, for detecting the
differential die-away induced prompt and delayed fission
neutrons. For such a situation, both ATMFDs (which can turn
on-off within microseconds) as well as the CTMFDs which
remain on continuously, should both be possible to utilize for
high efficiency interrogation of concealed SNMs.
VI.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

This manuscript has presented an introduction to the
background and methodologies for potential deployment of
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TMFDs in active neutron and/or photon based SNM
interrogation scenarios.
Experimental data have been
presented that show TMFDs are capable on a unit volume
basis to possess intrinsic efficiency (for fast fission neutron
detection): x10+ over NE-213 detectors, x100+ over that for
moderated BF3 detectors, and x1000+ over SDDs. The paper
also presents an example of deployment of threshold neutron
based detection of HEU using arrays of TMFD sensors.
Finally, the potential for unique transformational
implementation in X-ray photofission based SNM
interrogation systems has been provided. Table 3 presents a
summary of key differences and attributes between TMFDs vs
Conventional (e.g., He-3) Detectors.
Table 3. Comparison of benefits of TMFDs vs
Conventional State-of-Art Detectors
Parameter
Present Systems
Proposed TMFD
(e.g., He-3,
System
BF3,NE-213,
SDD)
Cost aspects
~$100-300K portal
~$100 or less; and
units.
$10-20K type cost
Detecting
goals for portal based
materials:
>>
systems.
$50/cc
Detecting materials:
<< $1/cc
Intrinsic
~20% (Fast); 90% To 90%+ for MeV and
Efficiency for
(thermal) – He-3,
eV neutrons in a single
neutrons
BF3; Need
TMFD system (using
separate detectors;
borated liquid) [12]
~0.1% for SDDs.
On-Off Times Seconds to minutes
Microseconds to
to hours
seconds
Gamma-Beta
Limited – can
Yes (qualified to
blind?
become saturated
remain gamma-beta
Background
in multi R/h fields
blind for ~ 5 R/h and
rejection?
(including He-3)
higher gamma fields)
Can detect n,
No. Need different
Yes. Acceptable for
systems for
photofission
& α while
remaining γ-β individual particles environments as well.
blind?
Spectroscopy?
Yes, but requires
Yes, via threshold
matrix inversion
detection or via
via unfolding
unfolding
Directionality
No. Requires
Yes. Single ATMFD
of source of
multiple banks and
demonstrated for
radiation?
coincidence logic.
directionality
enablement.
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